BRAZEAU COUNTY
COUNCIL MEETING
October 6, 2020

VISION: Brazeau County fosters
RURAL VALUES, INNOVATION,
CREATIVITY, LEADERSHIP
and is a place where a DIVERSE ECONOMY offers
QUALITY OF LIFE for our citizens.
MISSION: A spirit of community created
through INNOVATION and OPPORTUNITIES

GOALS
1) Brazeau County collaboration with Canadians has created economic opportunity

and prosperity for our community. That we intentionally, proactively network with
Canadians to bring ideas and initiative back to our citizens.
2) Brazeau County has promoted and invested in innovation offering incentives

diversifying our local economy, rural values and through opportunities reducing
our environmental impact. Invest in green energy programs, water and waste water

upgrades, encourage, support, innovation and economic growth through complied LUB,
promoting sustaining small farms, hamlet investment/redevelopment.

3) Brazeau County is strategically assigning financial and physical resources to meet
ongoing service delivery to ensure the success of our greater community.

Rigorous budget and restrictive surplus process, petition for government funding, balance
budget with department goals and objectives.

4) Brazeau County has a land use bylaw and framework that consistently guides

development and promotes growth. Promotes development of business that is consistent

for all “open for business.” Attract and retain businesses because we have flexibility within our
planning documents.
5) Come to Brazeau County to work, rest and play. This encompasses all families. We

have the diversity to attract people for the work opportunities. We have recreation which
promotes rest and play possibilities that are endless.

6) Brazeau County is responsive to its citizenship needs and our citizens are

engaged in initiatives. Engage in various levels - website, Facebook, newspapers, open

houses.

VALUES

We recognize the benefit of diversity among our communities, resources and work to
respect their uniqueness.
We ensure responsible stewardship and we understand the decisions we make today
will echo for generations.
We believe in acting with integrity.
We are open and transparent in all activities and decisions.
We respect our citizens through active listening to deliver services fairly and respond
appropriately.

MOTION

ACTION

STATUS

0864/19‐12‐17

Letter to AT regarding responsibilities on Hwys in
emergent situations

Completed

0879/19‐12‐17

MDP update with Conceptual Scheme

Completed

0892/19‐12‐17

Moose Crossing Signs on Hwy 39

Completed

0818/19‐12‐03

Research the history of the mandate of Rural
Physician Action Plan

Completed

0862/19‐12‐17

Memorial for Maureen Schwab

Completed

030/20‐01‐21

Report on how to educate the public on policing
costs

Completed

060/20‐01‐21

Letter to Minister of Transportation regarding line Completed
painting on highways

0876/19‐12‐17

Track the Plow feasibility Update

Completed

027/20‐01‐21

FIN‐7 Amendments

Completed

126/20‐02‐18

Clarification of fee model for the funding of
community dinners

Completed

138/20‐02‐18

Resolution for RMA regarding economic crisis

Completed

164/20‐03‐03

Letter to Regional Director of Transportation
regarding flagging on highways

Completed

165/20‐03‐03

Respond to ratepayer questions from March 3
public input

Completed

189/20‐03‐03

Research alternative options for MDP consultation Completed
plans

100/20‐02‐04

Administration to research RCMP responsibilities

Completed

244/20‐04‐07

Emergency Management Committee Structure

Completed

281/20‐04‐21

Letter to Minister of Agriculture regarding
opening of slaughter houses

Completed

344/20‐05‐05

Letter to Alberta Transportation regarding
intersections and resurfacing

Completed

086/20‐02‐04

Strategy Session: Solar Farm Potentials,
Social Strategy Plan, Provincial Downloading

Completed

169/20‐03‐03

Letter to the Town regarding recreation funding

Completed

209/20‐04‐07

Education and break down on information with
cost sharing with the Village of Breton and the
Town of Drayton Valley

Completed

386/20‐05‐19

Examples of citizen appreciation awards for
mowing the ditch and garbage clean up

Completed

389/20‐05‐19

Possible traditional round‐up in 2020 Post COVID
Pandemic

Completed

089/20‐02‐04

Fire Services report on previous years accidents on Completed
provincial highways

376/20‐05‐19

Investigate “children at play” signs and installation Completed

407/20‐06‐02

Investigate community groups using RMA
Insurance through the municipality

Completed

415/20‐06‐02

Approach Policy PW‐10 for Review

Completed

411/20‐06‐02

Contact the Village of Breton to discuss hosting a
joint Hazardous Waste Round Up this year

Completed

446/20‐06‐16

Craft a letter in response to the Drayton Valley
letter to minister Madu, copied to the Premier,
Town and MLA, RMA and circulate the letter to
Council for feedback.

Completed

454/20‐06‐16

Develop an application form and tracking
mechanism for approach maintenance requests

Completed

456/20‐06‐16

Bring back the costs of the big and little Children
at Play signs, where they are required, how much
the cost would be and where the funds would
come from.

Completed

458/20‐06‐16

Update Council‐1 Policy to reflect attendance at
virtual meetings

Completed

413/20‐06‐02

Research alternatives ways collect batteries, oil
and whatever else for recycling.

Completed

409/20‐06‐02

Research a secondary option for awarding citizens Completed
for beautifying Brazeau County.

427/20‐06‐02

Budget for further research on Floating Wetland
Pilot Project

Completed

459/20‐06‐16

Research motions and communication regarding
acquiring land around Lodgepole since October
2017

Completed

496/20‐07‐07

Research permanent recycling depot for used oil
and any other toxic liquid waste

Completed

504/20‐07‐07

Bring back cost for the engineering design work
for upgrading Hwy 616 extension to pavement
standards

Completed

511/20‐07‐07

Research road use agreements, and traffic counts Completed
on Twp 495 east of airport

512/20‐07‐07

List of culvert and slide projects for 2020 and 2021 Completed

513/20‐07‐07

Cost for repair of the road slide on Range Road 80 Completed

514/20‐07‐07

Schedule of Fees Bylaw with ASB recommended
amendments

Completed

516/20‐07‐07

Public Meetings either side of the river

Completed

539/20‐07‐07

Research the Library Act for ability to rent private Completed
space

540/20‐07‐07

Letter of concern to provincial and federal
governments regarding local industry and orphan
wells

Completed

515/20‐07‐07

Information regarding tender process

Completed

580/20‐08‐18

Contact Alberta Transportation regarding shoulder Completed
slide on Hwy 621 and RR 83

581/20‐08‐18

Letter to Town regarding SB90 road damages
along the Ring Road

Completed

599/20‐08‐18

Letter to Alberta Transportation regarding HWY
22 and TWP 494 intersection

Completed

611/20‐08‐18

Letter to Government of Canada regarding
council’s concerns with changes to criminal code

Completed

612/20‐08‐18

Letter to Minister Nixon in support of Clearwater
County’s concerns with the state of the Bighorn
backcountry

Completed

636/20‐08‐24

Open letter to Minister Madu and copy the
Completed
Premier that none of their options are acceptable,
we need a better time line and we expect them to
serve the people of Alberta before making
decisions without proper consultation

445/20‐06‐16

Research background information, including listing Completed
what the County has contributed to the Town in
the past, and in regards to the impact
regionalization would have to our County

449/20‐06‐16

Report on collision hot spots in the County

Completed

448/20‐06‐16

Research time and money spent in different
jurisdictions for Station 3 calls for cost sharing
between Brazeau County and the Town of
Drayton Valley regarding provincial highway
allocations of Fire Services

Completed

616/20‐08‐18

Invite stakeholders from the oil and gas industry
to meet with Council

Completed

653/20‐09‐01

Letter of Support to DV Ag Society for CFEP Grant

Completed

661/20‐09‐01

Cost for repairs of washout on TWP 474 between
RR 53 and RR 54 and letter of response to Allan
Taylor

Completed

673/20‐09‐01

Drayton Valley Library Bylaws brought to Council

Completed

0674/20‐09‐01

Letter to Drayton Valley Library regarding
unsolicited attempts to restructure library board
membership

Completed

675/20‐09‐01

Letter to Drayton Valley Library regarding
discussion at joint council session

Completed

679/20‐09‐01

New letter to Minister of Municipal Affairs

Completed

BRAZEAU COUNTY
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
AGENDA
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

2020 10 06
9:00 AM
COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, COUNCIL CHAMBERS
________________________________________________________________________

Call to Order
Present
1.

Addition to and Adoption of the Agenda (Pages 7 ‐ 10)

2.

Adoption of the minutes of the Council Meeting of:
a)
September 15, 2020 Regular Council Meeting (Pages 11 ‐ 24)

3.

Business Arising
Follow Up Action List:

MOTION

ACTION

STATUS

485/20‐07‐07

Administration to work with the Town
Administration to institute the County’s
recommendations for ICF and IDP.

Target Date:
on going

498/20‐07‐07

Letter of support for the Drayton Valley and
District Historical Society grant application

Target Date:
Waiting for information

571/20‐08‐18

Research Options and Costs, including Alberta
Recycle to have a toxic recycle site on east and
west side

Target Date:
Budget Discussions

595/20‐08‐18

Administration look into purchasing lands from the Target Date:
Province around Lodgepole
October 2021

642/20‐08‐24

Draft a letter for Reeve’s signature for recreation
cost sharing concerns based on proposed
assessment model changes and provincial
downloading

700/20‐09‐15

Add the MVA Collision data and map to newsletter Target Date:
November 2020

707/20‐09‐15

Research cost of chip sealing

Target Date:
October 6, 2020

720/20‐09‐15

Letter to AT requesting shoulder to fence line
mowing on Hwy 39.

Target Date:
Completed

Target Date:
Completed
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4.

Urgent Items

5.

CAO Report
a)
Alternative Workspace Policy Update
‐ Update Report to Council attached (Page 25)

6.

Delegations/Appointments
9:45 am

2019 FCSS Annual Report
Lola Strand (Pages 26 ‐ 43)

10:00 am

Public Hearing: Bylaw 1064‐20 LUB Amendment
7.
Planning and Development
a)
Bylaw 1064‐20 to Rezone NW 29‐49‐06‐W5M from
Agricultural (AG) to Agricultural Holdings (AGH)
‐ Request for Council Decision attached (Pages 44 ‐ 52)

11:00 am

Public Input Session

11:30 am

Questions from the Media

1:00 pm

Closed Session

8.

Fire Services
a)
Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment Study
‐ Update Report to Council attached (Pages 53 ‐ 212)

9.

Agricultural Services
No reports

10.

Community Services
a)
Land Acquisition
‐ Request for Council Decision attached (Pages 213 ‐ 214)

11.

Finance
a)
Updated FIN‐4 Policy
‐ Request for Council Decision attached (Pages 215 ‐ 228)
b)

12.

Bank Reconciliation for August 2020 (Page 229)

Public Works and Infrastructure
a)
Cost Estimate for Chip Seal Coating
‐ Update Report to Council attached (Pages 230 ‐ 231)
b)

2020 Construction Projects Update
‐ Update Report to Council attached (Pages 232 ‐ 243)
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13.

14.

General Matters
a)
Mental Health Funding ‐ H. Swan
b)

Factual Advertising ‐ H. Swan

c)

AEP Capital Dollars ‐ Eagle Point Blue Rapids Parks Council ‐ M. Gressler (Page 244)

Correspondence
a)
Letter from the Town of Drayton Valley re: Repairs to Twp Rd 491 (Page 245)
b)

MLA Mark Smith re: Municipal Operating Support Transfer (Page 246)

15.

Agricultural Service Board ‐ A. Heinrich, H. Swan, K. Westerlund

16.

Municipal Planning Commission ‐ H. Swan, M. Gressler, A. Heinrich

17.

Brazeau Seniors Foundation ‐ M. Gressler

18.

Drayton Valley Library Municipal Board ‐ D. Wiltse

19.

Breton Municipal Library Board ‐ D. Wiltse

20.

West Central Airshed Society ‐ H. Swan

21.

Yellowhead Regional Library Board ‐ D. Wiltse

22.

Family and Community Support Services ‐ M. Gressler

23.

North Saskatchewan Headwaters Alliance ‐ B. Guyon

24.

North Saskatchewan Headwaters Alliance Steering Committee ‐ B. Guyon

25.

Eagle Point/Blue Rapids Parks Council ‐ K. Westerlund

26.

Pembina Area Synergy Group ‐ K. Westerlund

27.

Pembina Sentinel Air Monitoring ‐ H. Swan

28.

Physician Recruitment and Retention Committee ‐ H. Swan

29.

Eleanor Pickup Arts Centre ‐ K. Westerlund

30.

Northern Mayors Group ‐ B. Guyon

31.

Breton and District FCSS ‐ M. Gressler

32.

ALUS ‐ K. Westerlund
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33.

Alberta Hemp Alliance ‐ B. Guyon, A. Heinrich

34.

Recreation Board ‐ D. Wiltse, A. Heinrich

35.

Chamber of Commerce ‐ Rotational

36.

Warburg Seed Cleaning Plant Board ‐ B. Guyon

37.

Meeting Dates:
a)
ARPA Conference and Engergize Workshop ‐ Oct. 21‐23, 2020 ‐ K. Westerlund
(Pages 247 ‐ 251)

38.

Closed Session:
a)
1:00 p.m. Independent Contractor Proposal FOIP Section 16
b)

Intergovernmental Discussion FOIP Section 21

39.

Round Table Wrap‐Up

40.

Adjournment
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING OF BRAZEAU COUNTY, HELD IN THE
COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, COUNCIL CHAMBERS IN BRAZEAU COUNTY ON
TUESDAY 2020 09 15
CALL TO
ORDER

Reeve B. Guyon called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.

PRESENT

B. Guyon, Reeve
H. Swan, Councillor
D. Wiltse, Councillor
S. Wheale, Councillor
M. Gressler, Councillor
A. Heinrich, Councillor
K. Westerlund, Councillor
J. Whaley, Chief Administrative Officer
T. Kwirant, Executive Assistant
C. Whalen, Finance Coordinator
K. MacInnis, Corporate Communications Coordinator (by telephone)

OTHERS

G. Long, Drayton Valley and District Free Press

ADDITION TO
AND ADOPTION
OF AGENDA

Addition to and Adoption of Agenda
0695/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to approve the agenda with the
following additions and amendments:
6.
Delegations ‐ Move Global Public Affairs to 9:45 a.m. and
Drayton Valley and District Free Press to 9:30 a.m.
9.

Agricultural
a)
Fence Line Mowing

14.

Correspondence
c)
Mr. Les Huber regarding Public Works Committee

38.

Meeting Dates ‐ Move to Following the Global delegation

39.

Closed Session
c)
Intergovernmental Relations FOIP Section 21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Council Minutes 2020 09 15
Page 1 of 14
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ADOPTION OF
MINUTES

Adoption of Minutes
0696/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to approve the minutes of the
September 1, 2020 Council meeting as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

BUSINESS
ARISING

Business Arising
Follow Up Action List
J. Whaley reviewed the status of the action items
0697/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to receive the Follow Up Action List for
information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

URGENT
ITEMS

Urgent Items
None

CAO REPORT

CAO Report
Regionalization Impacts
J. Whaley presented information including what the County has contributed to the Town
of Drayton Valley in the past and the impact forced regionalization would have to the
County.
0698/20‐09‐15

Moved by D. Wiltse to receive the Regionalization Impact Report
for information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

FIRE SERVICES

Fire Services
Status Update June, July, August 2020
T. Thomson presented the Fire Department Stats for June, July and August.
Motor Vehicle Collision Follow Up Report
T. Thomson presented information regarding high collision areas within Brazeau County
from 2009 ‐ 2019.
0699/20‐09‐15

Moved by M. Gressler to receive the Fire Department Stats Teport
and the Motor Vehicle Collision Report as information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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0700/20‐09‐15

Moved by M. Gressler to request Administration to add the motor
vehicle collision map and data in the next appropriate newsletter.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
0701/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to add to the agenda 13. a) Request for
shoulder mowing to Alberta Transportation.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

DELEGATIONS/
APPOINTMENTS

Delegations/Appointments
Drayton Valley and District Free Press
Brandy Fredrickson presented the newspaper’s 2019 ‐ 2020 circulation statistics
0702/20‐09‐15

Moved by S. Wheale to receive the report from the Drayton Valley
and District Free Press for information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Reeve B. Guyon called for a break at 9:40 a.m. and the meeting resumed at 9:50 a.m.

Global Public Affairs ‐ Strategy Update
Brian Senio provided a legislature update and discussed advocacy priorities with Council.
0703/20‐09‐15

Moved by A. Heinrich to receive the report from Global Public
Affairs for information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MEETING
DATES

Meeting Dates
Strategy Session with Global Public Affairs
0704/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to set Thursday, September 17, 2020 at
1:00 p.m. as the meeting with Global Public Affairs to discuss
strategy prior to meeting with Minister of Municipal Affairs.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Reeve B. Guyon called for a break at 10:27 p.m. and the meeting resumed at 10:36 a.m.
S. Wheale absent.
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AGRICULTURE

Agriculture
Mowing Program
B. Guyon questioned the mowing of the shoulders to fence line of the roads and which
contract was cancelled during final budget.
0705/20‐09‐15

Moved by A. Heinrich to receive the shoulder mowing discussion
for information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
PUBLIC WORKS

Public Works
Twp Road 474 cost estimate and letter of response to Mr. Taylor
L. Fischer presented the letter sent to Mr. Taylor in response to his inquiries regarding
the repairs on Township Road 474 from RR 53 to RR 54.
0706/20‐09‐15

Moved by D. Wiltse to receive the letter regarding costs of Twp
474 to Mr. Taylor for information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

2020 Construction Projects
L. Fischer presented the 2020 Construction Projects update.
S. Wheale joined the meeting at 10:47 a.m.
PUBLIC INPUT
SESSION

Public Input Session
Reeve B. Guyon opened the Public Input Session at 11:03 a.m.
Les Huber spoke to the terrible and disastrous condition of the roads and maintenance
as a whole. He commented that the washouts and roads are not being fixed as Council
continues to do their own pet peeve projects.
Allan Taylor commented on the provincial government giving away money to major oil
companies. He questioned the Reeve’s statement at the August 13 public meeting
where the Reeve said he would fight the changes to linear assessment the same way as
Bighorn and asked how that fight was proceeding? He commented that the Bighorn is
now a mess and now we have a UCP government. He questioned what Council was
doing to notify people about the linear tax grab? He feels only 700 people know what is
going on. Has Council been talking to the residents? He was very impressed with
another county that put up billboards and suggested Brazeau County do the same. He
questioned Council’s secret meetings and asked why Council met with those guys and
not ratepayers? He commented that Council needs to get out more. He agreed that
Hwy 39 is bad for farm machinery accidents.
Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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Garry Mastre said to Reeve that right from the beginning he has been asking for
solutions, the oil companies have been given everything for last 10 years and there is
nothing left. He commented that Council is going to see a new minister and would like
to hear their solutions? He said the answer is “no” and the Province has to stop giving
money away. He guaranteed when Council get back from meeting with the minister the
answer will be the same from the Province. Tell them they won’t get elected next time.
The big oil companies are leaving. He questioned the work at the Rocky Rapids dump
and why everything the County tries to do takes three times as long as it used to. He
said there are no solutions.
Reeve B. Guyon closed the Public Input Session at 11:30 a.m.
2020 Construction Projects
Discussion ensued on the 2020 Construction Project report.
0707/20‐09‐15

Moved by D. Wiltse to request Administration to look into the
cost of chip sealing.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
0708/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to receive the 2020 construction
projects report for information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

FINANCE

Finance
Update Policing Support Information
C. Swap presented the breakdown of the funding Brazeau County provides for policing
support outside our own Peace Officers.
0709/20‐09‐15

Moved by A. Heinrich to receive the policing cost report for
information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Assessment Services Contract Extension
C. Swap presented the request for contract extension with Accurate Assessment Group
for the provision of assessment services.
0710/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to approve the contract extension with
Accurate Assessment Group for the provision of assessment
services for the 2021 to 2023 years.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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COMMUNITY
SERVICES

Community Services
Recreation and Culture Cost‐Sharing between the Town of Drayton Valley and Brazeau
County
L. Chambers presented the Recreation and Culture Cost‐Sharing agreement for Council’s
review.
0711/20‐09‐15

Moved by M. Gressler to table the discussion until after the
Closed Session.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Reeve B. Guyon called for a break at 12:14 p.m. and the meeting resumed at 12:25 p.m.
M. Gressler and K. Westerlund absent.

CLOSED
SESSION

Closed Session
0712/20‐09‐15

Moved by S. Wheale that the regular Council Meeting of
September 15, 2020 proceed into ‘closed session’ at 12:26 p.m.
for the purpose of discussing:

a) Analysis of Calls at Fire Station 3 FOIP Section 17
b) Legal Expenses CAO Review FOIP Section 19
c) Intergovernmental Relations FOIP Section 21
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
M. Gressler joined the meeting and the closed session at 12:26 p.m.
L. Chambers joined the closed session at 12:26 p.m. to discuss Intergovernmental
Relations FOIP Section 21
K. Westerlund joined the meeting and the closed session at 12:27 p.m. by telephone.
L. Chambers left the closed session at 12:46 p.m.
T. Thomson joined the closed session at 12:47 p.m. for the purpose of discussing
Analysis of Calls at Fire Station 3 FOIP Section 17.
T. Thomson left the closed session at 1:17 p.m.
0713/20‐09‐15

Moved by D. Wiltse that the regular Council Meeting of
September 15, 2020 come out of ‘closed session’ at 1:21 p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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Reeve B. Guyon called for a break at 1:22 p.m. to allow the public ample time to return
and the meeting resumed at 1:32 p.m.
COMMUNITY
SERVICES

Community Services
Recreation and Culture Cost‐Sharing between the Town of Drayton Valley and Brazeau
County
0677/20‐09‐01

Moved by D. Wiltse to direct Administration to include in the
previous motioned letter to let Drayton Valley know that Brazeau
County will be decreasing the recreation cost sharing dollars to
match the police funding increase cost starting in 2021 on an
ongoing basis and further to include any more downloading or
loss of income to the County may result in further cost sharing
decreases.
D. Wiltse requested to withdraw her motion.

0677/20‐09‐01 MOTION WITHDRAWN
0714/20‐09‐15

Moved by D. Wiltse that the recreation cost sharing go to $83.43
per capita in 2020 and to $58.49 per capita in 2021 and onwards.

IN FAVOUR
B. Guyon
A. Heinrich
D. Wiltse
OPPOSED
H. Swan
S. Wheale
M. Gressler
K. Westerlund
DEFEATED
0715/20‐09‐15

Moved by H. Swan to not accept Administration’s
recommendation and to set the recreation cost sharing to $58.49
per capita for 2020 and moving forward.

IN FAVOUR
A. Heinrich
S. Wheale
H. Swan
B. Guyon
K. Westerlund
Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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OPPOSED
D. Wiltse
M. Gressler
CARRIED
0716/20‐09‐15

Moved by H. Swan to accept the inter‐municipal discussion for
information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
0717/20‐09‐15

Moved by D. Wiltse to accept the Fire Services report for
information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
0718/20‐09‐15

Moved by A. Heinrich to take the legal fees for the CAO evaluation
from the Economic Development Reserve.

IN FAVOUR
A. Heinrich
H. Swan
B. Guyon
D. Wiltse
M. Gressler
OPPOSED
K. Westerlund
S. Wheale
CARRIED
Drayton Valley Library Bylaws
L. Chambers presented the Library Bylaws as requested by Council.
0719/20‐09‐15

Moved by A. Heinrich to accept the Library Bylaw report for
information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

GENERAL
MATTERS

General Matters
Mowing Alberta Transportation
K. Westerlund requested Council send a letter to Alberta Transportation requesting
shoulder to tree line mowing and to include the collision data Fire Services presented.
0720/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund to send a letter to Alberta
Transportation requesting shoulder to tree line mowing along
Highway 39 due to high wildlife accidents with vehicles.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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CORRESPONDENCE
ITEMS

Correspondence/Items for Information
Drayton Valley Libraries Letter of Apology
0721/20‐09‐15

Moved by S. Wheale write a letter to Doug Whistance‐Smith the
librarian cc’ing the Town Mayor and CAO and the Chair of the
Library Board Lyndara Cowper‐Smith, emphasizing that it is
inappropriate for the librarian to solicit Board members as that is
a Council decision.

S. Wheale requested to remove her motion
0721/20‐09‐15 MOTION WITHDRAWN
0722/20‐09‐15

Moved by M. Gressler to receive the letter from the Library for
information.

IN FAVOUR
A. Heinrich
H. Swan
B. Guyon
K. Westerlund
D. Wiltse
M. Gressler
OPPOSED
S. Wheale
CARRIED
Reeve B. Guyon called for a break at 2:20 p.m. and the meeting resumed at 2:34 p.m.
North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance Municipal Contribution
0723/20‐09‐15

Moved by A. Heinrich to receive the letter from NSWA for
information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Les Huber Public Works Committee Consideration
0724/20‐09‐15

Moved by M. Gressler to receive the letter from Mr. Huber for
information.

IN FAVOUR
A. Heinrich
H. Swan
B. Guyon
D. Wiltse
M. Gressler
Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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OPPOSED
K. Westerlund
S. Wheale
CARRIED
COUNCILLOR
REPORTS

Councillor Reports
Reeve B. Guyon reported that he attended:
 Meeting with Minister of Environment
 Meeting with MLA
 Public Meeting Breton
 Public Meeting Brazeau
 Budget Workshop
 Regular Council Meeting
 Business Input on Assessment Impacts and Solutions
 Meeting with Municipal Affairs
 Meeting with Museum Executive
 Special Council Meeting
 Meeting with Minister Panda and MLA
 Signing documents and cheques
 Meeting with Eavor
Councillor S. Wheale reported that she attended:
 Town Hall Meeting at Breton
 Town Hall Meeting County Shop
 Budget Workshop
 Regular Council Meeting
 Special Council Meeting
 Joint Council Gathering
Councillor A. Heinrich reported that he attended:
 Town Hall Breton
 Town Hall County
 Birchwood AGM ‐ no charge
 Budget Update
 Regular Council Meeting
 ASB Meeting
 MPC Meeting
 Special Council Meeting
 Joint Council Session
Councillor K. Westerlund reported that she attended:
 Special Council Meeting
 ALUS Committee meeting
 Meeting with Minister Nixon
 Town Hall Meeting Breton
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Town Hall Meeting County Shop
Budget Workshop
Regular Council Meeting
Business Community Advisory Meeting
Agricultural Service Board
Meeting with Minister Madu
DV and District Historical Society Meeting
Special Council Meeting
Joint Council meeting with Town of Drayton Valley

Councillor H. Swan reported that she attended:
 Town Hall Breton
 Town Hall County
 Budget Workshop
 Council Meeting
 ASB Meeting
 MPC Meeting
 Museum Visit
 Special Council Meeting
 Joint Council Gathering
Councillor M. Gressler reported that he attended:
 Budget Meeting
 Council Meeting
 MPC
 FCSS
 Special Council Meeting
 Joint Council Gathering
Councillor D. Wiltse reported that she attended:
 Breton Town Hall
 Brazeau Town Hall
 Budget Workshop
 Regular Council Meeting
 Library Board
 Special Council Meeting
 Joint Council Gathering

Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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0725/20‐09‐15

Moved by M. Gressler to receive the Councillor Reports for
information.

IN FAVOUR
A. Heinrich
H. Swan
B. Guyon
K. Westerlund
D. Wiltse
M. Gressler
OPPOSED
S. Wheale
CARRIED
COMMITTEE
REPORTS

Committee Reports
Agricultural Service Board Member’s Report (ASB)
No report
Municipal Planning Commission Member’s Report (MPC)
Councillor A. Heinrich provided a report regarding the Municipal Planning Commission.
Brazeau Seniors Foundation Report
Councillor M. Gressler provided a report regarding the Brazeau Seniors Foundation.
Drayton Valley Municipal Library Board
Councillor D. Wiltse provided a report regarding the Drayton Valley Municipal
Library Board.
Breton Municipal Library Board
No report
West Central Airshed Society
No report
Yellowhead Regional Library Board
No report
Family and Community Support Services (FCSS)
Councillor M. Gressler provided a report regarding the FCSS committee.
North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance
No report

Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance Steering Committee
No report
Eagle Point/Blue Rapids Parks Council (EPBR)
No report
Pembina Area Synergy Group
No report
Pembina Sentinel Air Monitoring (PSAM)
No report
Physician Recruitment and Retention Committee
No report
Eleanor Pickup Arts Centre (EPAC)
No report
Northern Mayors Group
No report
Breton and District Family Community Support Services (FCSS)
No report
Alternative Land Use Service Partnership Advisory Committee (ALUS PAC)
Councillor K. Westerlund provided a report regarding the ALUS committee.
Alberta Hemp Alliance
No report
Recreation Board
No report
Chamber of Commerce
No report
Warburg Seed Cleaning Plant Board
Councillor B. Guyon provided a report regarding the Warburg Seed Cleaning Plant
0726/20‐09‐15

Moved by A. Heinrich to receive the Councillor Reports for
information.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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ADJOURNMENT
0727/20‐09‐15

Moved by K. Westerlund that the regular Council Meeting of
September 15, 2020 adjourn at 3:06 p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

_______________________
Reeve

________________________
Chief Administrative Officer

Council Minutes 2020 09 15
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BRAZEAU COUNTY
UPDATE REPORT TO COUNCIL

SUBJECT:

Alternative Workspace Update

DATE TO COUNCIL:

October 6, 2020

PREPARED BY:

J. Whaley, CAO

UPDATE
INFORMATION:

At the September 1st, 2020 meeting Council made the following motion
regarding usage of the Alternative Workspace Policy.

0666/20‐09‐01 Moved by A. Heinrich to direct the CAO to provide monthly updates on
the status of individuals working from home.
CARRIED

The usage for September 5th ‐ 25th is as follows:
Weeks
September 5th to 11th
September 12th to 18th
September 19th to 25th

Number of Users
1
6
5

Average time on line
7.3 Hours
8.2 Hours
9 Hours

Currently 19 staff members have formal agreements approved by the CAO under the alternative
workspace policy.

Brazeau County – Report to Council – Alternative Workspace
Page 1 of 1
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2019 FCSS ANNUAL REPORT
Building a resilient community
through prevention

For more information call 780-514-2200 or
Email fcss@draytonvalley.ca
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Lola Strand
FCSS Program Manager

What is Family
& Community
Support Services?
Drayton Valley and District Family and Community
Support Services (FCSS) is a partnership between the
Province of Alberta and the Town of Drayton Valley,
Brazeau County and Parkland County that develops
locally driven initiatives to enhance the social wellbeing of individuals, families and community through
prevention. Our program provides service to residents
of Drayton Valley, Brazeau County west of the North
Saskatchewan River (the area east of the river is
served by Breton FCSS) and Parkland County.

We strive to ensure that:
•

Community members are resilient (able to
overcome life’s challenges);

•

People have a sense of belonging to,
ownership of and pride in their community;

•

Organizations are partnering and collaborating
to build community capacity; and

•

Citizens are aware of the resources available
and how to access them.

Jennifer Fynn
FCSS Program Assistant

Emily Hickman
Homelessness & Poverty
Reduction Coordinator

Tracy Burrill
Home Support Worker

Paula Newberry
Home Support Worker
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FCSS 2019
Operating Budget
•

•

•

•

The Town of Drayton Valley contributed just
over $40,000 in addition to its $176,000
Provincial grant.

Brazeau County contributed just over
$32,000 in addition to its $130,000 Provincial
grant.
Parkland County contributed approximately
$7,000 in addition to its $30,000 Provincial
grant
The 2019 granting budget included $130,000
in grant funds allocated to community
initiatives.

Non-FCSS Funds:
•

•

•

Alberta Rural Development Network ARDN
(Homelessness & Poverty Reduction Team)
Agreement ending October of 2019
Neighbourhood Place - grant program ending
March of 2020
Early Childhood Coalitions of Alberta
(Community Parenting Coalition) - grant
program ending March 2020

2019 FCSS
Grants
TOWN OF DRAYTON VALLEY
A.L.I.V.E. 55
$25,237.00
AIM FOR SUCCESS
I Am Empowered Conference
$2,500.00
DRAYTON VALLEY
COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY
VIOLENCE INSTITUTE
$3,200.00
BURDEN BEARERS
COUNSELLING CENTRE
$4,200.00
YOUNG MOM’S GROUP
$2,000.00
DRIVE HAPPINESS VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM
$9,700.00
WILD ROSE SCHOOLS
Safer School Together
$14,500.00

PEMBINA CRISIS
CONNECTIONS SOCIETY
$24,000.00
BRIGHTER FUTURES FAMILY
RESOURCES SOCIETY
Summer Day Program
$8,794.00
EAGLE POINT BLUE RAPIDS
PARKS COUNCIL
Education Program
$11,865.00

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
Out of School Program
$20,000.00
METIS MULTI-CULTURAL
Youth Society
$4,000.00
HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
COALITION
Integrated Youth Hub
$4,270.90
MCMANN
Santa’s Workshop
$1,000
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2019 Snapshot
Every $1 contributed by the Municipalities
leverages $3.97 in the community.

FCSS offered 19 inhouse programs and
services and funded
14 external programs

18,494
PEOPLE WERE
SERVED

3,725

REFERRALS

WERE PROVIDED

505

VOLUNTEERS PUT IN

11,524

VOLUNTEER HOURS
EQUIVALENT TO

$230,480
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Information &
Referral
FCSS staff members are known for being visionary, inclusive,
knowledgeable, and compassionate – a significant asset to the
community. They are recognized for having wonderful navigation skills,
which are important when working with clients and community to
navigate complex health and human services.
One of our priorities is to ensure that citizens are aware of the
resources and how to access them. We do this by:
•

Promoting FCSS as a referral and navigation service;

•

Providing opportunities for local service
providers to showcase their resources; and

•

Maintaining a current database of community
resources and making it available to the
community.

1,500
RESOURCE

MATERIALS WERE

In 2019 we provided Information, referral
and navigation services to approximately:

PROVIDED
(Community
Resource Directory &
Community Guides)

2,500 phone inquiries
200 email inquiries
1,025 walk-in inquiries
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Children & Youth
FCSS—funded programs for children and youth increase and improve
independence, coping and interpersonal skills. They foster relationships
and connections, and develop an awareness of social needs and
responsibility.
Making

In-House

Skatepark Jam
Over 100 people of
all ages enjoyed a day full
of skateboarding, music
and food with members
of the Drayton Valley
RCMP.

Local financial experts
taught basic financial life

Funded
Programs

Brighter
Futures Family
Resource Society
Summer Day Camp

163 children attended
summer day
camp.

Eagle Point-Blue
Rapids Parks Council
Education Program
Over 3452 youth had
the chance to unplug from
electronics and learn why
it’s important to connect
with nature.

Financial Cents
Program

Wild Rose
School Division
Safer Schools Together

1175 parents, youth
and teachers learned
about how to use
social media
safely.

skills to over 30 Gr. 12
students as they launch
into independence.

Aim For Success
I am Empowered
Conference
and Mentoring Program

110

young girls and women
attended a
conference focused on
self esteem and self
confidence.

Boys & Girls Club
of Drayton Valley
Licensed Out of School
programs gave 105 children
ages 5-12 years old after
school care until 6 pm as well
as on most no school days.
Summer care was also
offered this year.
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Outcomes
According to children and
youth program surveys:

CHILDREN and
YOUTH WERE

95%

Of girls said the
“I Am Empowered
Conference”
helped them to
have more
confidence.

90%
Of youth said that
they understand the
importance of
spending time in
nature as a result of
the Eagle Point-Blue
Rapids
Environmental
Program.

Of children said
that they are
better at making
friends as a result
of attending the
Brighter Futures
Summer Day
Camp.

SERVED

88%

Of participants
said that they are
more able to
communicate with
their students/
children about safe
social media
use.

94%

9,337

176

VOLUNTEERS PUT IN

1246

VOLUNTEER HOURS

94%

Of parents said
their child shows
more self confidence as a
result of attending
the Brighter Futures
Summer Day
88%
Camp.
Of youth said that
they are empowered
82%
to make the world a
Of children said
better place as a
they are better at
result of the Eagle
solving problems
Point-Blue Rapids
and making friends
Environmental
as a result of
Program.
attending the Boys
& Girls Club
Out of School
Program.
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Families
FCSS - funded programs for families aim to improve social well-being
and healthy functioning, develop positive relationships, improve
parenting, and ensure that they have social supports, such as networks
and access to resources, as needed.

In-House
Program

Family Day
Disconnect to
Connect

Funded
Programs

Free
Family Movies
Over 300 parents and
children enjoyed free family
movies while they learned
about the stages of early
childhood development and
available community
resources .

Families and schools
competed by logging the
number of hours that they
Pembina Crisis
disconnected from technology
Connection Society
on Family Day
to spend time
Over 2800 children, youth
together.
and adults learned about the
prevention of harm caused
Drayton Valley
Young
by violence towards self and
Comprehensive
Mom’s Group
others including domestic
violence, bullying and 16 pregnant teens and young
Violence Institute
suicide.
Psycho-educational groups
mothers who are at risk for
for men and women helped
poor parenting outcomes
accessed a network of formal
54 individuals who are
and informal services and
experiencing family violence
supports available to reduce
to better deal with
social isolation and
their stress and
enhance self
anger.
reliance. 33

Outcomes
According to family
program surveys:

784
FAMILIES WERE
SERVED

84%
Of people who
attended the Family
Violence “Moving
Beyond Anger and
Anxiety” program
know more about how
to set personal
boundaries

10
VOLUNTEERS PUT IN

695
100%

VOLUNTEER HOURS

Of young moms
said they are
accessing the
resources their
families need as a
result of attending
the Young Mom’s
groups.

79%
100%
Of moms said
they feel
supported by the
Young Mom’s
group.

Of people say that
as a result of PCCS,
they are more aware
of the impact of
domestic violence,
bullying or suicide
in their
community.
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Adults
FCSS - funded programs for adults strengthen people by developing
their skills, knowledge, and confidence to be able to overcome life’s
challenges.

Making
Financial Cents
Program

In-House

12 people attended

10
classes facilitated by local
financial gurus geared to
help people to make
informed financial
decisions.

Funded
Program

TESTIMONIAL
Making Financial Cents
Program participant
“For me the courses seemed
to become more and more
interesting as each week passed.
A much larger portion of the
general public should be
exposed to the content
of these weekly
courses. “

Volunteer
Income Tax Program
Volunteers completed 323
tax returns for low income
families and individuals free of
charge. This ensured that
these residents were able to
receive the federal and
provincial benefits
they need.

Burden Bearers
Counselling Centre

46 people who may not
have been able to pay for
private counseling
received the support
they needed.
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Outcomes
According to adult
program surveys:
80%

People said that
they are better at
handling whatever
comes their way and
are better able to
maintain relationships
as a result of attending
Burden Bearers
Counseling
Centre

97%

6945
PEOPLE WERE
SERVED

18

VOLUNTEERS PUT IN

413

VOLUNTEER HOURS

People said that
they are more able
to make wise
financial choices
as a result of attending
the Making Financial
Cents Program
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Seniors
FCSS - funded programs for seniors
allow for seniors to be actively
engaged and supported to allow
healthy, independent living.

Snow
Angels

19 seniors had

In-House
Programs

their snow
removed by a
volunteer.

Seniors
Benefits Workshops

Telus Wise

19 Seniors learned
how to navigate
social media and the
internet effectively
and safely.

27 Seniors learned
about eligible
Provincial
and Federal
benefits.

Home Support

34 Seniors received
assistance with light
housekeeping and
meal preparation.

Drive Happiness
Volunteer Program

16 Seniors accessed the
volunteer driver program
as an affordable way to
get doctor appointments
or shopping.

Seniors Tea

90 seniors were
celebrated at our
Annual Seniors tea
where they enjoyed
lunch and were
entertained by local
children and
youth.

Funded
Program
ALIVE 55

615 seniors had access to
programs at the Pool and the
Omniplex in an effort to reduce
isolation and ensure that seniors
feel connected to one another
and their community, as well as
the resources they may need
to achieve an optimal
quality of life.
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Outcomes
According to seniors
program
100%

Of seniors say
that the ALIVE 55
Program helps
them to feel less
isolated and more
connected to
others.

100%

SENIORS WERE

Of seniors who
accessed the Drive
Happiness program say
they feel less isolated
from others in their
community.

SERVED

2025

TESTIMONIAL
“Home support is
greatly appreciated.
It’s keeping me in
my own home
longer”.

REFERRALS
WERE PROVIDED

90%

100%

Of seniors say
they are accessing the
community resources
they need to remain in
their own homes as a
result of receiving
Home Support
Services .

TESTIMONIAL
“ Having Tracy in
my home brings me
so much happiness
and someone to
talk to.”

1388

TESTIMONIAL
“I love when my
family visits they do
not have to clean.
Tracy has already
taken care of it and
we have time
to visit .”

Seniors report that
the Telus Wise For
Seniors has helped
them to be more
connected to
others in their
community.
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Community
Development
FCSS community development programs
aim to improve the social well-being of
the community, including connectedness
& support for volunteerism.

Block Parties

150 families got to
know their neighbours
as a result of
participating in a
Block Party.

In-House
Programs
Community
Dinners
Approximately 144
volunteers from 16
businesses prepared and
served meals to over

3,600 people.

Volunteer
Appreciation Night
We celebrated 203 local
volunteers with dinner and
entertainment at our
annual Volunteer
Appreciation
Banquet.

Board
Development
Workshop

11 volunteers learned
about the roles and
responsibilities of being
on a volunteer
board.

De-escalating
Training

30 service providers
learned how to
de-escalate a
potentially violent
situation.

Canada
Day
About 4,000
people celebrated
Canada Day at the
Rotary Park.
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Outcomes
According to community
development program
surveys:

250
VOLUNTEERS PUT IN

TESTIMONIAL
“I feel confident now
that when these
situations arise, I can
take control”
De-escalating Training
Participant

100%

Participants of
the Board
Development
Workshop have
increased their
capacity to fill their
roles more
effectively .

8640
VOLUNTEER HOURS

TESTIMONIAL
“Love DV FCSS”
Board Development
Workshop
participants

TESTIMONIAL
“It is so amazing how
FCSS started Community
Dinners and now the
community is taking it on!”
Community Dinner
TESTIMONIAL
Participant
“This is a great
benefit to our
group, thank
you!”

97%

Of volunteers say
that they feel that
they are important to
the community as a
result of attending
the Volunteer
Appreciation
Banquet.

TESTIMONIAL
“We think this is such
a fantastic way to give
back to the community. It
really makes us feel like we
are contributing to
something special.”
Community Dinner
Host Company
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Homelessness
192 Clients Served
We assisted 192 unique
clients access and navigate
resources, pay their rent, keep
their utilities connected,
obtain vital identification and
documentation, complete
their taxes and access
emergency shelter over

288 occasions.

141 Nights
Out of the Cold
The Community Mat Program
was open 141 nights from
January to April and October to
December. During that time,
we offered emergency shelter
to 20 unique clients providing

206 nights of shelter.
TESTIMONIAL
“The work being done on
homelessness in Drayton Valley
was cited as an example of the
passionate focus exhibited by FCSS –
absolute concern and caring for the
individuals and families experiencing
housing uncertainty, and the
community organizations trying to
improve quality of life.”
Community
Partner

22 Clients have
Access to Vital Documents
Having ID is not a luxury, it is
necessary for not only accessing
even the most basic services but also
for finding employment. We helped 22
individuals get pieces of basic ID
(Health cards/government picture ID
/birth certificates) and stored copies
and other vital documents
(tax returns, employment
documents, etc.)
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Partnerships
FCSS uses a community development approach that brings groups and
organizations together, forms partnerships and helps to tackle wicked
issues like homelessness, poverty, and mental health.
As a proven collaborator, FCSS maintains many community
relationships grounded in trust and respect for different ideas and
perspectives. FCSS plays a significant role in:
•

The Homelessness and Poverty Reduction Team

•

Resilient Youth in Stressed Environments (RYSE)

•

The Drayton Valley Integrated Services Hub for Youth

•

Healthy Communities Coalition

•

Community Parenting Coalition

•

Drayton Valley Comprehensive
Family Violence Institute

FCSS is described
as the community’s
collaborative nucleus - the
organization that recognizes
when conversations are
needed, who has a role to
play in the discussion, and
then takes the action to
make it happen.
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Partnerships con’t.
“FCSS maintains a
passionate focus on what’s
best for Drayton Valley and Brazeau
County and their community members. It is
far more concerned about helping people get
what they need than building an empire by
trying to do it all themselves. This passionate
focus led to the description of FCSS as the
communities SOCIAL FILTER - always looking
out for it’s people, understanding the
political, economic and social environment
of the community, and seeking to find
the best possible solutions.”
Community Partner

“The current
economic environment
and pandemic are putting
pressure on Drayton Valley
and Brazeu County residents and
families. FCSS is in a unique position
to leverage its strong community
ties and provincial network to
monitor trends and fast track great
ideas locally. The community
trusts them to do this work.”
Community Partner
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BRAZEAU COUNTY
REQUEST FOR COUNCIL DECISION
SUBJECT:

Land Use Bylaw Amendment
Bylaw 1064-20 to Rezone NW 29-49-6-W5M from
Agricultural (AG) to Agricultural Holdings (AGH)

DATE TO COUNCIL:

October 6, 2020

SUBMITTED BY:

Martine Martindale, Development Officer

ENDORSED BY:

Chandra Dyck, Senior Planner

REVIEWED BY CAO:

J. Whaley, CAO

FILE NO:

20A-008

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
That Council give Second and Third Readings to Bylaw 1064-20 proposing a portion of NW 29-49-6-W5M
[±8.5 ac (±3.44 ha)] be rezoned from Agricultural (AG) to Agricultural Holdings (AGH) as shown on the
attached Schedule A.
1.

TOPIC DEFINED
Executive Summary
The applicants would like to rezone a portion of NW 29-49-6-W5M from Agricultural (AG) to
Agricultural Holdings (AGH) as shown on the attached Schedule A to accommodate a subdivision
application creating a parcel for future residential and agricultural use.
The property is located immediately east of Range Road 65, from which both the proposed Lot 1
and the remnant parcel will have access.
The proposed Bylaw 1064-20 was circulated to referral agencies, internal departments and
adjacent landowners. Comments received from referral agencies identified that they had no
concerns or objections. Internal department responses came from Agricultural Services and
Public Works and Infrastructure with no concerns regarding the rezoning. Public Works did
identify that road widening will be required by Brazeau County and upgrades to the access of the
proposed parcel will be addressed at the subdivision stage. No adjacent landowner letters were
received.
Relevant Policy:
Relevant Policy was provided in the September 1, 2020 Council report.
The subject property does not fall within any Intermunicipal Development Plan or Area Structure
Plan.
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Strategic Relevance:
If rezoning receives approval from Council, the subdivision application will be presented to the
Municipal Planning Commission for decision.
2.

ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDED ACTION
That Council give Second and Third Readings to Bylaw 1064-20 proposing a portion of NW 29-496-W5M [±8.5 ac (±3.44 ha)] be rezoned from Agricultural (AG) to Agricultural Holdings (AGH) as
shown on the attached Schedule A.
Advantages
•

3.

Ensures that, if the proposed subdivision is
approved, it will conform to the districts
within the current Land Use Bylaw.

Disadvantages
•

None Identified.

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
Operational:
No Impact
Financial:
No Impact
Attachments:
Appendix A:

Land Location Map

Appendix B:

Aerial Photograph

Appendix C:

Application Form

Appendix D:

Bylaw 1064-20

Appendix E:

Referral and Adjacent Landowner Comments
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Appendix B
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Appendix C

48
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Appendix D

BRAZEAU COUNTY
BYLAW NO: 1064-20
BEING A BYLAW OF BRAZEAU COUNTY, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO AMEND LAND
USE BYLAW NO. 1002-18, AS AMENDED
WHEREAS, Council of Brazeau County deems it expedient and proper, under the authority of
and in accordance with the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, Chapter M-26 and
amendments thereto, to make certain amendments to Land Use Bylaw No. 1002-18, as
amended; and
WHEREAS, the public participation requirements of Section 692 of the Municipal Government
Act, RSA 2000, Chapter M-26, have been complied with;
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of Brazeau County, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
1. That, a portion of NW 29-49-6-W5M, be re-designated from Agricultural District (AG)
to Agricultural Holdings District (AGH), as shown on the attached Schedule ‘A’ (“the
Lands”); and
2. That this Bylaw, and the re-designation of the Lands, shall take effect upon the
registration of the subdivision plan, which corresponds with the Lands shown in the
attached Schedule ‘A’, by the Land Titles Office.

READ a first time this
READ a second time this

day of
day of

READ a third time and finally passed this

, 2020,
, 2020,
day of

, 2020.

_____________________________
Reeve
_____________________________
Chief Administrative Officer
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Appendix E
Referral and Adjacent Landowner Comments
Brazeau County Public Works Comments
No concerns regarding rezoning. Road widening will be required by Brazeau County and
upgrades to the access of the proposed parcel will be addressed at the subdivision stage.
Brazeau County Utilities Comments
No concerns.
Brazeau County Agricultural Services Comments
No concerns regarding rezoning.
Referral Agency Comments
•
•
•
•
•

Canada Post – No concerns.
Buck Mountain Gas Co-op – No issues.
TELUS – No concerns.
FortisAlberta – No concerns.
AER – No setbacks required.

Adjacent Landowner Comments
No letters of concern were received from adjacent landowners.
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BRAZEAU COUNTY
UPDATE REPORT TO COUNCIL
SUBJECT:

Wildfire Hazard & Risk Assessment

DATE TO COUNCIL:

October 6, 2020

PREPARED BY:

Tom Thomson ‐ Fire Chief

UPDATE
INFORMATION:

As part of the Fire Smart Grant Program that was received by Brazeau
County and the Town of Drayton Valley, Palisade Consulting Limited was
contracted to provide a report that would evaluate the wildland/urban
interface fire hazards and threats within the region. The focus of the report
targeted areas outside of the forest protection area which included the
Buck Creek area, Rocky Rapids, the Village of Breton, Birchwood, and the
east side of Drayton Valley. The intent of the report is to provide a working
document for the planning and implementation of Fire Smart initiatives
within the region.
The greatest risk to residential property by wildland fire within the region is
in the Birchwood area. The greatest threat to that area is during the spring
and fall season when the grass is not green, and the leaves of the
deciduous trees have not grown or have fallen off. The amount of grass and
the type of forest fuels in the area are the main factors influencing the
extreme wildfire threat. A Fire Smart vegetation management program is
recommended; however, a careful investigation of the soil conditions
would need to be completed before any vegetation management program
was implemented.
The road system in the Birchwood area is also a concern. The roads are
narrow, steep, and have very limited space for the turning around of
emergency vehicles making firefighting operations difficult. Some roads are
looped while others are dead ends. Emergency egress is hampered by
having only one main road in and out of the area. Locked gates would need
to be opened to facilitate egress out of the backside.
Any direct vegetation management projects within the Birchwood area
would not be supported by any Fire Smart grant as the program does not
cover vegetation management projects on private lands. However, Fire
Smart funding could be applied to create education opportunities for
residents to learn about the fire threat and how to control the vegetation
in the area.
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The fire department in cooperation with the Birchwood Country Condo
Association has begun taking steps to mitigate some of the risks in the
area. There have been several programs that have been implemented. The
department will continue to work in association with and support the Fire
Smart initiatives of the Condo Association.
Another region identified in the report as being an extreme fire hazard area
was in the Sam Hooks Ravine area in the Village of Breton. The location of
the ravine and the types of fuels within it provide a corridor for the spread
of wildfire in the community. A vegetation management strategy that
includes the thinning, pruning and removal of deadfall in the ravine would
significantly reduce the risk of wildfire spread.
A Fire Smart Grant could also be used to develop a wildfire preparedness
guide for the community which would also be beneficial in reducing the
risks of wildfire in the Village.
That concludes the review of the Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment
Report.
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Executive Summary
This Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment was initiated by Brazeau County and the Town of
Drayton Valley to evaluate and quantify the wildfire environment both regionally and in identified
communities outside of the Forest Protection Area; Buck Creek, Rocky Rapids, Breton, Drayton
Valley East and Birchwood. The area is within Brazeau County.
The Assessment achieved the following objectives:




Identified and quantified wildland/urban interface hazards within and adjacent to
developed area. Reviewed the fire regime and analyzed the wildfire threat.
Developed FireSmart Structure and Site Hazard Assessments regionally and within the
5 communities.
Identified opportunities for future FireSmart actions to reduce the wildfire threat.

The Hazard & Risk Assessment will provide a working document to assist Drayton Valley/Brazeau
County, Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, elected officials, emergency responders, land managers
and local residents to plan and implement FireSmart initiatives within Brazeau County.
The largest number of wildfires will occur during the spring fire season when the grass is dry and
the deciduous trees are leafless. Coniferous fuels in the parks and protected areas, particularly
along watercourses, may exhibit extreme fire spread during high fire hazard.
The Hazard & Risk Assessment has been developed in a manner to recognize the diversity of the
environment and the rural/urban development. The planning area has similar characteristics.
The Structure/ Site and Area Assessments resulted in the following:
Unit Hazard Assessments

Unit
Buck Creek
Rocky Rapids
Breton
Birchwood
Drayton Valley East

Structure and Site
Assessment
Low
Low
Low
Extreme
Low

Area Assessment
Low
Low
Low‐Extreme
Extreme
Low

The overall wildfire risk to residential properties in the Buck Creek Unit can be described as Low.
The coniferous fuels in the northern portions of the area could generate aggressive fire Behaviour
that may pose a threat to Buck Creek through ember ignition. The increased wildfire threat exists
along the North Saskatchewan River in the west and within coniferous C2 fuels to the north. This
is indicative of the coniferous and mixed wood fuels in these areas. Of note is the area of Extreme
wildfire threat just to the north of Buck Creek.
The overall wildfire risk to residential properties in Rocky Rapids can be described as Low. In the
Urban area of the Hamlet, the predominant vegetation is manicured grass with ornamental
coniferous and deciduous. The forested area to the west of 52 Ave and 52 St have pockets of
coniferous fuels.
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The overall wildfire risk to urban residential properties in Breton can be described as Low. The
fuels in the Ravine, 51 Street, Maple/Willow and the Golf course could generate aggressive fire
Behaviour that may pose a threat to individual dwellings through ember ignition and direct
impingement. In the area of the Ravine, the risk to adjacent dwellings is extreme.
The overall wildfire risk to residential properties in the Birchwood Planning Area can be described
as Extreme. The continuous fuels along the Modeste Valley could generate aggressive fire
Behaviour that may pose a threat to Birchwood through ember ignition and direct impingement.
The grass and deciduous fuels increase the risk to properties in the vicinity.
The overall wildfire risk to urban residential properties in Drayton Valley East can be described as
Low. The North Saskatchewan River Valley and its tributaries represents a corridor for the spread
of wildfire. A wildfire in these areas would generate embers and impact structures. This area
may be inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service. This hazard is reflected
in the Head Fire Intensity mapping and Wildfire Threat Analysis.
The lands with residential properties are deeded private property. There is little opportunity to
conduct FireSmart vegetation management in these areas.
It is important for Drayton Valley/Brazeau County to continue with their FireSmart education
programs throughout the area.
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INTRODUCTION

Located in west‐central Alberta, just 30 minutes south of the Yellowhead Highway 16 and 60
minutes from the Canada–Mexico trade corridor of Highway 2 and the Edmonton International
Airport, Brazeau County is country living at its best.
The population within the geographic boundaries of Brazeau County includes 8,345 residents of
Brazeau County, 574 residents of the Village of Breton and 7,235 residents in the Town of Drayton
Valley.
The Brazeau County economy is thriving off the natural resources found in the region, creating
prosperity and opportunities for a wide range of businesses that both directly and indirectly
impact the oil & gas industry. Highly skilled workers from around the world migrating to the
region, along with greater outside investment means Brazeau County business is in this for the
long haul.
Thousands of people visit Brazeau County every year to take advantage of the bountiful
wilderness and wildlife and the recreation opportunities that they allow. From ATV and horseback
riding, to fishing, hunting, camping, skiing, snowmobiling and more, there are activities to do in
Brazeau County no matter the season.
Brazeau County residents enjoy a high level of prosperity thanks to the strong and ever‐expanding
economy based on rich natural resources abundant in the region. Those same natural resources
that keep the local economy booming also provide recreation, leisure and beauty.

Figure 1. Location of Drayton Valley/Brazeau County

Drayton Valley is a Town in central Alberta. It is located on Highway 22 the Cowboy Trail. It is
surrounded by Brazeau County, known for its vast oil fields. The Town is located between the
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North Saskatchewan River and the Pembina River. The Town of Drayton Valley offers an inviting
balance of vast work opportunities and a rural quality of life experience. Well known for its
presence in the resources industry, particularly forestry, agriculture, as well as oil and gas, Drayton
Valley has diversified its economic base in recent years in an effort to draw new residents and an
expanded workforce to the community. It is home to the Weyerhaeuser Canada sawmill which is
a substantial contributer to the local economy.
Situated southwest of Edmonton, the Town of Drayton Valley is home to a community lifestyle
and many opportunities where residents can become successful, enjoy a range of recreational
programming, and raise a young family.
The Hazard & Risk Assessment will provide a working document to assist Drayton Valley/Brazeau
County, Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, elected officials, emergency responders, land managers
and local residents to plan and implement FireSmart initiatives within Brazeau County.
Much of the County is within the Forest Protection Area where fire suppression is the
responsibility of Alberta Agriculture and Forestry. Generally, this the region is located in the
western half of the County and would include the Hamlets of Lodgepole and Cynthia. The eastern
half of the County is outside of the Forest Protection Area. This document will focus on those
areas and specifically on the communities of Drayton Valley East, Rocky Rapids, Buck Creek,
Breton and Birchwood as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Forest Protection Area in Drayton Valley/Brazeau County
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goal of the Hazard & Risk Assessment is to provide Brazeau County and the Town of Drayton
Valley with an evaluation of the wildfire environment in the identified parts of the County that
are outside of the Forest Protection Area.
The term “hazard” refers to things within the environment that can cause harm to people or
equipment that we may or may not be able to modify.
Wildfire “risks” are the chances that people take in relationship to the hazard. They present the
possibility of loss or injury. Human action can reduce or increase risk. Risk mitigation is achieved
when any of the three parameters (likelihood, behaviour and/or impacts) are reduced. These are
described as specific actions to reduce or eliminate risk.
The following objectives have been developed to provide direction in achieving this goal:

3



Identify and quantify wildland/urban interface hazards within and adjacent to
developed areas. Conduct a review of the fire regime and a wildfire threat analysis.



Conduct FireSmart Structure and Site Hazard Assessments within the five
communities and



Identify opportunities for future FireSmart actions to reduce the wildfire threat.

PLANNING AREA

The planning area for this Hazard & Risk Assessment includes all the developed and undeveloped
lands that are within and in the immediate vicinity of Drayton Valley East, Rocky Rapids, Buck
Creek, Breton and Birchwood. In their respective jurisdictions, the Village, County and the Town
have responsibility for administration of land development as well as for both wildland and
structural fire protection outside of the Forest Protection Area. Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
is responsible for wildfire suppression within the Forest Protection Area. The County is
responsible for property and structural fires within the Forest Protection Area.
Birchwood and Rocky Rapids and a large portion of the planning area are within the Dry
Mixedwood Natural Subregion. This Subregion is characterized by aspen forests and cultivated
fields on gently rolling plains and has the warmest summers of any of the boreal Natural
Subregions. Most of the annual precipitation (70%) falls from April to August with intense storms
in June and July. (Downing and Pettapiece,2006).
Drayton Valley, Buck Creek and Breton and a large portion of the planning area are within the
Central Mixedwood Natural Subregion. Vast expanses of upland forests and wetlands on level to
gently undulating plains, short, warm summers and long, cold winters define the Central
Mixedwood Natural Subregion. This is the largest Natural Subregion in Alberta. A mosaic of
aspen, mixedwood and white spruce forests on uplands, with extensive areas of mainly treed fens
in central areas and jack pine stands on coarser materials to the east. (Downing and
Pettapiece,2006).
A portion of the west part of the planning area, corresponding with the forested land, is within
the Lower Foothills Natural Subregion. The land here is 700 to 800 meters elevation and contains
a mix of coniferous and deciduous trees. The growing season is shorter, making this Natural
Subregion less suited to agricultural crops. (Downing and Pettapiece,2006).
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Map 1. Planning Area
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Map 2. Natural Subregions
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STAKEHOLDERS

4.1 Land Ownership and Dispositions
Brazeau County contains both private and Crown lands with a few parcels owned by the
municipality. There are numerous Parks, Recreation Areas and Protected Places throughout the
County. In particular the areas along the North Saskatchewan are parcel to Provincial Parks like
the Blue Rapids Provincial Recreation Area. The distribution is shown on Map 3.
Timber Dispositions
There are several Timber Dispositions outside the Planning Area in the County. Weyerhaeuser
Company Limited manage the forests in parts of the County under the authority of Forest
Management Agreements. Forest Management Units W021 and R01 are managed by Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry and include volume‐based timber allocations.
Surface Dispositions
The Government of Alberta is responsible for managing Alberta's public land outside of private
lands for the current and future benefit of all Albertans. Individual landowners negotiate directly
with resource extraction companies to facilitate access to subsurface leases beneath their
properties. There are numerous surface dispositions on both public and private lands within the
planning area.
Historical and Archeological Sites
The Historical Resources Act, RSA 2000, defines a historic resource as “any work of nature or of
humans that is primarily of value for its palaeontological, archaeological, prehistoric, historic,
cultural, natural, scientific or esthetic interest including, but not limited to, a palaeontological,
archaeological, prehistoric, historic or natural site, structure or object.”
The Listing of Historic Resources identifies lands that contain or are believed to contain historic
resources, including primarily archaeological and paleontological sites, Aboriginal traditional use
sites of a historic resource nature and historic structures. The Listing is normally issued twice a
year, to provide industry and other developers with advance notification of possible historic
resource concerns.
Each land parcel in the Listing has been assigned a Historic Resource Value (HRV) ranging from 1
to 5. The highest level of protection (HRV 1) is afforded to lands that have been designated under
the Act as Provincial Historic Resources. An HRV of 1 is also used to identify World Heritage Sites
and lands owned by CT for historic resource protection and promotion purposes. HRVs are
defined as follows: HRV 1: designated under the Act as a Provincial Historic Resource HRV 2:
designated under the Act as a Municipal or Registered Historic Resource HRV 3: contains a
significant historic resource that will likely require avoidance HRV 4: contains a historic resource
that may require avoidance HRV 5: believed to contain a historic resource.
The Listing also includes a letter that describes the primary historic resource category of concern,
as follows: a‐ archaeological, c‐ cultural, g‐ geological, h‐ historic period, n‐ natural, p‐
paleontological
The Listing of Historic Resources was obtained through Alberta Culture, Multiculturalism and
Status of Women and is provided for the Planning Area to October 2019. Large portions of the
Planning Area have been assessed as HRV5p, meaning there is a potential to contain a
paleontological resource (green area on the map). Most of the potential is adjacent to the North
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Saskatchewan River and its tributaries. In addition, some of the HRV5 classified lands close to
watercourses and through the middle of the map have archaeological resource potential. There
are also areas of 4a and 4p (shown in pink) that contain an archaeological and/or historical
resource that may require avoidance. The Planning Area does contain areas of HRV 3 which are
significant sites.
Future Planning of FireSmart projects should consider the impact on Historical Resources and
agencies are required to obtain necessary legislative authority prior to project commencement.
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Map 3. Land Ownership
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Commercial Trapping
There are nine Registered Fur Management Areas (RFMA) in the County outside of the Planning
Area. Under Provincial regulation, the Senior Holder of a Registered Fur Management License is
authorized to trap on a RFMA for a five‐year term, provided the license is renewed each year.
Commercial Trapping will not impact the FireSmart Planning Process in the Planning Area.

Map 5. Registered Fur Management Areas

4.2 Linear Features
There are numerous seismic lines and trails in the Planning Area which can have a positive impact
on wildfire suppression. The linear disturbances provide access to remote areas, provide anchor
points for ground and air operations and may provide barriers to fire spread if widened and
maintained.
Powerlines
ATCO Electric provides electrical services and all facilities within the Planning Area. The lines
throughout the Planning Area are generally well maintained.
Roadways
The main roadway within the Planning Area is Highway 39 which crosses the middle of the
planning area generally east/west direction. Secondary Highways 759 and and Rge Road 73
provide north/south connections, along with Highways 20 and 22. There is a grid of all‐weather
gravel roads through most of the area.
Pipelines
There are multiple pipelines in the Planning Area.
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FIRE HISTORY

Wildfire is a natural and frequent occurrence within the Boreal and Foothills Forest Regions of
Alberta. Although much of the Planning Area is outside the Forest Protection Area, it has
experienced some significant fire events over the years. While the historic data may not be
entirely accurate, they do indicate that large, overlapping fires did occur. Improved detection and
suppression reduced the size of later fires with the 1990’s and 2000’s being the most active recent
activity.
It appears that the historical large wildfires spread to the southeast direction in response to the
prevailing winds.
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Map 6. Large Fire History, by decade
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WILDFIRE THREAT

The wildfire threat assessment is a process that evaluates the negative ecological, social and
economic impacts of wildfire. Four components are combined and evaluated to identify those
areas on the landscape most threatened by wildfire.
The greatest wildfire threat to the Planning Area will occur during the spring and fall of each year
during the cured grass stage. The location and type of forest fuels are the primary factors
influencing the wildfire threat. A large portion of the planning area is within the Dry Mixedwood
Natural Subregion, having warmer summers and milder winters than most other Subregions in
the Boreal Natural Region. Forests are mostly aspen stands with scattered white spruce
interspersed with fens (Downing & Pettapiece, 2006).
The Wildland Urban Interface assessment within the Planning Area considered the four
components of wildfire threat:

Fire Behaviour Potential
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, fire spreads and exhibits other
related phenomena:
 Assessment of fuels
 Fire weather and climate assessment
 Topography and fire interactions
 Existing barriers to fire spread
 Fire growth potential and landscape interactions

Fire Occurrence Risk
Fire occurrence risk is the probability of fire igniting as determined by presence of causative
agents (i.e. potential number of ignitions).
 Assessment of fire probability depending on weather and fuel moisture
 Seasonal changes (moisture regime, green‐up stages)
 Causes‐ human, lightning, etc.
 Other potential ignition sources (i.e. burning coal seams.

Values at Risk
Values at risk are a specific or collective set of natural resources and man‐made improvements
and/or developments that have measureable or intrinsic worth which could potentially be
destroyed or otherwise altered by fire in any given area. The specific values and priorities within
the Forest Protection Area are identified by Provincial Priorities in Fire Suppression.

Suppression Capability
Suppression capability includes the factors and limitations that are related to the ability to contain
a wildfire upon detection in order to protect values at risk.
LANDSCAPE BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS
 Steepness of terrain/slopes
 Water availability (lakes, river, non‐draining borrow pits)
 Existing barriers to fire spread (non‐fuels, deciduous stands, linear disturbances,
hydrography
NON‐BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS
 Detection
 Initial Attack response time targets by fire danger and fire management areas
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Access availability (all weather and dry weather roads)
Anchor points and helipads
Attack weight, capability of resources dispatched
Topography/valley orientation

6.1 Fire Behaviour Potential
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads and exhibits
other related phenomena. The key components of fire Behaviour are:
 Fuels
 Weather
 Topography
Fire growth and landscape interactions determine the fires capability to spread. The utilization of
barriers to fire spread during a wildfire event is an appropriate FireSmart strategy that ensures
the protection of communities within forested areas.
There has not been any FireSmart Vegetation Management Projects conducted within the
planning area. There has been Vegetation Management Projects in the Cynthia and Lodgepole
areas.

Fuels
As expected, the parks and protected areas as well as the lands inside the Forest Protection Area
are mostly forested.
In many parts of Alberta, it appears that there is a substantial amount of mortality in our Aspen
forests. The dead and down trees have increased the fuel loading and thus the wildfire potential
in the Aspen forests which were previously considered to have a Low Wildfire Behaviour Potential.
There is no scientific data that quantifies the impact of Aspen Die Back. Drayton Valley/Brazeau
County and Agriculture and Forestry will continue to monitor these changes in the forest
environment and make necessary planning modifications in the future.

Topography
The most significant topographical features in the Planning Area are the watercourses with their
associated valleys. The North Saskatchewan River and stream valleys create a network of fuels
which generally lead to the River. Modeste and Buck Lake Creeks are the major tributaries,
however there are numerous streams and valleys which also lead to the North Saskatchewan.
The planning area is generally flat with a northeast aspect. Maximum elevation is 886m in Drayton
Valley and a minimum elevation of 768m in Birchwood. There are dramatic elevation changes on
the North Saskatchewan being 43 meters from top of the banks to the river. In Birchwood, there
is an increase of 29 meters from the Modeste Creek to the subdivision.
These valleys are generally forested lands with Mixedwood and coniferous fuels and will have an
impact on fire intensity and behaviour.
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Head Fire Intensity
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads and exhibits
other related phenomena. Head Fire Intensity (HFI) is a good interpretation of large fire potential
and the ability for resources to contain wildfires. HFI is calculated using the 90th percentile
historical fire weather and climate information from the nearest weather stations. The 90th
percentile value for a set of values states that at least ninety percent (90%) of the values are less
than or equal to this value. The other ten percent (10%) are greater than the 90th percentile
values. This means that 90 out of 100 days the HFI will be associated with the values given. 10
out of 100 days the HFI will be worse than the associated values given.
The HFI maps includes analysis of:

Fire Behaviour prediction fuel types

Historical fire weather information

Topography and fire interactions

Wildfire Spread Direction
The wildfire spread direction for each season will be determined by the associated wind direction
for the specific time period. This indicates the fire spread mainly to the southeast however,
northwest winds also occur. The following wind roses graphically indicate the distribution of wind
direction and speed from the Drayton Valley airport weather station. The rings show the
percentage of the time the wind speed is from the direction indicated. Of interest to wildfire
managers is the indication of winds over 50 kilometers from the northwest.

Figure 3. Winds at Drayton Valley airport weather station
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6.2 Fire Occurrence Risk
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County responds to multiple wildfires outside of the Forest Protection
Area. There is no geo‐spatial data for wildfires in the County.

6.3 Values at Risk
Values‐at‐risk are a specific or collective set of natural resources and man‐made improvements
and/or developments that have measurable or intrinsic worth, and which could potentially be
destroyed or otherwise altered by fire in any given area.
The Values at risk are based on the Provincial suppression and prevention priorities and associated
data.
 Human life: Occupied industrial plant sites, construction camps, commercial lodges,
campgrounds including private and municipal.
 Communities: cities, Hamlets, villages, hamlets, subdivisions within Indian Reserves
(IR), subdivisions within Metis lands.
 Watersheds/soils: critical fish habitat, areas of possible erosion and siltation, sensitive
soils, critical basins for water production.
 Natural resources: wildlife habitat, fisheries, threatened/rare/endangered species,
critical age classes, protected areas/significant features, timber.
 Infrastructure: major roads, major transmission lines, major railways, major telecom
sites, major navigational sites, main public travel corridors, buildings.
Residences are present throughout most of the Plan Area with higher densities in the
communities and subdivisions. Schools, as well as churches and community halls are also
important. There are firehalls in Drayton Valley and Breton. The area is dominated by agriculture
infrastructure and oil and gas facilities.
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6.4 Suppression Capability
Suppression capability includes the factors and limitations that are related to the ability to contain
a wildfire upon detection in order to protect values at risk.
There are a number of available man‐made and natural water sources available for wildfire
suppression that can be used by helicopter buckets and municipal firefighting apparatus. Access
on all main roads within the planning area is excellent. The County has numerous water fill
stations at strategic locations.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County and Agriculture and Forestry have a Mutual Aid Agreement and
an Annual Operating Plan to guide their cooperative efforts in wildfire suppression, detection and
prevention.
Brazeau Lookout provides excellent wildfire detection capability in the region. Carrot Creek
Lookout supplements detection in the northern portion of the region.
Rocky Mountain House Fire Base is located south of the Planning Area and has the capability of
prompt initial attack with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry resources including heavy equipment,
helicopters and firefighters. They operate a Type V Engine and have access to multiple sprinkler
kits. Agriculture and Forestry also operate the Lodgepole Secondary Fire Base.
The Rocky Mountain House Air Tanker Base is located adjacent to the Town of Rocky Mountain
House. The base has the capability to support a wide range of aircraft with various wildfire
retardants. This is the closest Air Tanker Base to Drayton Valley (94 kilometers). As an alternative,
the Edson Air Tanker Base is located only 106 to the west.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County operates Fire Stations in Drayton Valley, Lodgepole and Breton.
The Fire Service has a wide range of municipal fire apparatus and 57 firefighters. The Department
operates 4 Engines, 3 Tenders, 6 Bush trucks, 2 Rescue Units and an Aerial. They also employ a
Forestry Trailer with sprinklers, side‐by‐side ATV, pump and tank.
All apparatus is equipped with forestry equipment. Tenders have portable drop tanks to allow for
rural water shuttle operations.
All Fire Service members are trained to NFPA 1051 and S‐215 (70 % of staff approximately). For
members who do not have NFPA 1051 or the S‐215, training will have an inhouse wildland
overview which is reviewed by all members at the beginning of wildland fire season. As well as
annual proficiencies reviews in wildland operations.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County also has Firefighting Mutual Aid Agreements with neighboring
municipalities. In particular, Parkland County, Yellowhead County, Clearwater County and
Wetaskiwin County each have reciprocal agreements with Drayton Valley/Brazeau County for
response to provide firefighting assistance.
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7 HAZARD ASSESSMENTS
Wildland/Urban Interface refers to that area where combustible wildland fuels are found adjacent
to homes, farm structures and other outbuildings. According to definitions contained with the
Partners in Protection FireSmart manual, Brazeau County displays both types of interface:



“Classic” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels meet at a
well‐defined boundary; and
“Intermixed” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels
intermingle with no clearly defined boundary.

The development within the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Planning Area is best described as
being based in agriculture. Dwellings are located within a treed building site or area and the
surrounding would be considered as agricultural lands (non‐fuel).
WITHIN RURAL /URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Access for emergency vehicles into these areas and to individual structures was found to be
adequate. Fire Service is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service and
response times to these areas are acceptable to the County.
FORESTED LANDS
Access for emergency vehicles into this area is limited to off highway vehicles using trails,
clearings, and power lines.
Within the Planning Area wildfire suppression is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County
Fire Service. Response times to these areas, particularly the North Saskatchewan, Buck Creek and
Modeste Valley’s would be subject to a wide variety of factors. The Fire Service may not have the
resources to respond to remote or steep areas.
The County has a Mutual Aid Agreement with the Wildfire Management Branch of Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry. The Wildfire Management Branch has firefighters, helicopters and air
tankers (only available from May‐Sept) resources available for rapid initial attack and sustained
action on wildfires. Their response would be dependent on the resources available due to wildfire
hazard in other areas.
The Wildfire Management Branch is responsible for wildfire suppression within the Forest
Protection Area. The Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service would provide suppression
services for property and structures.
The planning area has similar structures and vegetative cover to accommodate the assessment
description. There are no fire hydrants outside of the Town of Drayton Valley, Hamlet of Cynthia,
River Ravine Subdivision, Hamlet of Rocky Rapids and Village of Breton. Wildland/Urban Interface
hazard assessments were conducted within and adjacent to developed areas to quantify and
identify Wildland/Urban Interface hazards.

7.1 Planning Units
The Hazard & Risk Assessment has been developed in a manner to recognize the diversity of the
environment and the rural/urban development. The planning area has similar characteristics.
The Units are Drayton Valley East, Buck Creek, Birchwood, Breton and Rocky Rapids.
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7.2 Hazard Assessments
Hazard Assessments were conducted in two forms. In the “Structure and Site Assessment”, the
structures and the environment within 30 meters of the structures were evaluated. In the “Area
Hazard Assessment”, the area outside of the 30‐meter zone was evaluated. The combination of
these two assessments was then utilized to develop and prioritize the mitigation strategy, to
collect hazard rating information in a consistent manner, and then quantify the Wildland/Urban
Interface hazard. The assessments were conducted according to standards established by
Partners in Protection Association and Alberta Agriculture and Forestry to collect hazard rating
information in a consistent manner and then quantify the Wildland/Urban Interface hazard.
“Structure and Site Hazard Assessments” were performed within each Planning Unit. The
assessment evaluates eleven factors within 30 meters of the structure that have the greatest
influence on structure survival during a wildfire:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Roofing material
Roof cleanliness
Siding material
Eaves, vents, and openings
Balcony, decks, or porches
Window and door glazing
Location of woodpiles and combustibles
Setback from edge of slope
Forest vegetation
Surface vegetation
Ladder fuels

Figure 4. Hazard Assessment Forms
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Although the assessment process was originally designed for individual residential developments,
Breton was found to have typical developments within the area. Palisade was able to derive
average conditions which was then used for the structure and site assessment. It is important to
realize that individual structures could have a higher or lower hazard based on the type of
structural materials and amount of vegetation‐free zone for that particular structure.
“Area Hazard Assessments” were completed in representative coniferous, deciduous, Mixedwood
and grassland vegetation types within each Unit for the area beyond 30 meters from structures.
This assessment provides an evaluation of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forest vegetation
Surface vegetation
Ladder fuels
Slope
Position on slope

“Structure and Site Hazard Assessments” and “Area Hazard Assessment” values were obtained
and a hazard class was assigned based on the following range of values:
Table 1. Hazard Levels

SITE HAZARD LEVEL
Low
Moderate
High
Extreme

HAZARD VALUE
< 21
21 – 29
30 – 35
> 35

All assessments were completed assuming extreme fire weather indices and low fuel moisture
content (e.g. grass is in a spring/fall cured grass state). Results for typical vegetation types were
obtained from Area Hazard Assessments. This information can be used to identify developments
adjacent to high or extreme hazard sites and to guide managers in setting priorities for mitigation.
They are also useful for elected officials, developers, planners, and fire officials to identify
Wildland/Urban Interface area hazards prior to planning or building developments.
The assessments contain reference to the forest fuel types as used in the Canadian Forest Fire
Behaviour Prediction System. The twelve benchmark fuel (vegetation) types used in Alberta are
described in Appendix I.
Palisade also utilized the FCCRP Community Wildfire Hazard Assessment Form to identify hazards
which are not captured with the Structure and Site Assessments.
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The fuel types in the study area include the following:
Table 2. Fuel Types

FUEL TYPE
IDENTIFIER
C2
C3
C4
M1/M2
D1/D2

O1
Non‐Fuel

8

DESCRIPTION
Boreal spruce

CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately‐dense to dense White/Black
spruce stands.
May display extreme fire spread.

Mature Jack or Lodgepole
Moderately‐dense to dense pine stands.
Pine
Immature Jack or Lodgepole Dense young pine stands with standing
Pine
dead stems.
Mixedwood stands with spruce, pine, or
Boreal Mixedwood ‐ Leafless
aspen
Deciduous stands dominated by
Leafless aspen
Trembling aspen.
Low spread rates.
Cured grasses.
Matted grass
High spread rates in spring and fall due to
fine fuels and fully open to the wind.
Agricultural
Managed agricultural lands

SUMMARY

The greatest wildfire threat to the Planning Area will occur in the spring of each year when the
grass is dry and the deciduous trees are leafless. There is a potential for wildfires started in one
of the river or stream valleys to travel along the valley, up the slope and onto cultivated lands.
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Community Hazard & Risk Assessment – Buck Creek
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INTRODUCTION
This Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment was initiated by Brazeau County to evaluate and
quantify the wildfire environment in the immediate vicinity of the Hamlet of Buck Creek. The area
is within Brazeau County approximately 14 kilometers southeast of the Town of Drayton Valley
with access from Range Road 71 (Buck Creek Road). It is adjacent to Secondary Highway 616
which crosses Highway 22 (3 kilometers distant) and leads to Breton which is 29 kilometers to the
east.
Buck Creek is located outside of the Alberta Forest Protection Area.
The community is at risk from wildfire and has experienced wildfire events in the past. It is
situated in the vicinity of flammable forest fuels and pre‐planning for a wildfire event is essential.
Agriculture is the primary industry within the area. Oil and gas exploration, development and
production are an essential industry in the region, providing a substantial contribution to the local
economy. There are a wide variety of oil and gas producers in the area.
The North Saskatchewan River and associated Provincial Recreation Areas are located directly
west of the community of Buck Creek.
There are two distinct communities within the Planning Area: The Hamlet of Buck Creek and those
rural properties outside. The residents of the Hamlet of Buck Creek enjoy urban type living in a
rural setting. The majority of the rural residents would be considered as living in an agriculture‐
based environment. In the Hamlet of Buck Creek, there are approximately 107 residents living in
54 dwellings. In the rural area, there are approximately 130 residents living in 65 dwellings.
The Hazard & Risk Assessment will provide a working document to assist Brazeau County, Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry, elected officials, emergency responders, land managers and local
residents to plan and implement FireSmart initiatives within the Buck Creek Community.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the Hazard & Risk Assessment is to provide Brazeau County and Alberta Agriculture
and Forestry with an evaluation of the wildfire environment in the Buck Creek community.
The term “hazard” refers to things within the environment that can cause harm to people or
equipment that we may or may not be able to modify.
Wildfire “risks” are the chances that people take in relationship to the hazard. They present the
possibility of loss or injury. Human action can reduce or increase risk. Risk mitigation is achieved
when any of the three parameters (likelihood, behaviour and/or impacts) are reduced. These are
described as specific actions to reduce or eliminate risk.
The following objectives have been developed to provide direction in achieving this goal:


Identify and quantify wildland/urban interface hazards within and adjacent to
developed areas. Conduct a review of the fire regime and a wildfire threat analysis.



Conduct FireSmart Structure and Site Hazard Assessments within Buck Creek and



Identify opportunities for future FireSmart actions to reduce the wildfire threat.

PLANNING AREA
The planning area for the Buck Creek Hazard & Risk Assessment includes all the developed and
undeveloped lands that are generally described as being those located south of Secondary
Highway 616. The location of Buck Creek is:
NW ¼ Section 36 ‐ Twp 47 – Rge 7 – W5M
N 53 06.392’ W 114 53.825’
Brazeau County has the responsibility for administration of land development. The County is
responsible for both wildland and structural fire protection within the planning area
Buck Creek is a Hamlet within Brazeau County. Each deeded property is independently owned.
The following map illustrates the planning area for the Buck Creek Hazard & Risk Assessment:
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Map 8. Buck Creek Hamlet Map
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STAKEHOLDERS
Land Ownership and Dispositions
The lands within the Buck Creek Planning Area are located in Brazeau County. The majority of the
lands are private deeded properties. The lands shown in green are owned by the Crown.

Map 9. Land Ownership

Linear Features
There are numerous seismic lines and trails in the Planning Area which can have a positive impact
on wildfire suppression. The linear disturbances provide access to remote areas, provide anchor
points for ground and air operations and may provide barriers to fire spread if widened and
maintained.
Powerlines
ATCO Electric provides electrical services to the Buck Creek area and all facilities within the
Planning Area. The lines throughout the Planning Area are generally well maintained.
Roadways
Access to Buck Creek is from Range Road 71 (Buck Creek Road). It is adjacent to Secondary
Highway 616 which crosses Highway 22 (3 kilometers distant) and leads to Breton which is 29
kilometers to the east. These roads provide significant fuel breaks throughout the area and can
serve as fire containment lines. There are multiple all‐weather gravel roads throughout the
planning area.
Pipelines
There are multiple pipelines in the Planning Area.
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FIRE HISTORY
Wildfire is a natural and frequent occurrence within the boreal forest region of Alberta.
There have been major wildfires in the vicinity of Buck Creek during 1940‐50. These types of fires
impact the area with smoke and caused public concern.

Map 10. Historical Large Fires Near Buck Creek, by decade
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WILDFIRE THREAT
The greatest wildfire threat to the Buck Creek area will occur during the spring and fall of each
year during the cured grass stage. The location and type of forest fuels are the primary factors
influencing the wildfire threat. The entire community is within the Dry Mixedwood Natural
Subregion, having warmer summers and milder winters than most other Subregions in the Boreal
Natural Region. Forests are mostly aspen stands with scattered white spruce interspersed with
fens (Downing & Pettapiece, 2006).

Fire Behaviour Potential
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads and exhibits
other related phenomena. The key components of fire Behaviour are:
 Fuels
 Weather
 Topography
Fire growth and landscape interactions determine the fires capability to spread. The utilization of
barriers to fire spread during a wildfire event is an appropriate FireSmart strategy that ensures
the protection of communities within forested areas. There has not been any FireSmart
Vegetation Management Projects conducted within the planning area.
Fuels
Grass fuels comprise approximately 38 % of the area. Approximately 27 % of the area is comprised
of aspen stands (D1/D2). The region has approximately 15 % of the lands classified as vegetated
non‐fuel. The Mixedwood stands of deciduous and coniferous account for 16 % of the fuels in the
planning area. The stands of coniferous C2 fuels comprise 4% of the total fuels. These fuels along
with the coniferous content of the Mixedwood stands will exhibit extreme fire spread during high
fire hazard. The risk to the community is from airborne embers rather than direct flame
impingement.

Map 11. Fire Behaviour Fuels
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Wind
A major component of the weather is the wind direction spread which will determine the direction
of wildfire spread and to some extent the intensity of the wildfire. The wind rose below from
Buck Creek, is indicative of a prevailing wind from the northwest which will encourage wildfire
spread to the southeast. Of particular note, is that the extreme wind speeds will also occur from
the northwest.

Figure 5. Winds at Buck Creek weather station

Topography
The Planning Area is dominated by the North Saskatchewan River west of Buck Creek. This
drainage is characterized by steep slopes leading to the River. Outside of this River, the lands are
generally flat as shown below.
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Map 12. Topography of Buck Creek Area

Head Fire Intensity
Analysis at the Head Fire Intensity (HFI) 90 percentile indicates there is a 10 percent probability
that if a fire occurs during the spring of the year the fire would exhibit a fire intensity 3 or higher,
which would make it moderately difficult to contain and prevent it from burning towards the
community. In the spring period, April 1st to May 31st, the grass is cured, the deciduous forest
floor is exposed to solar heating, and the coniferous foliage is in a state when the moisture is at
its lowest levels making the coniferous fuels highly flammable and very susceptible to Crown fires.
The grass and non‐fuel areas will not exhibit discernable head fire intensity as shown on the map.
The fuels located in the North Saskatchewan Drainage and to the north of Buck Creek will exhibit
HFI 5 in the coniferous fuels. The remainder of the deciduous fuels in the area will exhibit HFI 3.
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Map 13. HFI Potential Spring

In the summer period June 1st to August 31st, the grass fuels are green in the deciduous stands,
leaves have flushed and provide shade to the surface fuels. In the coniferous stands, the foliage
is transpiring at full capacity which increases the foliage moisture content to its average level,
making the forests less flammable during this period. However, the coniferous fuels are
flammable and can exhibit erratic high intensity fire Behaviour (HFI 4) during the summer period.

Map 14. HFI Potential Summer
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In the fall period, September 1st to the end of October, the grass fuels are again cured and the
deciduous leaves fall, allowing the solar energy to dry the surface fuels making them more
flammable. The dead willow and grass areas will again exhibit moderate fire Behaviour potential.
However, the burning period is reduced due to the shorter day light period. During dry periods
with low relative humidity the coniferous fuels will burn with high intensities and rapid‐fire
spreads are possible with strong winds.

Map 15. HFI Potential Fall

Fire Occurrence Risk
Current fire data indicates that the area has experienced several large wildfires in the past.

Values at Risk
The populated area of the Buck Creek area would be rated as the highest value risk, being human
life. The values at risk in the vicinity of the Planning Area include: Buck Creek Community Hall
and storage of agriculture products.

Suppression Capability
Suppression capability includes the factors and limitations that are related to the ability to contain
a wildfire upon detection in order to protect values at risk.
There are a number of available man‐made and natural water sources available for wildfire
suppression that can be used by helicopter buckets and municipal firefighting apparatus. To
support and reinforce any fuel breaks with sprinkler systems, water sources will need to be
developed and or identified along the fuel breaks specifically along roads. Access on all main
roads within the planning area is excellent.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County and Agriculture and Forestry have a Mutual Aid Agreement and
an Annual Operating Plan to guide their cooperative efforts in wildfire suppression, detection and
prevention. Rocky Mountain House Fire Base is located approximately 90 kilometers to the south
of Buck Creek and has the capability of prompt initial attack with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
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resources including heavy equipment, helicopters and firefighters. They operate a Type V Engine
and have access to multiple sprinkler kits. Agriculture and Forestry also operate the Lodgepole
Secondary Fire Base located approximately 28 kilometers to the west of Buck Creek. The
operation of the Lodgepole Base is based on current and expected wildfire conditions.
Brazeau Lookout is situated 36 kilometers west of Buck Creek. This provides excellent wildfire
detection capability in the region.
The Rocky Mountain House Air Tanker Base is located approximately 90 kilometers to the south
of Buck Creek. The base has the capability to support a wide range of aircraft with various wildfire
retardants.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County operates a Fire Station in Drayton Valley approximately
14kilometers distant. The Fire Service has a wide range of municipal fire apparatus and
firefighters. The Department operates 4 Engines, 3 Tenders, 6 Bush trucks, 2 Rescue Units and an
Aerial. They also employ a Forestry Trailer with sprinklers, side‐by‐side ATV, pump and tank.

Wildfire Threat Spring
The wildfire threat as described by the following Wildfire Threat Maps indicate the greatest
wildfire threat to Buck Creek region will be during the spring. The overall wildfire threat potential
is Low to Extreme during the spring fire season due to the dry grass vegetation underneath the
deciduous and Mixedwood stands. The coniferous C2 fuels will remain at a very high to extreme
potential throughout the year.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat. The increased wildfire threat exists
along the North Saskatchewan River in the west and within coniferous C2 fuels to the north. This
is indicative of the coniferous and mixed wood fuels in these areas. Of note is the area of Extreme
wildfire threat just to the north of Buck Creek.

Map 16. Wildfire Threat Spring
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Wildfire Threat Summer
The summer wildfire threat as described by the Wildfire Threat map below will be Low to Very
High. The areas with grass fuels and aspen will provide a lower fire Behaviour potential due to
green‐up therefore somewhat reducing the overall threat. The wildfire threat potential in
coniferous fuels remains at Very High. The threat potential is significantly lower due to
agricultural fields and non‐fuel areas.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat. The increased wildfire threat exists
along the North Saskatchewan River in the west and within coniferous C2 fuels to the north. This
is indicative of the coniferous and mixed wood fuels in these areas. Of note is the area of Very
High wildfire threat just to the north of Buck Creek.

Map 17. Wildfire Threat Summer
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Wildfire Threat Fall
The fall wildfire threat to Buck Creek is also Low to Extreme. The cured grass returns to the
deciduous and Mixedwood stands creating a high wildfire threat in those areas. The wildfire
threat potential in coniferous fuels is increased. The threat potential is significantly lower due to
agricultural fields and non‐fuel areas.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat. The increased wildfire threat exists
along the North Saskatchewan River in the west and within coniferous C2 fuels to the north. This
is indicative of the coniferous and mixed wood fuels in these areas. Of note is the area of Extreme
wildfire threat just to the north of Buck Creek.

Map 18. Wildfire Threat Fall
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HAZARD ASSESSMENTS
Wildland/Urban Interface refers to that area where combustible wildland fuels are found adjacent
to homes, farm structures and other outbuildings. According to definitions contained with the
Partners in Protection FireSmart manual, Buck Creek displays both types of interface:



“Classic” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels meet at a
well‐defined boundary; and
“Intermixed” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels
intermingle with no clearly defined boundary.

In addition, there are two distinct regions within the Buck Creek area – one that is characterized
by typical urban/rural development and one that includes the areas outside of the urban/rural
development area that would be considered forested or agricultural lands. There were several
common denominators within these two regions.
WITHIN URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Access for emergency vehicles into these areas and to individual structures was found to be
adequate. Fire Service is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service and
response times to these areas are acceptable to the County.
FORESTED LANDS
Access for emergency vehicles into this area is limited to off highway vehicles using trails,
clearings, and power lines.
Within the Planning Area, wildfire suppression is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County
Fire Service. Response times to these areas, particularly the North Saskatchewan River drainage
would be subject to a wide variety of factors. The Fire Service may not have the resources to
respond to remote or steep areas.
The County has a Mutual Aid Agreement with the Wildfire Management Branch of Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry. The Wildfire Management has firefighters, helicopters and air tankers
(only available from May‐Sept) resources available for rapid initial attack and sustained action on
wildfires. Their response would be dependent on the resources available due to wildfire hazard
in other areas. The Branch is responsible for wildfire suppression within the Forest Protection
Area, in the western areas of the County.
The planning area has units of similar structures and vegetative forest cover to accommodate the
assessment description. There are no fire hydrants. Wildland/Urban Interface hazard
assessments were conducted within and adjacent to developed areas to quantify and identify
Wildland/Urban Interface hazards.

Hazard Assessments
Structure and Site Assessment were completed for structures and the environment within 30
meters. Area Hazard Assessment evaluated the area outside of the 30‐meter zone. The
combination of these two assessments was then utilized to develop and prioritize the mitigation
strategy, to collect hazard rating information in a consistent manner, and then quantify the
Wildland/Urban Interface hazard. The assessments were conducted according to standards
established by Partners in Protection Association and Alberta Agriculture and Forestry to collect
hazard rating information in a consistent manner and then quantify the Wildland/Urban Interface
hazard.
Although the assessment process was originally designed for individual residential developments,
Buck Creek was found to have typical developments within each area. Palisade was able to derive
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average conditions which were then used for the structure and site assessment. It is important
to realize that individual structures could have a higher or lower hazard based on the type of
structural materials and amount of vegetation‐free zone for that particular structure.
Palisade also utilized the FCCRP Community Wildfire Hazard Assessment Form to identify hazards
which are not captured with the Structure and Site Assessments.
The fuel types in the community include the following:
Table 3. Fuel Types

FUEL TYPE
IDENTIFIER

DESCRIPTION

C2

Boreal spruce

D1/D2

Leafless aspen

O1

Matted grass

Non‐Fuel

Agricultural

CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately‐dense to dense
White/Black spruce stands.
May display extreme fire spread.
Deciduous stands dominated by
Trembling aspen.
Low spread rates.
Cured grasses.
High spread rates in spring and fall
due to fine fuels and fully open to
the wind.
Managed agricultural lands

BUCK CREEK
There are two distinct communities within the Planning Area: The Hamlet of Buck Creek and those
rural properties outside. The residents of the Hamlet of Buck Creek enjoy urban type living in a
rural setting. The majority of the rural residents would be considered as living in an agriculture‐
based environment. In the Hamlet of Buck Creek, there are approximately 107 residents living in
54 dwellings. In the rural area, there are approximately 130 residents living in 65 dwellings.
The prominent values at risk in the community include a community hall and large agricultural
operations.
There are no fire hydrants in the community and the properties are served by individual wells.
There are accessible dugouts for emergency water supply.
The area is characterized by non‐fuel, deciduous fuels D1 and manicured grass. The fuel
composition transitions to a higher Coniferous component in the northern part of the planning
area.
The Fire Service has good access to all residential areas within Buck Creek. The response time
for the Fire Service would be within 30 minutes.
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Photo 1. Typical Residences Hamlet of Buck Creek

Map 19. Buck Creek Aerial
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Hazards
 The rural area is used by a wide variety of recreational users and the use of ATVs. No
ATV’s are permitted within the Hamlet.
 Several properties have extended driveways which could be a risk during fire operations.
 The grass fuel types along the roadways, powerlines and pipelines and within residential
footprints have the potential to quickly spread to the residential dwellings.
 On the majority of properties, there is storage of combustible materials in Priority Zones
1a, 2 and 3.
 Livestock and dogs may hamper the efforts of responders, particularly in the rural area.
 The coniferous fuels in the northern portion of the area portion represent an increased
risk. The slopes and the fuels of the North Saskatchewan River valley represent a hazard;
however, it will have limited impact on Buck Creek. A wildfire in the coniferous fuels have
the possibility of producing burning embers if ignited. This area may be inaccessible for
the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service.
 The storage of agricultural product in the rural area represents a hazard if ignited. These
materials are at risk of ignition and extinguishment may require a large commitment of
resources. The burning of these materials may produce quantities of air borne embers
which could ignite other wildland or manmade fuels in the vicinity.

Photo 2. Agricultural Storage
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Photo 3. Typical Fuels in the north

Ignition Potential
Fires caused by human activity are possible throughout the unit. The use of ATVs has the potential
to ignite fires. Due to the wildland fuel composition, the risk of these type of ignitions is
predominantly in the spring and fall when the grass is cured and readily available for combustion.
There is a risk of ignition from ember production in a wildfire in the adjacent coniferous fuels.
In the rural area, the houses are well separated from each other and the wildland environment.
House to house ignition would not be probable. However, those dwellings in the Hamlet have an
increased susceptibility to house to house ignition.
Structure and Site Hazard Assessment
The dwellings in this unit have asphalt or metal roofs with open decks. Many of the homes have
vinyl siding. Most of the structures have manicured grass or managed deciduous trees to 30
meters or more from the building. There is storage of combustibles such as firewood and
miscellaneous items. Some of the homes have combustible materials within Priority Zone 1A, 1
and 2. The area is flat with no topographical concerns. The community is served by gravel roads
and the Hamlet roads are looped. Individual dwellings may have extended driveways to the
property. Each of the dwellings is addressed, with the sign predominately located at the driveway
or with the house number in the Hamlet. Overall the Structure and Site Hazard Assessment is
Low.
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Photo 4. Typical Buck Creek Rural Access

Area Hazard Assessment
The fuels in the area are primarily grass, deciduous and non‐fuel. There are agricultural lands
surrounding the community, which are considered as non‐vegetated. The area of concern are the
coniferous fuels to the north of the community.
The overall Area Hazard Assessment of this Unit is Low.
Mitigation
 Decks, porches and balconies should have the area between the ground and the base of
the structure sheathed from the floor level to the ground level with fire resistant material.
 Continue to manage the grass around residential properties, powerlines and roadways.
Regularly mow the right of ways, pipelines and open spaces which are frequented by
people.
 Conduct aggressive public education campaigns aimed at the importance of having a
FireSmart homes. Provide information on the safe use of equipment in the wildland
environment.
 Continue with the Fire Permit system.
 Encourage homeowners to progressively remove the coniferous fuels from around their
dwellings.
 Remove all combustibles from Priority Zone 1A.
 Manage vegetation and the storage of combustibles in Zones 1‐3.
 Install a key map sign at the east and west sides of the Hamlet detailing the house
numbers of each dwelling.
 Consider developing equipment, training, strategies and tactics to deal with wildfires in
remote and difficult terrain such as the Saskatchewan River drainage.
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SUMMARY
The greatest wildfire threat to the Buck Creek area will occur in the spring and fall of each year
during the cured grass stage.
The largest number of wildfires will occur during the spring and fall fire season when the grass is
dry and the deciduous trees are leafless.
Grass fuels comprise approximately 38 % of the area. Approximately 27 % of the area is comprised
of aspen stands (D1/D2). The region has approximately 15 % of the lands classified as vegetated
non‐fuel. The Mixedwood stands of deciduous and coniferous account for 16 % of the fuels in the
planning area. The stands of coniferous C2 fuels comprise 4% of the total fuels. These fuels along
with the coniferous content of the Mixedwood stands will exhibit extreme fire spread during high
fire hazard. The risk to the community is from airborne embers rather than direct flame
impingement.
The Structure/ Site and Area Assessments resulted in the following:
Table 4. Unit Hazard Assessments

Unit
Buck Creek

Structure and Site
Assessment
Low

Area Assessment
Low

The overall wildfire risk to residential properties in the Buck Creek Planning Area can be described
as Low. The coniferous fuels in the northern portions of the area could generate aggressive fire
Behaviour that may pose a threat to Buck Creek through ember ignition.
The lands with residential properties are deeded private property. There is little opportunity to
conduct FireSmart vegetation management in these areas.
It is important for Brazeau County to continue with their FireSmart education programs
throughout the area.
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INTRODUCTION
This Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment was initiated by Brazeau County to evaluate and
quantify the wildfire environment in the immediate vicinity of the Hamlet of Rocky Rapids. The
area is within Brazeau County approximately 6 kilometers north of the Town of Drayton Valley. It
is located at the intersection of Range Road 73 and Township Road 500. It is located 1.6 kilometers
east of Primary Highway 22. Both Highway 22 and Range Road 73 lead directly to Drayton Valley.
Rocky Rapids is located outside of the Alberta Forest Protection Area.
The community is at risk from wildfire and has experienced wildfire events in the past. It is
situated in the vicinity of flammable forest fuels and pre‐planning for a wildfire event is essential.
Agriculture is the primary industry within the area. Oil and gas exploration, development and
production are an essential industry in the region, providing a substantial contribution to the local
economy. There are a wide variety of oil and gas producers in the area.
The majority of the residents would be considered as living in an urban‐based environment. In
total, there are approximately 300 residents living in 125 dwellings.
The Hazard & Risk Assessment will provide a working document to assist Brazeau County, elected
officials, emergency responders, land managers and local residents to plan and implement
FireSmart initiatives within the Rocky Rapids Community.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the Hazard & Risk Assessment is to provide Brazeau County with an evaluation of the
wildfire environment in the Rocky Rapids community.
The term “hazard” refers to things within the environment that can cause harm to people or
equipment that we may or may not be able to modify.
Wildfire “risks” are the chances that people take in relationship to the hazard. They present the
possibility of loss or injury. Human action can reduce or increase risk. Risk mitigation is achieved
when any of the three parameters (likelihood, behaviour and/or impacts) are reduced. These are
described as specific actions to reduce or eliminate risk.
The following objectives have been developed to provide direction in achieving this goal:


Identify and quantify wildland/urban interface hazards within and adjacent to
developed areas. Conduct a review of the fire regime and a wildfire threat analysis.



Conduct FireSmart Structure and Site Hazard Assessments within Rocky Rapids and



Identify opportunities for future FireSmart actions to reduce the wildfire threat.

PLANNING AREA
The planning area for the Rocky Rapids Hazard & Risk Assessment includes all the developed and
undeveloped lands that are generally described as being those located in the vicinity of the
intersection between of Range Road 73 and Township Road 500. The location of Rocky Rapids is:
NW 34 and NE 33 ‐ Twp 49 – Rge 7 – W5M and
SE 4 and SW 3 ‐ Twp 50 – Rge 7 – W5M
N 53 16.774’ W 1149 58.357’
Brazeau County has the responsibility for administration of land development. The County is
responsible for both wildland and structural fire protection within the planning area.
Rocky Rapids is considered as a Hamlet within the Brazeau County. Each deeded property is
independently owned.
The following map illustrates the planning area for the Rocky Rapids Hazard & Risk Assessment:
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Map 20. Planning Area
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Map 21. Rocky Rapids Hamlet Map
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STAKEHOLDERS
Land Ownership and Dispositions
The lands within the Rocky Rapids Planning Area are located in Brazeau County. The majority of
the lands are private deeded properties. The lands shown in green and are owned by the Crown.
The pink lands are owned by municipalities and in particular the airport site.

Map 22. Land Ownership

Linear Features
There are numerous seismic lines and trails in the community which can have a positive impact
on wildfire suppression. The linear disturbances provide access to remote areas, provide anchor
points for ground and air operations and may provide barriers to fire spread if widened and
maintained.
Powerlines
ATCO Electric provides electrical services to the Rocky Rapids area and all facilities within the
community. The lines throughout the Planning Area are generally well maintained.
Roadways
The main roadways within the Planning Area is Range Road 73 and Township Road 500. These
roads provide significant fuel breaks throughout the area and can serve as fire containment lines.
There are multiple paved and all‐weather gravel roads throughout the planning area.
Pipelines
There are multiple pipelines in the community.
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FIRE HISTORY
Wildfire is a natural and frequent occurrence within the boreal forest region of Alberta; however,
the data does not display any historical wildfires. There were several large historical fires in the
vicinity outside of the planning area.

Map 23. Historical Large Fires Near Rocky Rapids, by decade
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WILDFIRE THREAT
The greatest wildfire threat to the Rocky Rapids area will occur during the spring and fall of each
year during the cured grass stage. The location and type of forest fuels are the primary factors
influencing the wildfire threat. The entire planning area is within the Dry Mixedwood Natural
Subregion, having warmer summers and milder winters than most other Subregions in the Boreal
Natural Region. Forests are mostly aspen stands with scattered white spruce interspersed with
fens (Downing & Pettapiece, 2006).

Fire Behaviour Potential
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads and exhibits
other related phenomena. The key components of fire Behaviour are:
 Fuels
 Weather
 Topography
Fire growth and landscape interactions determine the fires capability to spread. The utilization of
barriers to fire spread during a wildfire event is an appropriate FireSmart strategy that ensures
the protection of communities within forested areas.
There has not been any FireSmart Vegetation Management Projects conducted within the
planning area.

Fuels
Approximately 29 % of the area is comprised of aspen stands (D1/D2). The region has
approximately 66 % of the lands classified as vegetated non‐fuel. Grass fuels comprise
approximately 10 % of the area. The stands of Mixedwood/coniferous C2 comprise only 5% of
the total fuels. These fuels will exhibit extreme fire spread during high fire hazard.

Map 24. Fire Behaviour Fuels
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Wind
A major component of the weather is the wind direction spread which will determine the direction
of wildfire spread and to some extent the intensity of the wildfire. The wind rose below from
Drayton Valley, is indicative of a prevailing wind from the northwest which will encourage wildfire
spread to the southeast. Of particular note, is that the extreme wind speeds will also occur from
the northwest.

Figure 6. Winds at Drayton Valley airport weather station
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Topography
The Planning Area is dominated by several tributaries leading to the North Saskatchewan river.
Outside of these topographical features, the lands are generally flat as shown on the map below.

Map 25. Topography of Rocky Rapids Area
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Head Fire Intensity
Analysis of the Head Fire Intensity indicates there is a 10 percent probability that if a fire occurs
during the spring of the year the fire would exhibit a fire intensity 3, which would make it
moderately difficult to contain and prevent it from burning towards the community. In the spring
period, April 1st to May 31st, the grass is cured, the deciduous forest floor is exposed to solar
heating, and the coniferous foliage is in a state when the moisture is at its lowest levels making
the isolated coniferous fuels highly flammable and very susceptible to Crown fires.
The grass and non‐fuel areas will not exhibit discernable head fire intensity as shown on the map.

Map 26. HFI Potential Spring
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In the summer period June 1st to August 31st, the grass fuels are green in the deciduous stands,
leaves have flushed and provide shade to the surface fuels. In the coniferous stands, the foliage
is transpiring at full capacity which increases the foliage moisture content to its average level,
making the forests less flammable during this period. However, the scattered coniferous fuels are
flammable and can exhibit erratic high intensity fire Behaviour (HFI 5) during the summer period.

Map 27. HFI Potential Summer
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In the fall period, September 1st to the end of October, the grass fuels are again cured and the
deciduous leaves fall, allowing the solar energy to dry the surface fuels making them more
flammable. The dead willow and grass areas will again exhibit moderate fire Behaviour potential.
However, the burning period is reduced due to the shorter day light period. During dry periods
with low relative humidity the coniferous and grass fuels will burn with high intensities and rapid‐
fire spreads are possible with strong winds.

Map 28. HFI Potential Fall

Fire Occurrence Risk
Current fire data indicates that the area has not experienced several large wildfires in the past.

Values at Risk
The populated area of the Rocky Rapids area would be rated as the highest value risk, being
human life. The values at risk in the vicinity of the Planning Area include: Community Hall,
Commercial buildings, Airport and agricultural operations.

Suppression Capability
Suppression capability includes the factors and limitations that are related to the ability to contain
a wildfire upon detection in order to protect values at risk.
There are a number of available man‐made and natural water sources available for wildfire
suppression that can be used by helicopter buckets and municipal firefighting apparatus. Access
on all main roads within the planning area is excellent.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County and Agriculture and Forestry have a Mutual Aid Agreement and
an Annual Operating Plan to guide their cooperative efforts in wildfire suppression, detection and
prevention.
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Brazeau Lookout is situated only 41 kilometers southwest of Rocky Rapids. This provides excellent
wildfire detection capability in the region.
Rocky Mountain House Fire Base is located approximately 100 kilometers to the south of Rocky
Rapids and has the capability of prompt initial attack with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
resources including heavy equipment, helicopters and firefighters. They operate a Type V Engine
and have access to multiple sprinkler kits.
Agriculture and Forestry also operate the Lodgepole Secondary Fire Base located approximately
31 kilometers to the southwest of Rocky Rapids.
The Rocky Mountain House Air Tanker Base is located approximately 100 kilometers to the south
of Rocky Rapids. The base has the capability to support a wide range of aircraft with various
wildfire retardants.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County operates a Fire Station in Drayton Valley approximately 6
kilometers distant. The Fire Service has a wide range of municipal fire apparatus and firefighters.
The Department operates 4 Engines, 3 Tenders, 6 Bush trucks, 2 Rescue Units and an Aerial. They
also employ a Forestry Trailer with sprinklers, side‐by‐side ATV, pump and tank.

Wildfire Threat Spring
The greatest wildfire threat to Rocky Rapids region will be during the spring. The overall wildfire
threat potential is Low during the spring fire season.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat. The increased wildfire threat exists
along valley in isolated coniferous and mixed wood fuels in these areas.

Map 29. Wildfire Threat Spring
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Wildfire Threat Summer
The summer wildfire threat will be Low. The areas with grass fuels and aspen will provide a lower
fire behaviour potential due to green‐up therefore somewhat reducing the overall threat. The
wildfire threat potential in coniferous fuels remains at extreme. The threat potential is
significantly lower due to agricultural fields and non‐fuel areas.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat. The increased wildfire threat exists
along tributaries. This is indicative of the coniferous and mixed wood fuels in these areas.

Map 30. Wildfire Threat Summer
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Wildfire Threat Fall
The fall wildfire threat to Rocky Rapids is also Low to Extreme. The cured grass returns to the
deciduous and Mixedwood stands creating a high wildfire threat in those areas. The wildfire
threat potential in coniferous fuels is reduced. The threat potential is significantly lower due to
agricultural fields and non‐fuel areas.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat. The increased wildfire threat exists
along tributaries. This is indicative of the coniferous and mixed wood fuels in these areas.

Map 31. Wildfire Threat Fall
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HAZARD ASSESSMENTS
Wildland/Urban Interface refers to that area where combustible wildland fuels are found adjacent
to homes, farm structures and other outbuildings. According to definitions contained with the
Partners in Protection FireSmart manual, Rocky Rapids displays both types of interface:


“Classic” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels meet at a
well‐defined boundary; and



“Intermixed” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels
intermingle with no clearly defined boundary.

The development within the Rural Rocky Rapids Planning Area is best described as being based in
agriculture. Dwellings are located within a treed building site or area and the surrounding would
be considered as agricultural lands (non‐fuel).
Development within the Hamlet of Rocky Rapids is best described as being urban in nature.
WITHIN RURAL/URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Access for emergency vehicles into these areas and to individual structures was found to be
adequate. Fire Service is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service and
response times to these areas are acceptable to the County. There are fire hydrants located
within the Hamlet of Rocky Rapids.
FORESTED LANDS
Access for emergency vehicles into this area is limited to off highway vehicles using trails,
clearings, and power lines.
Within the community, wildfire suppression is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County
Fire Service. The Fire Service may not have the resources to respond to remote or steep areas.
The County has a Mutual Aid Agreement with the Wildfire Management Branch of Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry. The Wildfire Management has firefighters, helicopters and air tankers
(only available from May‐Sept) resources available for rapid initial attack and sustained action on
wildfires. Their response would be dependent on the resources available due to wildfire hazard
in other areas.
The planning area has similar structures and vegetative cover to accommodate the assessment
description. There are no fire hydrants. Wildland/Urban Interface hazard assessments were
conducted within and adjacent to developed areas to quantify and identify Wildland/Urban
Interface hazards.

Planning Units
The Hazard & Risk Assessment has been developed in a manner to recognize the diversity of the
environment and the rural/urban development. The planning area has similar characteristics.
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Hazard Assessments
Hazard Assessments were conducted in two forms. In the “Structure and Site Assessment”, the
structures and the environment within 30 meters of the structures were evaluated. In the “Area
Hazard Assessment”, the area outside of the 30‐meter zone was evaluated. The combination of
these two assessments was then utilized to develop and prioritize the mitigation strategy, to
collect hazard rating information in a consistent manner, and then quantify the Wildland/Urban
Interface hazard. The assessments were conducted according to standards established by
Partners in Protection Association and Alberta Agriculture and Forestry to collect hazard rating
information in a consistent manner and then quantify the Wildland/Urban Interface hazard.
The fuel types in the study area include the following:
Table 5. Fuel Types

FUEL TYPE
IDENTIFIER

DESCRIPTION

C2

Boreal spruce

D1/D2

Leafless aspen

O1

Matted grass

Non‐Fuel

Agricultural

CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately‐dense to dense
White/Black spruce stands.
May display extreme fire spread.
Deciduous stands dominated by
Trembling aspen.
Low spread rates.
Cured grasses.
High spread rates in spring and fall
due to fine fuels and fully open to
the wind.
Managed agricultural lands

ROCKY RAPIDS
The Rocky Rapids area is comprised of 125 residential dwellings located on urban properties.
Other values at risk include community hall and store.
The region is characterized by vegetated non‐fuel, grass, deciduous D1 and
Mixedwood/coniferous. The majority of the area is flat with the exception of several tributaries.
There are fire hydrants in the Hamlet and the properties are served by municipal water. There
are numerous dugouts which are accessible for emergency purposes.
The Fire Service has good access to all residential areas within the developed area of the Valley.
The response time for the Fire Service located in Drayton Valley would be up to 20 minutes
depending on the location.
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Photo 5. Rocky Rapids

Map 32. Rocky Rapids Aerial
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Hazards
 The area is used by a wide variety of recreational users and the use of ATVs.
 The grass fuel types along the roadways, powerlines and pipelines and within residential
footprints have the potential to quickly spread to the residential dwellings.
 The unmanaged grass fuels in the area will create a hazard during the spring and fall cured
grass stage. Grass fires in this area have the potential to quickly spread to adjacent
occupancies.
 Decks and porches are not enclosed.
 Combustibles are being stored in FireSmart Priority Zone 1A and 1.
 The Mixedwood/coniferous fuels and terrain of drainages and isolated fuel types may
represent a corridor for the spread of wildfire. These areas may be inaccessible for the
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service. However, for the most part the hazard posed
by these fuels is limited due to their separation from values at risk.

Photo 6. Rocky Rapids

Ignition Potential
Fires caused by human activity are possible throughout the unit. The use of ATVs has the potential
to ignite fires. Due to the grass fuels, the risk of these type of ignitions is predominantly in the
spring and fall when the grass is cured and readily available for combustion.
Structure and Site Hazard Assessment
The dwellings and structures in this unit have asphalt or metal roofs. Most of the structures have
manicured grass, gravel or managed deciduous trees to 30 meters or more from the building.
There is widespread storage of combustibles such as firewood. The majority of the area is flat.
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The community has roads with gravel and paved surfaces. Overall the Structure and Site Hazard
Assessment is Low.
Area Hazard Assessment
The fuels in the area are vegetated non fuel, grass, deciduous D1 and scattered coniferous C2
fuels. In the areas with residential properties in the Rural area, it must be noted that the majority
fuel is agricultural in nature (vegetated non fuel) or deciduous. The grass fuels in this area would
be susceptible to fires with high spread rates in the spring and fall. The mixed wood fuels and
terrain of the drainages represent a corridor for the spread of wildfire. This area may be
inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service.
In the Urban area of the Hamlet, the predominant vegetation is manicured grass with ornamental
coniferous and deciduous. The forested area to the west of 52 Ave and 52 St have pockets of
coniferous fuels.
The overall Area Hazard Assessment of this Unit is Low in the vicinity of the residential properties.

Photo 7. Western portion of Rocky Rapids
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Mitigation
 Continue to manage the grass around residential properties, powerlines and roadways.
Regularly mow the, right of ways, pipelines and open spaces which are frequented by
people.
 Continue to mulch brush along the trails.
 Continue with the FireSmart messages, Fire Permits etc. in the area.
 Decks, porches and balconies should have the area between the ground and the base of
the structure sheathed from the floor level to the ground level with fire resistant material.
 Conduct aggressive public education campaigns aimed at the importance of having a
FireSmart homes. Provide information on the safe use of equipment in the wildland
environment.
 Remove all combustibles from Priority Zone 1A.
 Manage vegetation and the storage of combustibles in Zones 1‐3.
 Consider developing equipment, training, strategies and tactics to deal with wildfires in
remote and difficult terrain and drainages.
 Consider managing the coniferous fuels located west of 52 St and 52 Ave.

Photo 8. Fuel Management Rocky Rapids
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SUMMARY
The greatest wildfire threat to the Rocky Rapids area will occur in the spring and fall of each year
during the cured grass stage.
The largest number of wildfires will during the spring and fall fire season when the grass is dry and
the deciduous trees are leafless.
Grass fuels comprise approximately 48 % of the area. Approximately 22 % of the area is comprised
of aspen stands (D1/D2). The region has approximately 7 % of the lands classified as vegetated
non‐fuel. The Mixedwood stands account for 15% of the fuels in the planning area. Coniferous
are predominant on 8 % of the lands.
The overall wildfire risk to residential properties in Rocky Rapids can be described as Low.
The Structure/ Site and Area Assessments resulted in the following:
Table 6. Unit Hazard Assessments

Unit
Rocky Rapids

Structure and Site
Assessment
Low

Area Assessment
Low

The lands with residential properties are deeded private property. There is little opportunity to
conduct FireSmart vegetation management in these areas.
It is important for Brazeau County to continue with their FireSmart education programs
throughout the area.
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INTRODUCTION
This Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment was initiated by Brazeau County to evaluate and
quantify the wildfire environment in the immediate vicinity of the Village of Breton. The area is
within Brazeau County approximately 38 kilometers southeast of the Town of Drayton Valley. It
is located at the intersection of Secondary Highway 616 and Primary Highway 20.
Breton is located outside of the Alberta Forest Protection Area.
The community is at risk from wildfire and has experienced wildfire events in the past. It is
situated in the vicinity of flammable forest fuels and pre‐planning for a wildfire event is essential.
Agriculture is the primary industry within the area. Oil and gas exploration, development and
production are an essential industry in the region, providing a substantial contribution to the local
economy. There are a wide variety of oil and gas producers in the area.
Breton serves as the business and service center for the region. The Village is home to a wide
variety of business, professional services, schools, recreation center, churches, recreation areas,
health care center, institutions, residential development, protective services and tourism. The
majority of the residents would be considered as living in an urban based environment. In total,
there are approximately 574 residents living in 292 dwellings.
The Rural area is comprised primarily of agriculturally based business. There are approximately
200 residents living in 100 dwellings.
The Hazard & Risk Assessment will provide a working document to assist the Village of Breton,
Brazeau County, elected officials, emergency responders, land managers and local residents to
plan and implement FireSmart initiatives within the Breton Community.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the Hazard & Risk Assessment is to provide Brazeau County and the Village of Breton
with an evaluation of the wildfire environment in the Breton community.
The term “hazard” refers to things within the environment that can cause harm to people or
equipment that we may or may not be able to modify.
Wildfire “risks” are the chances that people take in relationship to the hazard. They present the
possibility of loss or injury. Human action can reduce or increase risk. Risk mitigation is achieved
when any of the three parameters (likelihood, behaviour and/or impacts) are reduced. These are
described as specific actions to reduce or eliminate risk.
The following objectives have been developed to provide direction in achieving this goal:


Identify and quantify wildland/urban interface hazards within and adjacent to
developed areas. Conduct a review of the fire regime and a wildfire threat analysis.



Conduct FireSmart Structure and Site Hazard Assessments within Breton and



Identify opportunities for future FireSmart actions to reduce the wildfire threat.

PLANNING AREA
The planning area for the Breton Hazard & Risk Assessment includes all the developed and
undeveloped lands that are generally described as being those located in the vicinity of the
intersection between Highway 20 and Secondary Highway 616. The location of Breton is:
Section 2 ‐ Twp 48 – Rge 4 – W5M
N 53 06.310’ W 114 28.405’
The Village of Breton is responsible for the administration of land management within the Village.
Brazeau County has the responsibility for administration of land development in the region. The
County is responsible for both wildland and structural fire protection within the planning area.
Breton is a Village within Brazeau County. Each deeded property is independently owned.
The following map illustrates the planning area for the Breton Hazard & Risk Assessment:
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Map 33. Planning Area
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Map 34. Breton Village Map
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STAKEHOLDERS
Land Ownership and Dispositions
The lands within the Breton Planning Area are located in Brazeau County and the Village of Breton.
The majority of the lands are private deeded properties.

Linear Features
There are numerous seismic lines and trails in the Planning Area which can have a positive impact
on wildfire suppression. The linear disturbances provide access to remote areas, provide anchor
points for ground and air operations and may provide barriers to fire spread if widened and
maintained.
Powerlines
ATCO Electric provides electrical services to the Breton area and all facilities within the Planning
Area. The lines throughout the Planning Area are generally well maintained.
Roadways
The main roadway within the Planning Area is Highway 20 and Secondary Highway 616. These
roads provide significant fuel breaks throughout the area and can serve as fire containment lines.
There are multiple all‐weather gravel roads throughout the planning area.
Pipelines
There are multiple pipelines in the Planning Area.
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FIRE HISTORY
Wildfire is a natural and frequent occurrence within the boreal forest region of Alberta.
The entire planning area has a history of wildfire in recent history. There have been major
wildfires in the vicinity of Breton, most notably in 1946.

Map 35. Historical Large Fires Near Breton, by decade
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WILDFIRE THREAT
The wildfire threat assessment is a process that evaluates the negative ecological, social and
economic impacts of wildfire. Four components are combined and evaluated to identify those
areas on the landscape most threatened by wildfire.
The greatest wildfire threat to the Breton area will occur during the spring and fall of each year
during the cured grass stage. The location and type of forest fuels are the primary factors
influencing the wildfire threat.
Drayton Valley, Buck Creek and Breton and a large portion of the planning area is within the
Central Mixedwood Natural Subregion. Vast expanses of upland forests and wetlands on level to
gently undulating plains, short, warm summers and long, cold winters define the Central
Mixedwood Natural Subregion. This is the largest Natural Subregion in Alberta. A mosaic of
aspen, mixedwood and white spruce forests on uplands, with extensive areas of mainly treed fens
in central areas and jack pine stands on coarser materials to the east. (Downing and
Pettapiece,2006).
The Wildland Urban Interface assessment within Breton considered the four components of
wildfire threat:

Fire Behaviour Potential
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads and exhibits
other related phenomena. The key components of fire Behaviour are:
 Fuels
 Weather
 Topography
Fire growth and landscape interactions determine the fires capability to spread. The utilization of
barriers to fire spread during a wildfire event is an appropriate FireSmart strategy that ensures
the protection of communities within forested areas.
There has not been any FireSmart Vegetation Management Projects conducted within the
planning area.
Fuels
Approximately 55 % of the area is comprised of grass fuels. The region has approximately 9 % of
the lands classified as vegetated non‐fuel. Deciduous (D1/D2) fuels comprise approximately 19 %
of the area. The stands of Mixedwood fuels comprise 12% of the total fuels. Coniferous (C1 and
C2) fuels are on 5% of the land.

Wind
A major component of the weather is the wind direction spread which will determine the direction
of wildfire spread and to some extent the intensity of the wildfire. The wind rose below from
Buck Creek, is indicative of a prevailing wind from the northwest which will encourage wildfire
spread to the southeast. Of particular note, is that the extreme wind speeds will also occur from
the northwest.
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Figure 7. Winds at Buck Creek weather station

Map 36. Fire Behaviour Fuels
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Topography
The Planning Area is generally flat as shown on the map below. Please note the ravine running
through the Village. This topography will have an impact of wildfire behaviour.

Map 37. Topography of Breton Area
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Head Fire Intensity
Analysis at the Head Fire Intensity (HFI) 90 percentile indicates there is a 10 percent probability
that if a fire occurs during the spring of the year the fire would exhibit a fire intensity 3 or higher,
which would make it moderately difficult to contain and prevent it from burning towards the
community. In the spring period, April 1st to May 31st, the grass is cured, the deciduous forest
floor is exposed to solar heating, and the coniferous foliage is in a state when the moisture is at
its lowest levels making the coniferous fuels highly flammable and very susceptible to Crown fires.
The grass and non‐fuel areas will not exhibit discernable head fire intensity as shown on the map.
The deciduous fuels will exhibit HFI 3 and the coniferous fuels could be expected to exhibit HFI 5.

Map 38. HFI Potential Spring
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In the summer period June 1st to August 31st, the grass fuels are green in the deciduous stands,
leaves have flushed and provide shade to the surface fuels. The HFI in these fuels will be reduced
to HFI 1‐2.

Map 39. HFI Potential Summer
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In the fall period, September 1st to the end of October, the grass fuels are again cured and the
deciduous leaves fall, allowing the solar energy to dry the surface fuels making them more
flammable. The dead willow and grass areas will again exhibit moderate fire Behaviour potential.
However, the burning period is reduced due to the shorter day light period. During dry periods
with low relative humidity the fuels will burn with high intensities and rapid‐fire spreads are
possible with strong winds.

Map 40. HFI Potential Fall

Fire Occurrence Risk
Current fire data indicates that the area has experienced several large wildfires in the past.

Values at Risk
Values‐at‐risk are a specific or collective set of natural resources and man‐made improvements
and/or developments that have measurable or intrinsic worth, and which could potentially be
destroyed or otherwise altered by fire in any given area.
The populated area of the Breton area would be rated as the highest value risk, being human life.
Agriculture is the primary industry within the area. Oil and gas exploration, development and
production are an essential industry in the region, providing a substantial contribution to the local
economy. There are a wide variety of oil and gas facilities in the area. The Village is home to a
wide variety of business, professional services, schools, recreation center, churches, recreation
areas, health care center, institutions, residential development, protective services and tourism.
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Suppression Capability
Suppression capability includes the factors and limitations that are related to the ability to contain
a wildfire upon detection in order to protect values at risk.
There are a number of available man‐made and natural water sources available for wildfire
suppression that can be used by helicopter buckets and municipal firefighting apparatus. To
support and reinforce any fuel breaks with sprinkler systems, water sources will need to be
developed and or identified along the fuel breaks specifically along roads. Access on all main
roads within the planning area is excellent.
The Village of Breton has a fully operational municipal water and fire hydrant system to serve the
Village.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County and Agriculture and Forestry have a Mutual Aid Agreement and
an Annual Operating Plan to guide their cooperative efforts in wildfire suppression, detection and
prevention. Rocky Mountain House Fire Base is located approximately 90 kilometers to the south
of Breton and has the capability of prompt initial attack with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
resources including heavy equipment, helicopters and firefighters. They operate a Type V Engine
and have access to multiple sprinkler kits. Agriculture and Forestry also operate the Lodgepole
Secondary Fire Base located approximately 58 kilometers to the west of Breton. The operation of
the Lodgepole Base is based on current and expected wildfire conditions.
Brazeau Lookout is situated 65 kilometers south west of Breton. This provides excellent wildfire
detection capability in the region.
The Rocky Mountain House Air Tanker Base is located approximately 90 kilometers to the south
of Breton. The base has the capability to support a wide range of aircraft with various wildfire
retardants.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County operates a Fire Station in Breton. This Station will provide prompt
response to the planning area.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County operates a Fire Station in Drayton Valley approximately 38
kilometers distant. The Fire Service has a wide range of municipal fire apparatus and firefighters.
The Department operates 4 Engines, 3 Tenders, 6 Bush trucks, 2 Rescue Units and an Aerial. They
also employ a Forestry Trailer with sprinklers, side‐by‐side ATV, pump and tank.
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Wildfire Threat Spring
The wildfire threat as described by the Wildfire Threat mas indicates the greatest wildfire threat
to Breton region will be during the spring. The overall wildfire threat potential is Low‐ Extreme.
Please take particular notice of Extreme Potential of the fuels within the Village.

Map 41. Wildfire Threat Spring
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Wildfire Threat Summer
The summer wildfire threat will be Low‐Very High. The fuels in the Village have decreased in their
wildfire potential.

Map 42. Wildfire Threat Summer

Wildfire Threat Fall
The fall wildfire threat to Breton will be Low to Extreme. The fuels in the Village have decreased
in their wildfire potential.

Map 43. Wildfire Threat Fall
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HAZARD ASSESSMENTS
Wildland/Urban Interface refers to that area where combustible wildland fuels are found adjacent
to homes, farm structures and other outbuildings. According to definitions contained with the
Partners in Protection FireSmart manual, Breton displays both types of interface:


“Classic” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels meet at a
well‐defined boundary; and



“Intermixed” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels
intermingle with no clearly defined boundary.

The development within the Breton Planning Area is best described as being based in agriculture.
Dwellings are located within a treed building site or area and the surrounding would be
considered as agricultural lands (non‐fuel). The Village of Breton would best be described as a
typical urban environment.
WITHIN RURAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Access for emergency vehicles into these areas and to individual structures was found to be
adequate. Fire Service is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service from the
Breton Fire Station and response times to these areas are acceptable to the County. There are
fire hydrants located within the Village of Breton.
FORESTED LANDS
Access for emergency vehicles into this area is limited to off highway vehicles using trails,
clearings, and power lines.
Within the Planning Area wildfire suppression is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County
Fire Service. Response times would be subject to a wide variety of factors. The Fire Service may
not have the resources to respond to remote areas.
The County has a Mutual Aid Agreement with the Wildfire Management Branch of Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry. The Wildfire Management has firefighters, helicopters and air tankers
(only available from May‐Sept) resources available for rapid initial attack and sustained action on
wildfires. Their response would be dependent on the resources available due to wildfire hazard
in other areas.
The planning area has similar structures and vegetative cover to accommodate the assessment
description. Wildland/Urban Interface hazard assessments were conducted within and adjacent
to developed areas to quantify and identify Wildland/Urban Interface hazards.

Planning Units
The Hazard & Risk Assessment has been developed in a manner to recognize the diversity of the
environment and the rural/urban development. The planning area has similar characteristics.
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Hazard Assessments
The fuel types in the study area include the following:
Table 7. Fuel Types

FUEL TYPE
IDENTIFIER

DESCRIPTION

C2

Boreal spruce

D1/D2

Leafless aspen

O1

Matted grass

Non‐Fuel

Agricultural

CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately‐dense to dense
White/Black spruce stands.
May display extreme fire spread.
Deciduous stands dominated by
Trembling aspen.
Low spread rates.
Cured grasses.
High spread rates in spring and fall
due to fine fuels and fully open to
the wind.
Managed agricultural lands

BRETON
Within the Village of Breton there are approximately 574 residents living in 292 dwellings. Breton
is the commercial, institutional and service center for the region.
The Rural area is comprised primarily of agriculturally based business. There are approximately
200 residents living in 100 dwellings. The majority of the residents would be considered as living
in an agriculture‐based environment
The core of the community is located in the Village of Breton at the intersection of Secondary
Highway 661 and Highway 20. This is home to churches, schools, Fire Station, Police Station,
Commercial Business, Professional Services, Recreation Center and Health Care Center. The
residents would be considered as living in an urban‐based environment.
The region is characterized by agricultural vegetated non‐fuel, grass and deciduous fuel.
There are fire hydrants in the Village of Breton and the properties in the Rural area are served by
individual wells. There are numerous dugouts in the Rural Area which are accessible for
emergency purposes.
The Fire Service has good access to all residential areas within the developed area. The response
time for the Fire Service located in Breton would be up to 12 minutes depending on the location.
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Photo 9. Breton

Map 44. Breton Aerial
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Hazards
 The wildland fuels combined with the topography and orientation of the Sam Hooks
Ravine pose a substantial hazard to the community and in particular to adjacent
residential dwellings, Breton Health Care Center, Breton Elementary School and Spruce
View Court. These fuels have been assessed as having an EXTREME Wildfire Potential
in the spring season.
 The grass fuel types along the roadways, powerlines and pipelines and within residential
footprints have the potential to quickly spread to the residential dwellings.
 The unmanaged grass fuels in the area will create a hazard during the spring and fall cured
grass stage. Grass fires in this area have the potential to quickly spread to adjacent
occupancies.
 Open unsheathed decks and porches.
 The Mixedwood/coniferous fuels located to the west of Breton will represent a hazard.
They are substantially sized and located remote from access roads. These areas may be
inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service.
 The coniferous fuel types around the Golf Course, 51 Street and the Maple
Crescent/Willow Drive are abundant and represent a hazard to those communities. Many
of the trees are ornamental. Ignition of these fuels will produce embers in the
community. Some trees have been thinned and pruned.
 A pile of wood debris is located in the subdivision adjacent to the Golf Course.
 The rural area is used by a wide variety of recreational users and the use of ATVs. No
ATV’s are permitted within the Village.
 Several properties have extended driveways which could be a risk during fire operations.
 On the majority of properties, there is storage of combustible materials in Priority Zones
1a, 2 and 3.
 Livestock and dogs may hamper the efforts of responders, particularly in the rural area.
 The storage of agricultural product in the rural area represents a hazard if ignited. These
materials are at risk of ignition and extinguishment may require a large commitment of
resources. The burning of these materials may produce quantities of air borne embers
which could ignite other wildland or manmade fuels in the vicinity.
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Photo 10. Sam Hooks Ravine Fuels

Photo 11. 51 Street /Ravine Fuels
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Photo 12. North Breton Fuels

Photo 13. Maple Crescent Fuels
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Ignition Potential
Fires caused by human activity are possible throughout the unit. The use of ATVs has the potential
to ignite fires. Due to the grass fuels, the risk of these type of ignitions is predominantly in the
spring and fall when the grass is cured and readily available for combustion.
Structure and Site Hazard Assessment
The dwellings and structures in this unit have asphalt or metal roofs. Most of the structures have
gravel or managed grass to 30 meters or more from the building. There is widespread storage of
combustibles such as firewood. The majority of the area is flat. The community has roads with
paved and gravel surfaces and long driveways are common in the Rural area. All occupancies are
well marked with Rural Address signage or house numbers. Overall the Structure and Site Hazard
Assessment is Low.
Area Hazard Assessment
The fuels in the area are vegetated non fuel, grass, deciduous D1 and scattered coniferous C2
fuels. In the areas with residential properties, it must be noted that the majority fuel is manicured
grass, agricultural in nature (vegetated non fuel) or deciduous. The grass fuels in this area would
be susceptible to fires with high spread rates in the spring and fall. The old railroad grade on the
west side of Breton represents a barrier to the spread of wildfire. The overall Area Hazard
Assessment of this Unit is Extreme in identified areas and Low elsewhere.
The Sam Hooks Ravine represents a corridor for the spread of wildfire. A wildfire in the Ravine
would generate embers and impact structures. This area may be inaccessible for the Drayton
Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service. This hazard is reflected in the Head Fire Intensity mapping
and Wildfire Threat Analysis.

Photo 14. Ornamental Trees
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Mitigation
 Develop a Firesmart Wildfire Mitigation Strategy for the Sam Hook Ravine. Consider
thinning, pruning and removal of dead and down materials.
 Consider developing equipment, training, strategies and tactics to deal with wildfires in
Sam Hooks Ravine. Develop a Wildfire Preparedness Guide for the community.
 Continue to manage the grass around residential properties, powerlines and roadways.
Regularly mow the, right of ways, pipelines and open spaces which are frequented by
people.
 Continue with the FireSmart messages, Fire Permits etc. in the area.
 Decks, porches and balconies should have the area between the ground and the base of
the structure sheathed from the floor level to the ground level with fire resistant material.
 Conduct aggressive public education campaigns aimed at the importance of having a
FireSmart homes. Provide information on the safe use of equipment in the wildland
environment.
 Remove all combustibles from Priority Zone 1A.
 Manage vegetation and the storage of combustibles in Zones 1‐3.
 Dispose of wood debris piles in the community.
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SUMMARY
The greatest wildfire threat to the Breton area will occur in the spring of each year during the
cured grass stage.
The largest number of wildfires will during the spring and fall fire season when the grass is dry and
the deciduous trees are leafless.
Approximately 55 % of the area is comprised of grass fuels. The region has approximately 9 % of
the lands classified as vegetated non‐fuel. Deciduous (D1/D2) fuels comprise approximately 19 %
of the area. The stands of Mixedwood fuels comprise 12% of the total fuels. Coniferous (C1 and
C2) fuels are on 5% of the land.
The Structure/ Site and Area Assessments resulted in the following:
Table 8. Unit Hazard Assessments

Unit
Breton

Structure and Site
Assessment
Low

Area Assessment
Low‐Extreme

The overall wildfire risk to urban residential properties in Breton can be described as Low. The
fuels in the Ravine, 51 Street, Maple/Willow and the Golf course could generate aggressive fire
Behaviour that may pose a threat to individual dwellings through ember ignition and direct
impingement. In the area of the Ravine, the risk to adjacent dwellings is extreme.
The lands with residential properties are deeded private property. There is little opportunity to
conduct FireSmart vegetation management in these areas.
It is important for Brazeau County to continue with their FireSmart education programs
throughout the area.
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INTRODUCTION
This Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment was initiated by Brazeau County to evaluate and
quantify the wildfire environment in the immediate vicinity of Birchwood. The area is within
Brazeau County approximately 18 kilometers northeast of the Town of Drayton Valley. It is
adjacent to Township Road 494 which connects to Secondary Highway 759 in the west. The
Hamlet of Lindale is situated immediately to the east.
Birchwood is located outside of the Alberta Forest Protection Area. The Birchwood community is
established as Bare Land Condominium. Each lot is privately owned and the owners share the
cost associated with the operation of the development
The community is at risk from wildfire and has experienced wildfire events in the past. It is
situated in the vicinity of flammable forest fuels and pre‐planning for a wildfire event is essential.
Agriculture is the primary industry within the area. Oil and gas exploration, development and
production are an essential industry in the region, providing a substantial contribution to the local
economy. There are a wide variety of oil and gas producers in the area. The Birchwood Golf
Course is located within the community and is adjacent to the Lindale Community Hall and
Recreation Area.
There are distinct communities within the Planning Area: Birchwood Village and those rural
properties outside. The residents of Birchwood enjoy urban type living in a rural setting. There
is a wide variety of dwelling types in Birchwood to serve both full time and recreational part time
residents. In total, there are approximately 325 residents living in 171 dwellings. For mapping
clarity, the dwellings located within Birchwood are not displayed with residence icons.
The majority of the rural residents would be considered as living in an agriculture‐based
environment. The Hamlet of Lindale is an urban setting located to the east of Birchwood.
The Hazard & Risk Assessment will provide a working document to assist Brazeau County, Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry, elected officials, emergency responders, land managers and local
residents to plan and implement FireSmart initiatives within the Birchwood Community.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the Hazard & Risk Assessment is to provide Brazeau County and Alberta Agriculture
and Forestry with an evaluation of the wildfire environment in the Birchwood community.
The term “hazard” refers to things within the environment that can cause harm to people or
equipment that we may or may not be able to modify.
Wildfire “risks” are the chances that people take in relationship to the hazard. They present the
possibility of loss or injury. Human action can reduce or increase risk. Risk mitigation is achieved
when any of the three parameters (likelihood, behaviour and/or impacts) are reduced. These are
described as specific actions to reduce or eliminate risk.
The following objectives have been developed to provide direction in achieving this goal:


Identify and quantify wildland/urban interface hazards within and adjacent to
developed areas. Conduct a review of the fire regime and a wildfire threat analysis.



Conduct FireSmart Structure and Site Hazard Assessments within Birchwood and



Identify opportunities for future FireSmart actions to reduce the wildfire threat.

PLANNING AREA
The planning area for the Birchwood Hazard & Risk Assessment includes all the developed and
undeveloped lands that are generally described as being those located adjacent to Secondary
highway 677. The location of Birchwood is:
NE ¼ Section 19 ‐ Twp 49 – Rge 5 – W5M
SE ¼ Section 30 ‐ Twp 49 – Rge 5 – W5M
N 53o 15.061’ W 114 o 41.347’

Brazeau County has the responsibility for administration of land development. The County is
responsible for both wildland and structural fire protection within the planning area outside of
the Forest Protection Area.
Birchwood is a Bareland Condominium in Brazeau County.
independently owned.

Each deeded property is

The following map illustrates the planning area for the Birchwood Hazard & Risk Assessment:
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Map 45. Planning Area
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Map 46. Bare Land Condominium No. 882 0814
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STAKEHOLDERS
Land Ownership and Dispositions
The lands within the Birchwood Planning Area are located in Brazeau County. The majority of the
lands are private deeded properties. The lands shown in green are owned by the Crown, with
several quarters serving as Provincial Parks within the planning area.

Map 47. Land Ownership

Linear Features
There are numerous seismic lines and trails in the Planning Area which can have a positive impact
on wildfire suppression. The linear disturbances provide access to remote areas, provide anchor
points for ground and air operations and may provide barriers to fire spread if widened and
maintained.
Powerlines
ATCO Electric provides electrical services to the Birchwood area and all facilities within the
Planning Area. The lines throughout the Planning Area are generally well maintained.
Roadways
The main roadway within the Planning Area is Secondary Highway 759 which connects to Primary
Highway 39 in the south. Township Road 494 provides east to west access in the Planning Area.
These roads provide significant fuel breaks throughout the area and can serve as fire containment
lines. There are multiple paved and all‐weather gravel roads throughout the planning area.
Pipelines
There are multiple pipelines in the Planning Area.
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FIRE HISTORY
Wildfire is a natural and frequent occurrence within the boreal forest region of Alberta.
There have been major wildfires in the vicinity of Birchwood during the 1940’s and 50’s. These
types of fires impact the area with smoke and caused public concern.

Map 48. Historical Large Fires Near Birchwood, by decade
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WILDFIRE THREAT
The wildfire threat assessment is a process that evaluates the negative ecological, social and
economic impacts of wildfire. Four components are combined and evaluated to identify those
areas on the landscape most threatened by wildfire.
The greatest wildfire threat to the Birchwood area will occur during the spring and fall of each
year during the cured grass stage. The location and type of forest fuels are the primary factors
influencing the wildfire threat. The entire planning area is within the Dry Mixedwood Natural
Subregion, having warmer summers and milder winters than most other Subregions in the Boreal
Natural Region. Forests are mostly aspen stands with scattered white spruce interspersed with
fens (Downing & Pettapiece, 2006).

Fire Behaviour Potential
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads and exhibits
other related phenomena. The key components of fire Behaviour are:
 Fuels
 Weather
 Topography
Fire growth and landscape interactions determine the fires capability to spread. The utilization of
barriers to fire spread during a wildfire event is an appropriate FireSmart strategy that ensures
the protection of communities within forested areas.
There has not been any FireSmart Vegetation Management Projects conducted within the
planning area.

Fuels
Grass fuels comprise approximately 48 % of the area. Approximately 22 % of the area is comprised
of aspen stands (D1/D2). The region has approximately 7 % of the lands classified as vegetated
non‐fuel. The Mixedwood stands account for 15% of the fuels in the planning area and contain
pockets of tall, mature spruce trees. Coniferous stands are predominant on 8 % of the lands.

Wind
A major component of the weather is the wind direction spread which will determine the direction
of wildfire spread and to some extent the intensity of the wildfire. The wind rose below from
Berrymore, is indicative of a prevailing wind from the northwest which will encourage wildfire
spread to the southeast. Of particular note, is that the extreme wind speeds will also occur from
the northwest.
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Figure 8. Winds at Berrymore weather station

Map 49. Fire Behaviour Fuels
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Topography
The Planning Area is dominated by the Modeste Creek which runs through the Planning Area. This
drainage is characterized by steep slopes leading to the creek. Outside of this creek, the lands are
generally flat to rolling as shown below.

Map 50. Topography of Birchwood Area
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Head Fire Intensity
Analysis at the Head Fire Intensity (HFI) 90 percentile indicates there is a 10 percent probability
that if a fire occurs during the spring of the year the fire would exhibit a fire intensity 3 or higher,
which would make it moderately difficult to contain and prevent it from burning towards the
community. In the spring period, April 1st to May 31st, the grass is cured, the deciduous forest
floor is exposed to solar heating, and the coniferous foliage is in a state when the moisture is at
its lowest levels making the coniferous fuels highly flammable and very susceptible to Crown fires.
The grass and non‐fuel areas will not exhibit discernable head fire intensity as shown on the map.
A wildfire will exhibit HFI 3 in the aspen fuels and HFI 6 in the scattered coniferous fuels.

Map 51. HFI Potential Spring
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In the summer period June 1st to August 31st, the grass fuels are green in the deciduous stands,
leaves have flushed and provide shade to the surface fuels. In the coniferous stands, the foliage
is transpiring at full capacity which increases the foliage moisture content to its average level,
making the forests less flammable during this period. However, the coniferous fuels are
flammable and can exhibit erratic high intensity fire Behaviour (HFI 5) during the summer period.
The grass and non‐fuel areas will not exhibit discernable head fire intensity as shown on the map.
The forest fuels are reduced to HFI 1 in the aspen fuels.

Map 52. HFI Potential Summer
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In the fall period, September 1st to the end of October, the grass fuels are again cured and the
deciduous leaves fall, allowing the solar energy to dry the surface fuels making them more
flammable. The dead willow and grass areas will again exhibit moderate fire Behaviour potential.
However, the burning period is reduced due to the shorter day light period. During dry periods
with low relative humidity the fuels will burn with high intensities and rapid‐fire spreads are
possible with strong winds.

Map 53. HFI Potential Fall

Fire Occurrence Risk
Current fire data indicates that the area has experienced several large wildfires in the past.

Values at Risk
The populated area of the Birchwood area would be rated as the highest value risk, being human
life. The values at risk in the vicinity of the Planning Area include: Lindale Community Hall and
Recreation Area, Golf Course and Oil/Gas facilities.

Suppression Capability
Suppression capability includes the factors and limitations that are related to the ability to contain
a wildfire upon detection in order to protect values at risk.
There are a number of available man‐made and natural water sources available for wildfire
suppression that can be used by helicopter buckets and municipal firefighting apparatus. To
support and reinforce any fuel breaks with sprinkler systems, water sources will need to be
developed and or identified along the fuel breaks specifically along roads. Access on all main
roads within the planning area is excellent.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County and Agriculture and Forestry have a Mutual Aid Agreement and
an Annual Operating Plan to guide their cooperative efforts in wildfire suppression, detection and
prevention.
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Brazeau Lookout is situated only 54 kilometers southwest of Birchwood. This provides excellent
wildfire detection capability in the region.
Rocky Mountain House Fire Base is located approximately 110 kilometers to the south of
Birchwood and has the capability of prompt initial attack with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
resources including heavy equipment, helicopters and firefighters. They operate a Type V Engine
and have access to multiple sprinkler kits.
Agriculture and Forestry also operates the Lodgepole Secondary Fire Base located approximately
44 kilometers to the southwest of Birchwood.
The Rocky Mountain House Air Tanker Base is located approximately 110 kilometers to the south
of Birchwood. The base has the capability to support a wide range of aircraft with various wildfire
retardants.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County operates a Fire Station in Drayton Valley approximately 14
kilometers distant as well as one in Breton 32 kilometers away. The Fire Service has a wide range
of municipal fire apparatus and firefighters. The Department operates 4 Engines, 3 Tenders, 6
Bush trucks, 2 Rescue Units and an Aerial. They also employ a Forestry Trailer with sprinklers,
side‐by‐side ATV, pump and tank.

Wildfire Threat Spring
The greatest wildfire threat to the Birchwood region will be during the spring. The overall Fire
Behaviour Potential is Low to Extreme during the spring fire season because of the dry grass
vegetation.
The isolated coniferous fuels will exhibit an Extreme Fire Behaviour Potential.

Map 54. Wildfire Threat Spring
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Wildfire Threat Summer
The summer wildfire threat described by Wildfire Threat map will be Low to Extreme. The areas
with grass fuels and aspen will provide a lower fire Behaviour potential due to green‐up therefore
reducing the overall threat. The wildfire threat in coniferous fuels remains at extreme. The threat
potential is significantly lower due to agricultural fields and non‐fuel areas.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat.

Map 55. Wildfire Threat Summer
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Wildfire Threat Fall
The fall wildfire threat as described by the Wildfire Threat in Birchwood is also Low to Extreme.
The threat potential is significantly lower due to agricultural fields and non‐fuel areas.
The majority of the Planning Area has a Low wildfire threat.

Map 56. Wildfire Threat Fall
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HAZARD ASSESSMENTS
Wildland/Urban Interface refers to that area where combustible wildland fuels are found adjacent to
homes, farm structures and other outbuildings. According to definitions contained with the Partners in
Protection FireSmart manual, Birchwood displays both types of interface:


“Classic” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels meet at a well‐
defined boundary; and



“Intermixed” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels intermingle
with no clearly defined boundary.

In addition, there are two distinct regions within the Birchwood – one that is characterized by typical
urban/rural development and one that includes the areas outside of the urban/rural development area
that would be considered forested or agricultural lands. There were several common denominators
within these two regions.
WITHIN URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Access for emergency vehicles into these areas and to individual structures was found to be both adequate
and inadequate. Fire Service is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service and response
times to these areas are acceptable to the County.
FORESTED LANDS
Access for emergency vehicles into this area is limited to off highway vehicles using trails, clearings, and
power lines.
Within the Planning Area, wildfire suppression is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire
Service. Response times to these areas, particularly the Modeste Creek Valley would be subject to a wide
variety of factors. The Fire Service may not have the resources to respond to remote or steep areas.
The County has a Mutual Aid Agreement with the Wildfire Management Branch of Alberta Agriculture and
Forestry. The Wildfire Management has firefighters, helicopters and air tankers (only available from May‐
Sept) resources available for rapid initial attack and sustained action on wildfires. Their response would
be dependent on the resources available due to wildfire hazard in other areas.
The planning area has units of similar structures and vegetative forest cover to accommodate the
assessment description. There are no fire hydrants. Wildland/Urban Interface hazard assessments were
conducted within and adjacent to developed areas to quantify and identify Wildland/Urban Interface
hazards.

Planning Units
The Hazard & Risk Assessment has been developed in a manner to recognize the diversity of the
environment and the rural/urban development.
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Hazard Assessments
The fuel types in the study area include the following:
Table 9. Fuel Types

FUEL TYPE
IDENTIFIER

DESCRIPTION

C2

Boreal spruce

D1/D2

Leafless aspen

O1

Matted grass

Non‐Fuel

Agricultural

CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately‐dense to dense
White/Black spruce stands.
May display extreme fire spread.
Deciduous stands dominated by
Trembling aspen.
Low spread rates.
Cured grasses.
High spread rates in spring and fall
due to fine fuels and fully open to
the wind.
Managed agricultural lands

BIRCHWOOD
Birchwood is located on the south side of Township Road 494 in Brazeau County. The community is
situated along Modeste Creek and surrounds the Birchwood Golf Course. The Birchwood community is
established as Bare Land Condominium. Each lot is privately owned and the owners share the cost
associated with the operation of the Village. The Condominium Corporation consists of the areas known
as Aspen Hill, Aspen Grove, Cedar Glen, Oak Place, Willow Ridge and Poplar Point.
The prominent values at risk in the community include Dwellings, Birchwood Golf Center and Restaurant,
Community Halls and Recreation area.
There are no fire hydrants in the community, however the properties are served by a municipal water
system for domestic purposes.
The unit is characterized by coniferous deciduous fuels, manicured grass and agricultural vegetative fuel.
There are 171 residential dwellings in Birchwood and approximately 325 residents. The Fire Service has
poor to good access to all residential areas within Birchwood. The response time for the Fire Service in
Drayton Valley would be within 25 minutes.
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Photo 15. Modeste Creek Valley in Birchwood

Map 57. Birchwood Aerial
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Hazards
Some residential properties of Birchwood border directly on and within the wildland environment
(coniferous and deciduous). The forest fuels have a higher coniferous content than the data and
mapping would indicate. Many of the spruce trees within the community have branches
extending to the forest floor.
There are several pockets of large spruce trees dead fall.
Some residential properties are situated at the top or midslope of the Modeste Creek Valley.
The steep topography of Modeste Creek may have an impact on fire intensity within the
community. The Valley may be inaccessible to firefighters for suppression.
The maximum load capacity of the bridge is unknown.
Some of the roads are narrow, steep and have limited space for turnaround. The roads do not
meet FireSmart standards. Some are looped and others are dead end.
Two gates would need to be opened to facilitate emergency egress from the community.
Combustibles and forest fuels are located throughout FireSmart Priority Zones 1A, 2 and 3.
Some residential dwellings have open decks, porches, tree in decks, untreated wood with storage
of combustible materials under.
Firewood is being stored adjacent to dwellings.
Many areas of high‐density residential development that could result in house to house transfer of
fire.
Propane in the community is being used as the prime fuel for heating of dwellings.
The grass fuel types have the potential to quickly spread to the residential dwellings.

Photo 16. Birchwood
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Photo 17. Coniferous Fuels in Birchwood

Ignition Potential
Fires caused by human activity are possible throughout the unit. The use of ATVs outside of the Birchwood
has the potential to ignite fires that could spread to the community. Due to the wildland fuel composition,
the risk of these type of ignitions is predominantly in the spring and fall when the grass is cured and readily
available for combustion.
There is a risk of ignition from ember production in a wildfire in the adjacent fuels.
The houses are located on typical urban sized lots. The residential properties in the south border on grass
and deciduous wildland environments. House to house ignition is possible.
Structure and Site Hazard Assessment
The dwellings in this unit have asphalt or metal roofs with open decks. Many of the homes have vinyl
siding. Most of the structures have deciduous trees or coniferous fuels around the building. There is
storage of combustibles such as firewood and miscellaneous items. Most of the homes have combustible
materials within Priority Zone 1A, 1 and 2. The slopes leading to the Modeste Creek represent a
significant topographic hazard for the structures located adjacent. The community is served by
inadequate roads and possibly a bridge that will not accommodate large Fire Service vehicles. The
surrounding agriculture‐based properties have typical storage of combustible materials in their
immediate vicinity. Overall the Structure and Site Hazard Assessment is Extreme.
Area Hazard Assessment
There are agricultural lands surrounding the community, which are considered as non‐vegetated and
agricultural.
The area of concern is the coniferous and deciduous and grass within the community. The topographic
features of Modeste Creek Valley represent a substantial hazard to the associated structures. Ladder,
dead and down fuels are abundant in the area.
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The mixed wood fuels and terrain of the Modeste Valley represents a corridor for the spread of wildfire.
This area may be inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service.
The wildland fuels combined with the topography pose a substantial hazard to the community and in
particular to adjacent residential dwellings. These fuels have been assessed as having an EXTREME
Wildfire Potential in the spring season.
The overall Area Hazard Assessment of this Unit is Extreme.

Photo 18. Birchwood Dwelling
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Mitigation
 Develop a Firesmart Wildfire Mitigation Strategy for the community.
 Consider developing equipment, training, strategies and tactics to deal with wildfires in
Modeste Creek Valley. Develop a Wildfire Preparedness Guide for the community.
 Wildfires in this community may pose a risk for residents and responders.
 Decks, porches and balconies should have the area between the ground and the base of the
structure sheathed from the floor level to the ground level with fire resistant material.
 Continue to manage the grass around residential properties, powerlines and roadways. Regularly
mow the right of ways, pipelines and open spaces which are frequented by people.
 Conduct aggressive public education campaigns aimed at the importance of having a FireSmart
homes.
 Remove all combustibles from Priority Zone 1A.
 Manage vegetation and the storage of combustibles in Zones 1‐3.
 Conduct an assessment of the bridge and roadways to determine the access capability for Fire
Service apparatus. Develop an emergency egress plan for the evacuation of the occupants of
Birchwood to safe zones to the north and south of the community. The access roads must be
unlocked, open for public use and in good condition.

Photo 19 . Forest Fuel Adjacent to Dwelling
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SUMMARY
The greatest wildfire threat to the Birchwood area will occur in the spring of each year during the cured
grass stage.
The largest number of wildfires will occur during the spring and fall fire season when the grass is dry and
the deciduous trees are leafless.
Grass fuels comprise approximately 48 % of the area. Approximately 22 % of the area is comprised of
aspen stands (D1/D2). The region has approximately 7 % of the lands classified as vegetated non‐fuel.
The Mixedwood stands account for 15% of the fuels in the planning area. Coniferous are predominant on
8 % of the lands.
Table 10. Unit Hazard Assessments

Unit
Birchwood

Structure and Site
Assessment
Extreme

Area Assessment
Extreme

The mixed wood fuels and terrain of the Modeste Valley represents a corridor for the spread of wildfire.
This area may be inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service.
Continue to manage the grass around residential properties, powerlines and roadways. Regularly mow
the right of ways, pipelines and open spaces which are frequented by people.
The overall wildfire risk to residential properties in the Birchwood Planning Area can be described as
Extreme. The continuous fuels along the Modeste Valley could generate aggressive fire Behaviour that
may pose a threat to Birchwood through ember ignition and direct impingement. The grass and
deciduous fuels increase the risk to properties in the vicinity.
The lands with residential properties are deeded private property. There is little opportunity to conduct
FireSmart vegetation management in these areas.
It is important for Agriculture and Forestry and Drayton Valley/Brazeau County to continue with their
FireSmart education programs throughout the area.
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13 Community Hazard & Risk Assessment – Drayton Valley East

Drayton Valley East
Hazard & Risk Assessment
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INTRODUCTION
This Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment was initiated by Brazeau County to evaluate and
quantify the wildfire environment in that portion of Brazeau immediately adjacent to the eastern
perimeter of the Town of Drayton Valley. It is located along Range Road 73.
Drayton Valley is located outside of the Alberta Forest Protection Area.
The community is at risk from wildfire and has experienced wildfire events in the past. It is
situated in the vicinity of flammable forest fuels and pre‐planning for a wildfire event is essential.
Agriculture is the primary industry within the area. Oil and gas exploration, development and
production are an essential industry in the region, providing a substantial contribution to the local
economy. There are a wide variety of oil and gas producers in the area.
The Town of Drayton Valley serves as the business and service center for the region. The Town is
home to a wide variety of business, professional services, schools, recreation center, churches,
industry, recreation areas, health care center, institutions, residential development, protective
services and tourism. The majority of the residents would be considered as living in an urban
based environment. In total, there are approximately 7235 residents living in 3116 dwellings.
Drayton Valley East is primarily urban or country residential in nature. There are approximately
600 residents living in 240 dwellings. This area has agricultural lands, oil and gas facilities,
cemetery, recreational areas, parks and the ski hill.
The Hazard & Risk Assessment will provide a working document to assist Brazeau County, elected
officials, emergency responders, land managers and local residents to plan and implement
FireSmart initiatives within the Drayton Valley East Community.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the Hazard & Risk Assessment is to provide Brazeau County with an evaluation of the
wildfire environment in the Drayton Valley East community.
The term “hazard” refers to things within the environment that can cause harm to people or
equipment that we may or may not be able to modify.
Wildfire “risks” are the chances that people take in relationship to the hazard. They present the
possibility of loss or injury. Human action can reduce or increase risk. Risk mitigation is achieved
when any of the three parameters (likelihood, behaviour and/or impacts) are reduced. These are
described as specific actions to reduce or eliminate risk.
The following objectives have been developed to provide direction in achieving this goal:


Identify and quantify wildland/urban interface hazards within and adjacent to
developed areas. Conduct a review of the fire regime and a wildfire threat analysis.



Conduct FireSmart Structure and Site Hazard Assessments within Drayton Valley East
and



Identify opportunities for future FireSmart actions to reduce the wildfire threat.

PLANNING AREA
The planning area for the Drayton Valley East Hazard & Risk Assessment includes all the developed
and undeveloped lands that are generally described as being those located east of the Town of
Drayton Valley and west of the North Saskatchewan River. The location of Drayton Valley East is:
Twp 49 – Rge 7 – W5M
N 53 13.3104’ W 114 58.604’
The Town of Drayton Valley is responsible for the administration of land management within the
Town and Brazeau County is the responsible party in Drayton Valley East. The Drayton
Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service is responsible for both wildland and structural fire protection
within the planning area.
Drayton Valley East is comprised of registered subdivisions within Brazeau County. Each deeded
property is independently owned.
The following map illustrates the planning area for the Drayton Valley East Hazard & Risk
Assessment:
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Map 58. Planning Area
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STAKEHOLDERS
Land Ownership and Dispositions
The lands within the Drayton Valley East Planning Area are located in Brazeau County. The
majority of the lands are private deeded properties. There is substantial amount of crown lands
along the North Saskatchewan in the form of Parks and Protected Places

Linear Features
There are numerous seismic lines and trails in the Planning Area which can have a positive impact
on wildfire suppression. The linear disturbances provide access to remote areas, provide anchor
points for ground and air operations and may provide barriers to fire spread if widened and
maintained.
Powerlines
ATCO Electric provides electrical services to the Drayton Valley East area and all facilities within
the Planning Area. The lines throughout the Planning Area are generally well maintained.
Roadways
The main roadway within the Planning Area is Highway 22 and Range Road 73. These roads
provide significant fuel breaks throughout the area and can serve as fire containment lines. There
are multiple all‐weather gravel roads throughout the planning area.
Pipelines
There are multiple pipelines in the Planning Area.
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FIRE HISTORY
Wildfire is a natural and frequent occurrence within the boreal forest region of Alberta.
The entire planning area has a history of wildfire in recent history. There have been major
wildfires in the vicinity of Drayton Valley East, most notably in the 40’s and 50’s on the east side
of the North Saskatchewan River.

Map 59. Historical Large Fires Near Drayton Valley East, by decade
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WILDFIRE THREAT
The wildfire threat assessment is a process that evaluates the negative ecological, social and
economic impacts of wildfire. Four components are combined and evaluated to identify those
areas on the landscape most threatened by wildfire.
The greatest wildfire threat to the Drayton Valley East area will occur during the spring and fall of
each year during the cured grass stage. The location and type of forest fuels are the primary
factors influencing the wildfire threat.
Drayton Valley East, Buck Creek and Breton and a large portion of the planning area is within the
Central Mixedwood Natural Subregion. Vast expanses of upland forests and wetlands on level to
gently undulating plains, short, warm summers and long, cold winters define the Central
Mixedwood Natural Subregion. This is the largest Natural Subregion in Alberta. A mosaic of
aspen, mixedwood and white spruce forests on uplands, with extensive areas of mainly treed fens
in central areas and jack pine stands on coarser materials to the east. (Downing and
Pettapiece,2006).
The Wildland Urban Interface assessment within Drayton Valley East considered the four
components of wildfire threat:

Fire Behaviour Potential
Fire Behaviour is the manner in which fuel ignites, flame develops, and fire spreads and exhibits
other related phenomena. The key components of fire Behaviour are:
 Fuels
 Weather
 Topography
Fire growth and landscape interactions determine the fires capability to spread. The utilization of
barriers to fire spread during a wildfire event is an appropriate FireSmart strategy that ensures
the protection of communities within forested areas.
There has not been any FireSmart Vegetation Management Projects conducted within the
planning area.
Fuels
Approximately 67 % of the area is comprised of Deciduous (D1/D2) fuels. The region has
approximately 24 % of the lands classified as vegetated non‐fuel. Grass fuels comprise
approximately 7 % of the area. Coniferous (C1) fuels are on 2% of the land.

Wind
A major component of the weather is the wind direction spread which will determine the direction
of wildfire spread and to some extent the intensity of the wildfire. The wind rose below from
Drayton Valley, is indicative of a prevailing wind from the northwest which will encourage wildfire
spread to the southeast. Of particular note, is that the extreme wind speeds will also occur from
the northwest.
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Figure 9. Winds at Drayton Valley airport weather station

Map 60. Fire Behaviour Fuels
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Topography
The predominant topographic feature is the North Saskatchewan River Valley and its tributaries.
The Planning Area is generally flat to rolling hills as shown below. This topography will have an
impact of wildfire behaviour.

Map 61. Topography of Drayton Valley East Area
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Head Fire Intensity
Analysis at the Head Fire Intensity (HFI) 90 percentile indicates there is a 10 percent probability
that if a fire occurs during the spring of the year the fire would exhibit a fire intensity 3, which
would make it moderately difficult to contain and prevent it from burning towards the
community. In the spring period, April 1st to May 31st, the grass is cured, the deciduous forest
floor is exposed to solar heating, and the coniferous foliage is in a state when the moisture is at
its lowest levels making the coniferous fuels highly flammable and very susceptible to Crown fires.
The grass and non‐fuel areas will not exhibit discernable head fire intensity as shown on the map.
The deciduous fuels will exhibit HFI 3 and the scattered coniferous fuels could be expected to
exhibit HFI 5.

Map 62. HFI Potential Spring
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In the summer period June 1st to August 31st, the grass fuels are green in the deciduous stands,
leaves have flushed and provide shade to the surface fuels. The HFI in these fuels will be reduced
to HFI 1‐2.

Map 63. HFI Potential Summer
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In the fall period, September 1st to the end of October, the grass fuels are again cured and the
deciduous leaves fall, allowing the solar energy to dry the surface fuels making them more
flammable. The dead willow and grass areas will again exhibit moderate fire Behaviour potential.
However, the burning period is reduced due to the shorter day light period. During dry periods
with low relative humidity the fuels will burn with high intensities and rapid‐fire spreads are
possible with strong winds.

Map 64. HFI Potential Fall

Fire Occurrence Risk
Current fire data indicates that the area has experienced several large wildfires in the past.

Values at Risk
Values‐at‐risk are a specific or collective set of natural resources and man‐made improvements
and/or developments that have measurable or intrinsic worth, and which could potentially be
destroyed or otherwise altered by fire in any given area.
The populated area of the Drayton Valley East area would be rated as the highest value risk, being
human life. Agriculture is the primary industry within the area. Oil and gas exploration,
development and production are an essential industry in the region, providing a substantial
contribution to the local economy. There are a wide variety of oil and gas facilities in the area.
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Suppression Capability
Suppression capability includes the factors and limitations that are related to the ability to contain
a wildfire upon detection in order to protect values at risk.
There are a number of available man‐made and natural water sources available for wildfire
suppression that can be used by helicopter buckets and municipal firefighting apparatus. To
support and reinforce any fuel breaks with sprinkler systems, water sources will need to be
developed and or identified along the fuel breaks specifically along roads. Access on all main
roads within the planning area is excellent.
The Town of Drayton Valley has a fully operational municipal water and fire hydrant system to
serve the Town. The River Ravine Subdivision in Drayton Valley East is also served by a Fire
Hydrant system as shown on the following map.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County and Agriculture and Forestry have a Mutual Aid Agreement and
an Annual Operating Plan to guide their cooperative efforts in wildfire suppression, detection and
prevention. Rocky Mountain House Fire Base is located approximately 90 kilometers to the south
of Drayton Valley East and has the capability of prompt initial attack with Alberta Agriculture and
Forestry resources including heavy equipment, helicopters and firefighters. They operate a Type
V Engine and have access to multiple sprinkler kits. Agriculture and Forestry also operate the
Lodgepole Secondary Fire Base located approximately 26 kilometers to the west of Drayton Valley
East. The operation of the Lodgepole Base is based on current and expected wildfire conditions.
Brazeau Lookout is situated 36 kilometers south west of Drayton Valley East. This provides
excellent wildfire detection capability in the region.
The Rocky Mountain House Air Tanker Base is located approximately 90 kilometers to the south
of Drayton Valley East. The base has the capability to support a wide range of aircraft with various
wildfire retardants.
Drayton Valley/Brazeau County operates a Fire Station in Drayton Valley approximately
14kilometers distant. The Fire Service has a wide range of municipal fire apparatus and
firefighters. The Department operates 4 Engines, 3 Tenders, 6 Bush trucks, 2 Rescue Units and an
Aerial. They also employ a Forestry Trailer with sprinklers, side‐by‐side ATV, pump and tank.
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Map 65. Fire Hydrants

Wildfire Threat Spring
The greatest wildfire threat to Drayton Valley East region will be during the spring. The overall
wildfire threat is Low.

Map 66. Wildfire Threat Spring
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Wildfire Threat Summer
The summer wildfire threat will be Low.

Map 67. Wildfire Threat Summer

Wildfire Threat Fall
The fall wildfire threat to Drayton Valley East will be predominantly Low.

Map 68. Wildfire Threat Fall
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HAZARD ASSESSMENTS
Wildland/Urban Interface refers to that area where combustible wildland fuels are found adjacent
to homes, farm structures and other outbuildings. According to definitions contained with the
Partners in Protection FireSmart manual, Breton displays both types of interface:


“Classic” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels meet at a
well‐defined boundary; and



“Intermixed” wildland/urban interface where development and wildland fuels
intermingle with no clearly defined boundary.

The development within the Drayton Valley East Planning Area is best described as being based
in a country residential format. Dwellings are located within a treed building site or area and the
surrounding would be considered as non‐fuel. The Drayton Valley East would best be described
as an urban environment.
WITHIN RURAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Access for emergency vehicles into these areas and to individual structures was found to be
adequate. Fire Service is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service and
response times to these areas are acceptable to the County. There are fire hydrants located only
within the River Ravine Subdivision.
FORESTED LANDS
Access for emergency vehicles into this area is limited to off highway vehicles using trails,
clearings, and power lines.
Within the Planning Area wildfire suppression is provided by the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County
Fire Service. Response times would be subject to a wide variety of factors. The Fire Service may
not have the resources to respond to remote areas.
The County has a Mutual Aid Agreement with the Wildfire Management Branch of Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry. The Wildfire Management has firefighters, helicopters and air tankers
(only available from May‐Sept) resources available for rapid initial attack and sustained action on
wildfires. Their response would be dependent on the resources available due to wildfire hazard
in other areas.
The planning area has similar structures and vegetative cover to accommodate the assessment
description. Wildland/Urban Interface hazard assessments were conducted within and adjacent
to developed areas to quantify and identify Wildland/Urban Interface hazards.
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Hazard Assessments
The fuel types in the study area include the following:
Table 11. Fuel Types

FUEL TYPE
IDENTIFIER

DESCRIPTION

C2

Boreal spruce

D1/D2

Leafless aspen

O1

Matted grass

Non‐Fuel

Agricultural

CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately‐dense to dense
White/Black spruce stands.
May display extreme fire spread.
Deciduous stands dominated by
Trembling aspen.
Low spread rates.
Cured grasses.
High spread rates in spring and fall
due to fine fuels and fully open to
the wind.
Managed agricultural lands

DRAYTON VALLEY EAST
The Town of Drayton Valley serves as the business and service center for the region. The Town is
home to a wide variety of business, professional services, schools, recreation center, churches,
industry, recreation areas, health care center, institutions, residential development, protective
services and tourism. The majority of the residents would be considered as living in an urban
based environment. In total, there are approximately 7235 residents living in 3116 dwellings.
Drayton Valley East is primarily urban or country residential in nature. There are approximately
600 residents living in 240 dwellings. This area has agricultural lands, oil and gas facilities,
cemetery, recreational areas, parks and the ski hill.
The region is characterized by agricultural vegetated non‐fuel, grass and deciduous fuel.
There are fire hydrants in the Town of Drayton Valley and in the River Ravine Subdivision. The
properties in the Rural area are served by individual wells. There are numerous dugouts in the
Rural Area which are accessible for emergency purposes.
The Fire Service has good access to all residential areas within the developed area of the Area.
The response time for the Fire Service located in Drayton Valley would be up to 20 minutes
depending on the location of the incident.
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Photo 20. River Ravine Subdivision

Map 69. Drayton Valley East Aerial
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Hazards
 The wildland fuels combined with the topography and orientation of the North
Saskatchewan River Valley and its tributaries pose a substantial hazard to the
community. These fuels have been assessed as having an EXTREME Wildfire Potential
in the spring season.
 The grass fuel types along the roadways, powerlines and pipelines and within residential
footprints have the potential to quickly spread to the residential dwellings.
 The unmanaged grass fuels in the area will create a hazard during the spring and fall cured
grass stage. Grass fires in this area have the potential to quickly spread to adjacent
occupancies.
 Open unsheathed decks and porches.
 The Mixedwood/coniferous fuels located in the North Saskatchewan River Valley and its
tributaries will represent a hazard. They are substantially sized and located remote from
access roads. These areas may be inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County
Fire Service.
 The degree of coniferous fuels increases the further you go into the Valley. Some
coniferous is abundant and represent a hazard to those communities. Many of the trees
are ornamental. Ignition of these fuels will produce embers in the community. Some
trees have been thinned and pruned.
 Firewood is being stored adjacent to structures.
 The area is used by a wide variety of recreational users and the use of ATVs.
 Many properties have extended driveways which could be a risk during fire operations.
 On the majority of properties, there is storage of combustible materials in Priority Zones
1a, 2 and 3.
 Livestock and dogs may hamper the efforts of responders, particularly in the rural area.
 There are oil and gas facilities throughout the area which may contain hazardous
materials.
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Photo 21. Tributary crossing Range Road 73

Photo 22. Typical Fuels
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Photo 23. Fuels, Driveway and Signage

Photo 24. Residential Fuels
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Ignition Potential
Fires caused by human activity are possible throughout the unit. The use of ATVs has the potential
to ignite fires. Due to the grass fuels, the risk of these type of ignitions is predominantly in the
spring and fall when the grass is cured and readily available for combustion.
Structure and Site Hazard Assessment
The dwellings and structures in this unit have asphalt or metal roofs. Most of the structures have
gravel or managed grass to 30 meters or more from the building. There is widespread storage of
combustibles such as firewood. The topography would be considered as rolling. The community
has roads with paved and gravel surfaces and long driveways are common in the area. All
occupancies are well marked with Rural Address signage or house numbers. Overall, the Structure
and Site Hazard Assessment is Low.
Area Hazard Assessment
The fuels in the area are vegetated non fuel, grass, deciduous D1 and scattered coniferous C2
fuels. In the areas with residential properties, it must be noted that the majority fuel is manicured
grass, vegetated non fuel or deciduous. The grass fuels in this area would be susceptible to fires
with high spread rates in the spring and fall. The overall Area Hazard Assessment of this Unit is
Extreme in identified areas and Low elsewhere.
The North Saskatchewan River Valley and its tributaries represents a corridor for the spread of
wildfire. A wildfire in these areas would generate embers and impact structures. This area may
be inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service. This hazard is reflected in
the Head Fire Intensity mapping and Wildfire Threat Analysis.

Photo 25. Topography and Fuel
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Mitigation
 Consider developing equipment, training, strategies and tactics to deal with wildfires in
the North Saskatchewan River Valley and its tributaries. Develop a Wildfire
Preparedness Guide for the community.
 Continue to manage the grass around residential properties, powerlines and roadways.
Regularly mow the, right of ways, pipelines and open spaces which are frequented by
people.
 Continue with the FireSmart messages, Fire Permits etc. in the area.
 Decks, porches and balconies should have the area between the ground and the base of
the structure sheathed from the floor level to the ground level with fire resistant material.
 Conduct aggressive public education campaigns aimed at the importance of having a
FireSmart homes. Provide information on the safe use of equipment in the wildland
environment.
 Remove all combustibles from Priority Zone 1A.
 Manage vegetation and the storage of combustibles in Zones 1‐3.
 Dispose of wood debris piles in the community.
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SUMMARY
The greatest wildfire threat to the Drayton Valley East area will occur in the spring of each year
during the cured grass stage.
The largest number of wildfires will during the spring and fall fire season when the grass is dry and
the deciduous trees are leafless.
Approximately 67 % of the area is comprised of Deciduous (D1/D2) fuels. The region has
approximately 24 % of the lands classified as vegetated non‐fuel. Grass fuels comprise
approximately 7 % of the area. Coniferous (C1) fuels are on 2% of the land.
The Structure/ Site and Area Assessments resulted in the following:
Table 12. Unit Hazard Assessments

Unit
Drayton Valley East

Structure and Site
Assessment
Low

Area Assessment
Low‐Extreme

The overall wildfire risk to urban residential properties in Drayton Valley East can be described as
Low. The North Saskatchewan River Valley and its tributaries represents a corridor for the
spread of wildfire. A wildfire in these areas would generate embers and impact structures. This
area may be inaccessible for the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Fire Service. This hazard is
reflected in the Head Fire Intensity mapping and Wildfire Threat Analysis.
The lands with residential properties are deeded private property. There is little opportunity to
conduct FireSmart vegetation management in these areas.
It is important for Brazeau County to continue with their FireSmart education programs
throughout the area.
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Appendix I Fire Behaviour Prediction Fuel Types
CANADIAN FOREST FIRE BEHAVIOUR PREDICTION SYSTEM
The Canadian Forest Fire Behaviour Prediction System is a systematic method for assessing
wildland fire Behaviour potential. It is a series of mathematical equations relating fire
characteristics to wind, fuel moisture, and topographic conditions for sixteen benchmark fuel
(vegetation) types. The fuel types used include the following:
FUEL TYPE IDENTIFIER
C1
C2
C3
C4

C6

D1
D2
M1
M2
O1
S1
S2
NF
WA

DESCRIPTION

CHARACTERISTICS
Open/sparse spruce/tamarack
Spruce-lichen woodland
stands.
Moderately-dense to dense
Boreal spruce
White/Black spruce stands
Moderately-dense to dense
Mature Jack or Lodgepole Pine
pine stands.
Immature Jack or Lodgepole Dense young pine stands with
Pine
standing dead stems.
Fully stocked conifer
plantation with closed Crown
Conifer Plantation
and no understory or shrub
layer.
Deciduous stands dominated
Leafless aspen
by Trembling aspen.
Deciduous stands dominated
Green aspen
by Trembling aspen.
Mixedwood stands with
Boreal Mixedwood - Leafless
spruce, pine, or aspen
Mixedwood stands with
Boreal Mixedwood - Green
spruce, pine, or aspen.
Grass
Continuous grass cover.
Continuous fuel with no postJack/lodgepole pine slash
logging treatment.
Continuous fuel with no postWhite spruce/balsam fir slash
logging treatment.
Non-fuel
Cleared areas, rock, sand.
Water
Creeks, lakes.

FBP Fuel Type Descriptions
•C5 ‐ Red and White Pine
•C6 ‐ Conifer Plantation
•C7 ‐ Ponderosa Pine–Douglas‐Fir
•S1 ‐ Jack or Lodgepole Pine Slash
•S2 ‐ White Spruce–Balsam Slash
•S3 ‐ Coastal Cedar–Hemlock–Douglas‐Fir Slash
•M3 ‐ Dead Balsam Fir Mixedwood–Leafless
•M4 ‐ Dead Balsam Fir Mixedwood–Green
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Appendix II Fire Behaviour Characteristics and Fire Suppression
Interpretations Associated with the Fire Intensity Ranks

Chart
Rank

Frontal
Fire
Intensity
(kW/m)

1

2

3

4

5

6

10

10-500

500-2000

2000-4000

400010,000

>10,000

Surface Head Fire1
Flame Length
(m)

<0.2

0.2-1.4

1.4-2.6

2.6-3.5

3.5-5.4

>5.4

Type of Fire and
Fire Suppression Difficulty

Flame
Height (m)

<0.1

0.1-1.0

1.0-1.9

1.9-2.5

2.5-4.6

>4.6

Firebrands that cause an ignition to occur are
self-extinguishing (i.e., fire fails to spread.
Going fires remain of the shouldering ground
or surface variety, provided there is a forest
floor layer of significant depth and a general
level of dryness3. Extensive mop-up is
generally required.
Creeping or gentle surface fire. Direct manual
attack at fire’s head or flanks by firefighters
with hand tools and water is possible.
Constructed fireguards should hold.
Low vigor to moderately or highly vigorous
surface fire. Hand constructed fire-guards
likely to be challenged. Heavy equipment
(Bulldozers, pumpers, retardant aircraft,
skimmers, helicopters with bucket) generally
successful in controlling fire.
Very vigorous to extremely intense surface
fire(torching common). Control efforts at fire’s
head may fail.
Intermittent Crown fire4 to active Crown fire
development (at > 10,000 kW/). Very difficult
to control. Suppression action is generally
restricted to fire’s flanks. Indirect attack with
aerial ignition (i.e., helitorch and/or A.I.D.
dispenser) may be effective.
“Blow-up” or “conflagration”5 type fire run:
violent
physical
Behaviour
probable.
Suppression actions should not be attempted
until burning conditions ameliorate.

Fire
Weather
Index2
(FWI)

0-3

4-13

14-23

24-28

29-30

>36

1 Flame length based on relationship with fire intensity according to Byram (1959). Flame height based on flame length
and a 450 flame angle (Alexander 1982).
2

Applicable to mature jack pine stands on level ground. Based on the equation given in Alexander and De Groot (1988).
Except the upper and lower FWI values for Fire Intensity Ranks 1 and 2 were determined from Van Wagner (1987) since
none of the experimental fires on which the equation is based were conducted at the very low end of the intensity scale.

3

Drought Code (DC) > 300 and/or Buildup Index (BUI) >40

4 Synonymous
5

with passive Crown fire as described by Van Wagner (1977) (Merrill and Alexander 1987).

Violent physical Behaviour probable at frontal fire intensities greater than 30,000 kW/m
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BRAZEAU COUNTY
REQUEST FOR COUNCIL DECISION
SUBJECT:

Land Aquisition – 5029‐48 Street Drayton Valley, AB

DATE TO COUNCIL:

October 6, 2020

SUBMITTED BY:

Lee Chambers ‐ Director of Community Services

ENDORSED BY:
REVIEWED BY CAO:
Report/Document

Attached ______

Available _______

Nil _______

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
That Council direct Administration to request consent from the Town of Drayton Valley to purchase the
former United Church located at 5029‐48 Street in Drayton Valley.
1.

TOPIC DEFINED
Administration has received an update on the status of the letter of intent sent to the United
Church following the June 16, 2020, regular meeting of Council. This update outlines the United
Church’s position on selling the property located at 5029‐48 Street as well as potential closing
dates. Pursuant to the MGA, consent of the municipal authority, Town of Drayton Valley Council,
of the property is required before acquiring the land in question. An excerpt from the MGA is
included below for Council’s reference.
Acquisition of land outside municipal boundaries
72(1) A municipality may acquire an estate or interest in land outside its
boundaries only if
(a) the council of the municipal authority in whose boundaries the
land is located consents in writing to the acquisition or, in the
case of a municipal authority that is an improvement district or
special area, the Minister consents in writing to the acquisition,
(a.1) in the case of land located in a province or territory adjoining
Alberta, the local government within whose boundaries the land
is located consents in writing to the acquisition, and
(b) after the written consent is given, the council that wishes to
acquire the estate or interest in the land authorizes the
acquisition.
(2) This section does not apply when a municipality acquires
(a) an option on land outside its boundaries, but it does apply when
the municipality exercises the option, or
Brazeau County ‐ Request for Council Decision – Consent to Purchase – 5029‐48 Street
Page 1 of 2
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(b) an estate or interest in mines and minerals.
1994 cM‐26.1 s72;1996 c30 s4;1999 c11 s5
Relevant Policy:
Not applicable
Strategic Relevance:
Council goals #1, #3, and #5.
2.

ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDED ACTION
That Council request consent from the Town of Drayton Valley to purchase the former United
Church located at 5029‐48 Street in Drayton Valley.

Advantages

3.

Disadvantages



Ensures that the purchase can proceed and
that the Drayton Valley Libraries are able to
consolidate two locations into one



An additional asset to Brazeau County



Preservation of a historical building



None identified.

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
Operational: None
Financial: On going utility and maintenance costs.
Hand out: Consent of Northern Spirit Regional Council Property

Brazeau County ‐ Request for Council Decision – Consent to Purchase – 5029‐48 Street
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BRAZEAU COUNTY
REQUEST FOR COUNCIL DECISION
SUBJECT:

Updated FIN-4 Policy

DATE TO COUNCIL:

October 6, 2020

SUBMITTED BY:

C. Swap, General Manager of Finance

ENDORSED BY:
REVIEWED BY CAO:

J. Whaley, CAO

FILE NO:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
That Council approve the updated FIN-4 Policy as presented.
1.

TOPIC DEFINED
Executive Summary
Finance has undertaken a thorough review of the County’s FIN-4 policy and identified significant
changes that are required to bring the policy in line with current practices and economic realities.
The policy was established at a time when Brazeau County was regularly seeing an annual surplus
at the completion of year-end. The policy was a tool to direct those surplus funds to specific
accounts for long-term planning goals. Brazeau County has not seen an annual surplus in a
number of years, making portions of the policy out of step with the economic realities of the
municipality. Many of the surplus accounts in the current policy also have set minimum and
maximum dollar thresholds. This is not keeping with current practice.
Administration has updated the policy to reflect current practices and provide more flexibility for
Council, as well as updating the list of restricted reserve accounts to identify all current accounts.
Proposed deletions to the policy are identified with a strikethrough in the attached draft policy,
and proposed additions are identified in red.
Relevant Policy:
FIN-4
Strategic Relevance:
To ensure Brazeau County has up-to-date policies in line with current practices.

Brazeau County - Request for Council Decision – Updated FIN-4 Policy
Page 1 of 2
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2.

ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDED ACTION
That Council approve the updated FIN-4 Policy as presented.
Advantages

-

-

3.

Will include current list of restricted
reserve accounts
Removes items that are no longer
current practice such as minimum and
maximum account amounts
Changes reflect current practices and
economic realities

Disadvantages
-

No disadvantages identified to approving the
updated policy

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
Operational:
N/A
Financial:
There are no financial implications of approving the updated policy.
Attachments:
FIN-4
PW-16

Brazeau County - Request for Council Decision – Updated FIN-4 Policy
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Policy Name
Surplus Funds Policy
Restricted Surplus Accounts Policy

Policy Number
FIN - 4

Policy Statement
The purpose of this policy is to determine Brazeau County’s (the County) standing restricted
surplus accounts (also referred to as ‘reserves’) and to define them as to their function, sources
of income, and eligible expenditures. Future additions of new restricted surplus accounts will be
incorporated and maintained in a similar fashion. Council may create new restricted surplus
accounts by way of motion. The CAO or General Manager of Finance may add new restricted
surplus accounts based on legislative requirements, operational or capital needs.

Policy
General Statement
1. All restricted surplus accounts will be established on an individual basis, although
the funds in each account may be consolidated for investment purposes. An
individual record of each account and the investment of funds in same shall be
maintained.
The County’s restricted surplus accounts shall be completely funded: the County
will not carry any unfunded restricted surplus accounts.
2. Investment of restricted surplus account funds shall be per the County’s
Investment Policy (FIN-3).
3. Any interest earned on investment of restricted surplus account funds shall
accrue within that restricted surplus account.
4. The County shall annually budget for a surplus not to exceed 5% of the total
(capital and operating) expenditures in that year’s budget. The actual surplus
funds accumulated at year’s end shall be dedicated to the restricted surplus
accounts as determined in accordance with this policy.
5. 4. The County The CAO, General Manager of Finance or Council may also, from
time to time, establish other restricted surplus accounts, for specific
Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
FIN-4 Surplus Funds
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needs/requirements; and once those objectives have been met, the restricted
surplus account must be discontinued.
Definitions
“Restricted surplus” results from excess revenues, budget allocation or transfer by Council,
which have been internally or externally restricted or formally designated. These restrictions
identify funds for a specific future purpose. These funds are not available to meet the
municipality’s general obligations and finance its other activities.
“Unrestricted surplus” is the portion of the accumulated surplus or deficit that results from
excess revenue and expense and is not dedicated to an identified surplus account.
Standing Restricted Surplus Accounts
The County shall maintain, on a regular basis, standing restricted surplus accounts for purposes
as defined in this policy. Additional restricted surplus accounts shall be added to this policy on
an annual basis, if required. The following shall be considered to be the County’s standing
restricted surplus accounts:
Alternative Energy Program Restricted Surplus Account
The purpose of the Alternative Energy Program Restricted Surplus account is to set aside funds
for the alternative energy program. The program will provide funding to residents of Brazeau
County interested in undertaking improvements to their property involving alternative energy
practices such as solar. to cover the cost of Brazeau County’s lease payments for municipal
solar panels.
1. The main source of funds for the Alternative Energy Program Restricted Surplus account
shall be $200,000 designated each year by Council during the budget process.
2. The secondary source of funds for the Alternative Energy Program restricted surplus
account shall be five percent (5%) of the actual surplus operating funds on an annual
basis.
3. The account shall not exceed a maximum of two million dollars ($2,000,000) on an
annual basis.
4. Funds will be expended from the account on a case by case basis with an approved
alternative energy program application.
1. Brazeau County’s lease payment obligations for solar panels at its municipal facilities shall
be funded from this account.
Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
FIN-4 Surplus Funds
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Alternative Land Use Services Restricted Surplus Account
The purpose of the Alternative Land Use Services Restricted Surplus account is to set aside
funds for the Alternative Land Use Services program. The program will provide funding to
property owners interested in taking part in stewardship practices to protect environmentally
sensitive areas on their property.
1. The main source of Funds for the Alternative Land Use Services Restricted
Surplus account may be shall be $100,000 designated each year by Council
during the budget process.
2. The secondary source of funds for the Alternative Land Use Services Restricted
Surplus account shall be five percent (5%) of the actual surplus operating funds
on an annual basis.
3. The account shall not exceed a maximum of one million dollars ($1,000,000) on
an annual basis.
4. 2. Funds will be expended from the account on a case by case basis with an
approved ALUS program application.
3. All operating costs associated with ALUS shall be funded from this account,
including salaries, board honoraria, advertising and materials, etc.
Brazeau County Recreation Facilities Capital Investment (Campgrounds)
The purpose of the Brazeau County Recreation Facilities Capital Investment account is to set
aside funds for future upgrades to Willey West Campground and affiliates per Council motion
0597/19-09-17.
1. The sole source of funds for the Brazeau County Recreation Facilities Capital
Investment will be from Brazeau County’s portion of annual revenue from Willey
West Campground, as set out in the Willey West Operating Agreement.
Brazeau Sports Park Facility Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Brazeau Sports Park Restricted Surplus is to utilize funds for the future
maintenance of the Brazeau Sports Park washroom and concession building as per Council
motion 0849/19-12-16.
1. The sole source of funds for the Brazeau Sports Park Facility Restricted Surplus
will be fees collected for the rental of the concession facility as set out annually
in the Schedule of Fees Bylaw.

Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
FIN-4 Surplus Funds
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Buildings Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Buildings Restricted Surplus account is to utilize funds for the upgrade of
County buildings, being the county administration building, shop buildings, sand/salt storage
facilities; Lodgepole and Breton fire halls, as well as the shower/washroom facilities at Willey
West and Pih-To-Kwe campgrounds buildings owned and/or maintained by the County.
1. The main source of funds for the Buildings Restricted Surplus account shall be
twenty-five percent (25%) of the actual surplus operating funds on an annual basis.
2. 1. Expenditures from this account shall be restricted to upgrades, replacements or
construction of, or purchase of, a new facility of a value of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000) or greater; and will be subject to the specific approval of Council.
3. The County shall maintain a minimum of two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000)
in this account on an annual basis; and shall not exceed a maximum of twenty
million dollars ($20,000,000) on an annual basis.
2. Funds for Building Restricted Surplus may be designated by Council each year
during the budget process.
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund
The purpose of the Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund it to set aside funds for the long-term
maintenance and sustainability of municipally operated cemeteries.
1. The sole source of funds for the Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund will be from a
surcharge to specific cemetery fees as set out in the annual Schedule of Fees
Bylaw.
Committed Funds Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Committed Funds Restricted Surplus is to hold capital funds approved in
previous budgets until the project moves forward, or is completed. Interest remains in the fund
as it accrues.
1. The sole source of funds for the Committed Funds Restricted Surplus is
previously approved budget amounts attached to a specific capital project that
has yet to be started or completed.
2. For construction in progress, where a portion or all budgeted funds raised for
capital projects have not been utilized in the year they are taxed in, any
Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
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remaining funds will be transferred to the Committed Funds Restricted Surplus
account and withdrawn from said account in the year the project proceeds.
3. The funds being utilized from the Committed Funds Restricted Surplus account
will be clearly identified during the annual budget process.
4. Funds in the Committed Funds Restricted Surplus may not be reallocated to a
different restricted surplus account or project unless the original project the
funds were assigned to is cancelled or completed.

Deferred Projects Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Deferred Projects Restricted Surplus account is to transfer funds for specific
operating projects where the funds were raised in one taxation year, but the project did not
proceed or wasn’t completed prior to the end of the year.
1. Any or all budgeted operating funds raised for capital operating projects and not
utilized in the year they are taxed in will be transferred to the Deferred Projects
Restricted Surplus account, and withdrawn from said account in the year the project
proceeds.
2. For construction in progress, where a portion or all budgeted operating funds raised
for capital projects have not been utilized in the year they are taxed in, any
remaining funds will be transferred to the Deferred Projects Restricted Surplus
account and withdrawn from said account in the year the project proceeds.
3. Council will approve by motion the amounts to be transferred to the Deferred
Projects Restricted Surplus account at the end of each taxation year.
4. 2. The funds being utilized from the Deferred Projects Restricted Surplus account will
be clearly identified during the annual budget process.
3. Funds in the Deferred Projects Restricted Surplus may not be reallocated to a
different restricted surplus account or project unless the original project the funds
were assigned to is cancelled or completed.

Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
FIN-4 Surplus Funds
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Cultural Facilities Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Cultural Facilities Restricted Surplus is to utilize funds for capital upgrades of
cultural facilities owned by Brazeau County (Easyford Hall/Eleanor Pickup Arts Centre), or that
serve Brazeau County residents (Breton Community Centre, community halls).
1. The sole source of Funds for the Cultural Facilities Restricted Surplus may be
designated by Council during the annual budget process.

Economic Development Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Economic Development Restricted Surplus is to utilize funds for projects or
programs that will enhance or create economic opportunities in Brazeau County as per motion
154/20-02-18.
1. Funds for the Economic Development Restricted Surplus account may be designated
by Council during the annual budget process.

Engineered Structures Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Engineered Structures Restricted Surplus account is to utilize funds for the
upgrade of municipal service delivery systems (e.g. culverts and dyke repairs, lift station pumps,
lagoon aeration systems, water supply and distribution systems, etc.)
1. The main source of funds for the Engineered Structures restricted surplus account shall
be fifteen percent (15%) of the actual surplus operating funds on an annual basis.
2. The secondary source of funds for the Engineered Structures restricted surplus account
shall be budgeted unexpended funds for utility servicing.
3. 1.These funds shall be dedicated to specific purposes, such as expanding capacity of
utility systems in order to meet the needs created by new development.
4. 2. Expenditures from this account shall be restricted to upgrades, replacements or
construction of a new facility of a value between twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to
one million dollars ($1,000,000); and will be subject to the specific approval of Council.
5. Council shall maintain a minimum of three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) in this
account on an annual basis, and shall not exceed a maximum of five million dollars
($5,000,000) on an annual basis.

Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
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3. Funds for Engineered Structures Restricted Surplus account may be designated by
Council during the annual budget process.
Fire Equipment Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Fire Equipment Restricted Surplus account is to utilize funds for new or the
replacement of emergency vehicles and equipment.
1. The main source of funds for the Fire Equipment Restricted Surplus account shall be
budgeted transfers in accordance with the ten (10) year capital investment plan.
2. The secondary source of funds for the Fire Equipment Restricted Surplus account
shall be five percent (5%) of the actual surplus operating funds on an annual basis.
3. 1. Expenditures from this account may be shall be restricted to capital items, or
recurring non-capital equipment replacement such as breathing apparatus or
turnout gear only; and will be subject to the specific approval of Council. Given the
nature of the replacements, there shall be no maximum restrictions on any one
expenditure of funds.
4. The County shall maintain a minimum of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000)
in this account, on an annual basis; and shall not exceed a maximum of one million
dollars ($1,000,000) on an annual basis.
2. Funds for Fire Equipment Restricted Surplus account may be designated by
Council during the annual budget process.
General Operating Restricted Surplus Account
The purpose of the General Operating Restricted Surplus account is to establish guidelines on
the amount of funds retained by the County to meet on-going cash flow requirements. The
funds within the General Operating Restricted Surplus account will be used in all transactions
associated with the day-to-day operations of the County. Expenditures from this account are as
approved through the annual operating budget and through Council approval of specific
projects.
1. The main source of funds for the General Operating Restricted Surplus account shall
be regular sources of funding for municipalities: property taxes, user fees, penalties,
interest, grants etc.
2. Council shall maintain up to four million dollars ($4,000,000) in this account on a
regular basis, in order to ensure that expenditures for regular operations can be
met.
Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
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Land Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Land Restricted Surplus account is for the acquisition of land to add to the
municipal land inventory.
1. The primary source of funds for the Land Restricted Surplus account is through
the sale of municipal land.
2. The secondary source of funds for the Land Restricted Surplus account shall be
through municipal land lease revenue.
3. Funds for Land Restricted Surplus account may be designated by Council during
the annual budget process.
Major Facilities Capital Investment
The purpose of the Major Facilities Capital Investment Restricted Surplus account is to set aside
funds for major facilities within the County. These would generally be facilities constructed or
purchased through partnerships with other municipalities or local agencies. Expenditures from
this account are as approved by Council per project, and shown as a grant to other
governments or agencies in the operating budget.
1. The main source of Funds for the Major Facilities Capital Investment Restricted
Surplus account shall be may be designated each year by Council during the
budget process.
Municipal Reserve Restricted Surplus (Cash-in-Lieu)
The purpose of the Municipal Reserve Restricted Surplus is to identify and use the lands or
funds collected as part of a subdivision for the following purposes:
a.
b.
c.
d.

A public park;
A public recreation area;
School authority purposes;
To separate areas of land that are used for different purposes.

1. The funding received for Municipal Reserves Restricted Surplus (cash-in-lieu) is
collected upon the final approval of subdivision applications. Each amount received
differs.

Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
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2. An account will be maintained for the Municipal Reserves Restricted Surplus (cashin-lieu) to ensure funds are utilized as required under the Municipal Government Act
or as needed.
Expenditures from this account shall be restricted to the approved purposes listed above and
will be subject to the specific approval of Council.
Off-Site Levy Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Off-Site Levy restricted surplus account is to identify and use the
developer/subdivision levies for the following purposes:
a. New or expanded facilities for the storage, transmission or supplying of water;
b. New or expanded facilities for the treatment, movement or disposal of sanitary
sewage;
c. New or expanded storm sewer drainage facilities;
d. New or expanded roads required for or impacted by a subdivision or
development;
e. Land required for or in connection with any facilities described above.
1. The only funding source for the Off-Site Levy Restricted Surplus account will be
development/subdivision levies.
2. A separate account will be maintained for each specific off-site levy to ensure that
funds are utilized in the area responsible for the contribution.
Roads Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Roads Restricted Surplus account is to utilize funds for the upgrade of roads
and road network systems.
1. The main source of funds for the Roads Restricted Surplus account shall be thirty
percent (30%) of the actual surplus operating funds on an annual basis.
2. 1. The secondary source of Funds for the Roads Restricted Surplus account shall be the
budgeted transfer of resource road dollars as per motion #231-04 (non-residential tax
rate of 0.0003 to be applied to the resource road plan and collected annually).
3. 2. The third secondary source of funds for the Roads Restricted Surplus account shall be
the Well Drilling Tax/License Fee as these funds were designed to assist with the
damage to local roads from the oil and gas industry.

Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
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3. Additional funds for Roads Restricted Surplus account may be designated by Council
during the annual budget process.
4. 4. Expenditures from this account shall be restricted to upgrades and improvements to
the road network system and will be subject to the specific approval of Council.
5. Council shall maintain a minimum of seven hundred fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) in
this account on an annual basis; and shall not exceed a maximum of twelve million
dollars ($12,000,000) on an annual basis.
Sewer Capital Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Sewer Capital Restricted Surplus account is to utilize funds for the expansion
and/or upgrade of Brazeau County’s municipal sewer system. Funds from this account may be
utilized for joint projects with adjacent municipalities where sewer infrastructure is shared
between municipalities to provide service to residents and businesses.
1. Funds for the Sewer Capital Restricted Surplus will be from a surcharge paid monthly by
all users of municipal sewer systems in Brazeau County.
2. Additional funds for Sewer Capital Restricted Surplus account may be designated by
Council during the annual budget process.
Water Capital Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Water Capital Restricted Surplus account is to utilize funds for the
expansion and/or upgrade of Brazeau County’s municipal water system. Funds from this
account may be utilized for joint projects with adjacent municipalities where water
infrastructure is shared between municipalities to provide service to residents and businesses.
1. Funds for the Water Capital Restricted Surplus will be from a surcharge paid monthly by
all users of municipal water systems in Brazeau County.
2. Additional funds for Water Capital Restricted Surplus account may be designated by
Council during the annual budget process.

Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
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Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Restricted Surplus
The purpose of the Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Restricted Surplus account is to utilize
funds for the replacement of vehicles, equipment, and/or machinery that has completed its
useful working life.
1. The main source of funds for the Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Restricted Surplus
account shall be budgeted transfers as per the Equipment Replacement Policy (PW-16)
or an amount transferred by Council as per available cash flow.
2. The secondary source of funds for the Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Restricted
Surplus account shall be fifteen percent (15%) of the actual surplus operating funds, on
an annual basis.
3. 2. Expenditures from this account shall be restricted to capital items only; and will be
subject to the specific approval of Council. Given the nature of the replacements, there
shall be no maximum restrictions on any one expenditure of funds.
4. The County shall maintain a minimum of one million dollars ($1,000,000) in this account,
on an annual basis; and shall not exceed a maximum of four million dollars ($4,000,000)
on an annual basis.

Unrestricted Surplus Account
Upon close of the year end, any excess revenue or deficit is rolled into the Unrestricted Surplus
account. Any annual surplus realized will be allocated as indicated above. However, other
adjustments throughout the year may affect this total. After allocation of the annual surplus,
funds may still remain in this account. The County shall maintain a balance not to exceed two
million dollars ($2,000,000) to allow for the potential of a deficit in any given year. Any funds
exceeding the two million dollars ($2,000,000) after annual surplus allocation will be formally
restricted by a motion of Council.
Operating funds in excess of $2 million (all operating revenue less operating expenses and not
including any revenue/receipt of a capital nature) will be transferred to restricted surplus
accounts as per Council direction.

Chief Administrative Officer:______________________________________________________________________
Approved by Council:_12/08/07___________________________________________________________________
Revision Dates: 20/05/0615/09/15; 13/05/07
Reviewed: 14/07/28_____________________________________________________________________________
FIN-4 Surplus Funds
Page 11 of 11
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BRAZEAU COUNTY
UPDATE REPORT TO COUNCIL

SUBJECT:

Cost Estimate for Chip Seal Coating

DATE TO COUNCIL:

October 6, 2020

PREPARED BY:

Lynden Fischer, Director, Public Works

UPDATE INFORMATION:
On September 15, 2020 Council passed the following motion:
0707/20-09-15 – Moved by D. Wiltse to request Administration to look into cost of
chip sealing.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Administration has prepared the following estimate for both chip seal coating and micro-surfacing
based on the 2020 Unit Price Average Report provided by Alberta Transportation:
Description
Chip Seal Coating
Micro-Surfacing

Estimated Costs ($/km)
$42,930.00
$53,550.00

This estimated costs showing above are based on a standard 9 meter road top width.
Below are images of chip seal (left image) and micro surfacing (right image). They appear to be very
similar in the picture, however chip sealing uses larger aggregate and micro surfacing utilizes smaller
chips with a slurry (a mixture of solids - polymer modified asphalt emulsion, aggregate, portland
cement, water and liquid additives), allowing the product to be spread thinner.
Chip sealing does create some issues with maintenance, the larger aggregate wears down the plow
blades very quickly and results in smoothing the aggregate and loss of skid resistance.
Examples of Chip Seal are on Highway 616 from Highway 20 to RR 33 and an example of Micro
Surfacing is along TWP 500 just inside the Leduc County Boundary.
Brazeau County – Report to Council – Cost Estimate for Chip Seal Coating
Page 1 of 2
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Chip Seal

Micro Surfacing

Brazeau County – Report to Council – Cost Estimate for Chip Seal Coating
Page 2 of 2
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BRAZEAU COUNTY
UPDATE REPORT TO COUNCIL
SUBJECT:

2020 Construction Projects Update

DATE TO COUNCIL:

October 6, 2020

PREPARED BY:

Adam Saltesz, Project Manager, Public Works
Zimran Khokhar, Project Manager, Public Works
Lynden Fischer, Director, Public Works

UPDATE
INFORMATION:
For Council’s information Administration has prepared this update report on the progress of 2020
construction projects thus far.
This updates colour is blue.
Projects are grouped categorically as follows:
•

Contract Roads – Carry-Over from 2019;

•

Contract Utilities – Carry-Over from 2019;

•

Contract Roads – 2020 Approved;

•

In-House Roads – 2020 Approved;

•

SB-90 – 2020 Approved; and

•

2020 Culvert and Slide Projects.
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Contract Roads – Carry-over from 2019
Range Road 83 from Highway 620 to Township Road 480 (AS) – Complete
Detailed Design, Tender Package, Land Acquisition and Environmental Approvals have been
completed by the consultant. All agreements and pipeline crossing approvals are in place and the
project is ready to tender.
County Administration has reviewed and accepted the Construction Tender Document, which
will be advertised for bidding on January 30th, 2020 and will close on February 20, 2020. The project
will utilize in-house construction forces to complete brushing/mulching activities in February 2020 to
lower costs, eliminate concerns with the Migratory Bird Act, and avoid potential scheduling conflicts
with Power Line relocations. Tree clearing will commence the week of February 3rd.
The in-house construction crew completed the required tree clearing for the project. The
tender closed on Thursday February 20th, 2020 with the contract being awarded to Crow Enterprises.
Pre-Construction meeting and project schedule to be determined.
The contractor is working on securing borrow agreements with landowners, being cautious with
the current pandemic. The pre-construction meeting is being held on May 5, 2020 with the contractor
scheduling the start of construction for May 19, 2020.
Construction began with the installation of temporary fencing, borrow pit preparation, utility
locates, hydrovac work, and additional mulching to clear the road allowance. The contractor will be
building this road in 300 meter sections, reducing the need for dust control and localizing traffic
impacts.
FORTIS relocation work is complete. Construction work is running on schedule, on budget, and
within defined scope. The project is roughly 50% completed and expected to reach full completion by
mid to late August 2020 (weather dependent).
The road base is complete for the entire project. The construction crew is working on final
graveling, ditch profiling, and final cleanup activities. Expected completion the week of August 24,
2020 (weather dependent).
The final inspection was carried out on August 27, 2020 and the project was accepted as
complete.
Township Road 484 from Range Road 54 to Range Road 60 (AS) - Complete
The construction contract was awarded to Howitt Construction Ltd. on May 28th, 2019, with
construction commencing on September 4, 2019.
The contractor has incurred 35 site occupancy days in 2019 (out of 65 total days bid), and has
completed 55% of contract quantities to date.
The project is in winter shutdown until May 1st, 2020, however, the contractor has expressed
intent to mobilize to site as soon as weather/frost conditions permit.
The spring startup meeting and mobilization of construction equipment took place on April 28,
2020, with work commencing the following day.
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The contractor is continuing to work on the subgrade prep and fine tuning the grades
throughout the project. It is estimated that this project will be complete in 20 working days, expected
to be the end of June (weather dependent).
The Contractor is applying the gravel driving surface while finalizing minor subgrade work.
Topsoiling and cleanup of the project has commenced and the project is expected to be fully complete
with the road open by mid to late July 2020 (weather dependent).
AltaLink has relocated the power poles in advance of their scheduled completion date. The final
inspection for the project was carried out on August 6, 2020 with minor deficiencies noted. The
contractor has addressed all deficiencies and demobilized from site. TWP RD 484 is open to the public
and the project is complete.
Cynthia Area 3 Road (AS) – In Progress
The construction contract has been awarded to Parkway Enterprises Ltd. who mobilized to site
on Monday, September 23, 2019 to begin work on Cynthia Area 3.
The base prep work for the various roads within Cynthia are being completed as the
underground infrastructure is removed and replaced. The road paving will be completed at the end of
the project, being towards the end of summer 2020, after all underground work is finalized.
The project is currently in winter shutdown until May 1st, 2020, however, the contractor has
expressed intent to mobilize to site as soon as weather/frost conditions permit.
The spring startup meeting took place on April 24, 2020. Construction equipment was mobilized
to site on April 27, 2020 and work commenced on April 28, 2020 with the installation of temporary
water services to impacted lots.
Some areas have seen the road base completed, with others still requiring excavation to
replace underground infrastructure. The contractor will continue to install underground utilities prior
to working on the driving surfaces, and will maintain access to all lots.
With the completion of underground utilities to the east of HWY 753, the contractor has started
finalizing the subgrade for the road. Work on the roads to the west of HWY 753 will be completed
once the underground infrastructure is replaced in this area. Paving expected to commence in August
2020 (weather dependent).
Subgrade and base work is ongoing throughout Cynthia Area 3. Weather delays pushed paving
work in Cynthia to begin the beginning of September and is expected to take two weeks to complete.
The expected completion date for the project is currently mid to late September 2020 (weather
dependent).
Roadwork is currently underway in Cynthia Area 3, preparing the road base structure for final
paving in late September 2020.
The contractor started paving Cynthia Area 3 on September 29, 2020. The project is expected to
reach full completion by mid-October (weather dependent).
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Township Road 502 Piling East of Whitby Hall (ZK) – Complete
Slide repair required in 2019 resulted in the construction of a pile wall, which was installed in
late winter, therefore the replacement of the road top was to be completed in the summer of 2020.
This work includes replacing clay and top soil on the pile walls, roadway slope and the East bound lane
as well as final grading and surface graveling. The in-house construction crew has mobilized to site,
and are ready to start the work as soon as the weather permits. This job will approximately take two
(2) weeks to complete and they will move to RGE RD 91A upon completion.
The in-house construction crew completed this project on July 16, 2020. The project was
completed in approx. 4½ working days and there were 10 inclement weather days.

Contract Utilities – Carry-over from 2019
Cynthia Area 3 Water and Sewer (AS) – Complete
The construction contract has been awarded to Parkway Enterprises Ltd. who mobilized to site
on Monday, September 23, 2019 to begin work on Cynthia Area 3.
The underground utility replacement work is approximately 50% completed.
The project is currently in winter shutdown until May 1st, 2020, however, the contractor has
expressed intent to mobilize to site as soon as weather/frost conditions permit.
The spring startup meeting took place on April 24, 2020. Construction equipment was mobilized
to site on April 27, 2020 and work commenced on April 28, 2020 with the installation of temporary
water services to impacted lots.
The contractor is currently working on replacing underground infrastructure within the back
alley between 49th St and 1st St.
All underground utility work to the east of HWY 753 has been completed. Underground utility
replacements on the west side of HWY 753 began on June 29th, 2020 and will be completed mid to
late July 2020 (weather dependent).
Cynthia Area 3 water and sewer main infrastructure replacement is complete, with only service
tie-ins remaining. All underground infrastructure in the hamlet of Cynthia is expected to be complete
by August 20, 2020.
The service tie-ins have been completed for Cynthia Area 3. All pressure testing and water
testing has passed, marking the full completion of all underground infrastructure replacements in
Cynthia.
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Floating Treatment Wetland System (ZK) – Phase 2 Scheduled
Data analysis is underway with University of Alberta’s draft report expected to arrive the week
of February 3rd, 2020 sometime. Administration is hoping to have an update report to Council as soon
as the reports are received from both parties.
On February 14th, 2020 University of Alberta’s report was finalized and Covey Associates is
preparing the overall project report.
Administration is hoping to bring a presentation to Council on April 7th, 2020. The presentation
will be delivered via live stream by Dr. Chris Walker (Covey Associates), Dr. Terry Lucke (University of
the Sunshine Coast), and Dr. Mohamed Gamal El-Din (University of Alberta).
The overall project report has been finalized. The presentation to Council has been rescheduled
to June 2nd, 2020, delivered via web-stream by the same presenters as previously planned.
The confirmation of funding letter received on June 29, 2020 regarding the Alberta Municipal
Water/Wastewater Partnership (AMWWP) grant, will be utilized to fund the phase 2 expansion
portion of the pilot project. The funding is proposed to also be utilized to expand the Cynthia lagoon,
and upgrade the Cynthia Solar Aquatic Facility with a Membrane Filtration System. Administration
received email confirmation of the revised funding allocation from Mr. Will Weizenbach
(Infrastructure Engineer, Alberta Transportation).
Administration has applied for the Green Municipal Fund grant available from the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and is working with FCM’s project officer to meet all their criterion for
the grant application. Alberta Environment and Parks issued a letter dated September 28, 2020 stating
that “a registration amendment is not required for this trial”. Brazeau County and Covey Associates
are at the final stages of executing the consulting contract for phase 2.
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Contract Roads – 2020 Approved
Bridge Culvert Washout BF75138 at Township Road 502 and Range Road 84 (ZK) – Completed
A consultant had been successfully engaged for the project in August of 2019. The Preliminary
Design Summary has been finalized and the draft tender is expected by Mid-February.
The revised draft tender was received and reviewed on February 12th, 2020. The Consultant is
working on finalizing the tender to have it advertised in Mid-March.
The construction tender closed on March 26th, 2020, the lowest compliant bidder, Prairie
Mountain Oilfield Construction Inc. has signed a contract that will be executed by Administration upon
receipt.
Brazeau County has entered into a construction contract with Prairie Mountain Oilfield
Construction Inc. The project is in Restricted Activity Period until June 30th, the next step is a preconstruction meeting with the contractor and consultant, prior to the start of construction.
Preconstruction meeting was held virtually on June 26th, 2020 between the contractor,
consultant and the County. The work is scheduled to start July 7th given the Alberta Lands Officer from
Alberta Environment and Parks issues the Temporary Field Authorization for working on the Crown ¼
section NW-9-50-8-W5M. TWP RD 502 from RGE RD 84 to the Campground Access will be closed for
the duration of construction. Appropriate notifications will be published through the communications
department.
Prairie Mountain began construction on July 20, 2020. The project is approximately 45%
complete to date. The culvert fabrication inspection was conducted on July 22, 2020, the on-site
culvert assembly was fully completed as of August 2, 2020. Remaining work includes backfilling, road
reconstruction, and concrete end treatment. The contractor has utilized 16 site occupancy days out of
26, as of August 7, 2020.
Construction is complete as of September 5, 2020 and the road has been opened back up to
the public. Final inspection of construction is being scheduled and is expected to take place by
September 15.
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Poplar Ridge Overlay – 52, 54, 56 Avenues, 64 and 64A Street (AS) - Complete
The consultant for this project is currently working on the design for the overlay in Poplar
Ridge.
It is expected that the design will be completed and a tender issued for administrations review
by the end of February 2020, with a contractor being selected by the end of March 2020.
The construction contract has been awarded to E Construction, A Division of N.P.A. Ltd. The
contractor has tentatively scheduled this project to start June 1st, 2020 and complete by June 20th,
2020. Pre-Construction meeting date and final project schedule to be determined.
Pre-construction work is ongoing by the contractor, pre-construction meeting to be
determined.
The contractor mobilized to the project site on June 20, 2020, with work commencing on June
22, 2020. The first lift of asphalt (30mm) has been completed with the final lift (50mm) waiting on
approach paving, emergency access finalization, and repairs to the road base. Expected project
completion date of mid-July 2020 (weather dependent).
All paving work and construction of the emergency access and security gate to the poplar ridge
mobile home park is complete. A final inspection was carried out on July 10, 2020 with minor
deficiencies noted. The contractor has repaired all deficiencies and the project is complete.
Rocky Rapids Transfer Station Retaining Wall (AS) – In Progress
Preliminary and detailed design work is complete for the replacement retaining wall. The
tender was advertised on July 20, 2020 and closed on August 7, 2020 with bid results falling within
budget. The project schedule is on track with an expected completion date of October 15, 2020.
Construction has begun on the retaining wall with the removal of the roof structure and old
asphalt pad. Garbage collection at the site is still functioning well while construction works are
ongoing.
The new pre-cast retaining wall is to be installed the week of October 5, 2020 with installation
of soil anchors, site grading, and concrete pad construction being completed shortly after. The site
remains open during construction with little to no delays on garbage collection.
Range Road 65 from Township Road 494 to Township Road 500 (AS) – Scheduled
Engineering work for this project is underway with landowner contacts for permission to survey
and complete environmental assessments. Conceptual design work is hoped to be completed by the
end of August 2020, with detailed design expected to be finalized mid-November, 2020.
Conceptual design is still in progress, detailed design remains on target for November.
Preliminary survey, wetland and water course assessments are currently underway.
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In-House Roads – 2020 Approved
Range Road 91 from Highway 621 to ¼ Section NW-36-49-09-W5M (ZK) – In-Progress
Administration is in consultations with the local lands officer from Alberta Public Lands in order
to satisfy all the conditions, prior to receiving approval. The roadway disposition approval has been
ongoing since the first quarter of 2019.
As of February 18th, 2020 the roadway disposition has been approval and received by
Administration. The in-house crew is planning to have tree clearing completed before the end of
March, well before the bird nesting season which begins Late-April.
Administration is working with Alberta Transportation to obtain a Roadside Development
Permit, for the construction of the new road intersection at the junction of the Highway 621. The inhouse crew has completed the necessary right-of-way clearing.
Alberta Transportation has issued the Roadside Development Permit, a Request for Quotation
(RFQ) is scheduled to close on May 26th for the construction (pavement) of the new intersection at
HWY 621 and RR91A. This project is second on the list for 2020 in-house construction.
In-House construction will be mobilizing upon completing the backfill work required on
Township Road 502 Piling East of Whitby Hall. Estimated timeline would be mid-July (weather
dependant).
Construction commenced on July 21, 2020, the project is about 75% complete as of August 11,
2020 and there have been 9½ working days with 4½ inclement weather days.
In-house portion of the scope has been completed as of August 19, 2020 with total 15
working days and 6 inclement weather days. The contractor is expected to begin the intersection
construction early October, 2020.

Township Road 495A 1 km West of Range Road 90 (ZK) – Completed
Administration is working on preliminary design review and planning to mobilize to site in order
to conduct any tree clearing that might be required. Landowner discussions are also underway to
purchase the right-of-way in order to move the road south of the embankment failure site.
The landowner has given a written email approval for selling portion of their land required for
roadway construction, administration is working with the landowner to get an agreement signed and
executed. The in-house crew has completed the necessary right-of-way clearing.
The landowner has signed the purchase agreement, the new right-of-way has been surveyed
and marked. This project is first on the list for 2020 in-house construction.
Construction on the project commenced on June 2nd, 2020 and the project is essentially
complete, open to traffic. The road requires a final lift of gravel which will be placed as soon as
weather permits.
The project has been completed as of June 23, 2020. There were a total of 10½ working days
and 5½ inclement weather days.
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Range Road 81 from Township Road 504 to Township Road 502 (ZK) – In-Progress
Administration has had a meeting with the consultant on January 9th, 2020 to discuss the
design/construction plan of the project. Consultant and the in-house construction crew will work as a
team to carry out this project, with the consultant working in support capacity to conduct the design,
approvals, and construction guidance if needed.
Landowner discussions are forthcoming for widening the right-of-way as well as a possible dugout site. Crews were out the week of Jan 27-31, probing the muskeg to determine depths.
Land acquisition, environmental permitting, and detailed design underway. Tree clearing by inhouse crews to be completed after RR91 clearing.
Land acquisition, utility locates (pipelines), detailed design, and mulching for the project is
complete. The Consultant is finalizing environmental permits and utility crossing approvals, while
administration is working to secure borrow material for construction.
Environmental permitting/Wetland Compensation work ongoing.
Environmental permitting (Water Act) has been approved for the project location and scope of
work. Wetland approvals & compensation work ongoing.
The wetland compensation for the project has been submitted to the Government of Alberta as
of August 7, 2020, hence the wetland approval is imminent. Project consultant is continuing to work
on the Roadway Disposition from Alberta Environment and Parks. The fencing contractor is awaiting
on the muskeg to freeze in order to commence work.
The in-house crew mobilized to site on September 8, 2020 with construction commencing on
September 9, 2020. Borrow Pit agreement has been executed and borrow striping work has begun.
The in-house crew has completed 65% of the work required in 2020, putting them well ahead
of schedule. As of September 29, 2020 the project has experienced 15 straight days of construction
with no inclement weather events recorded on the project.
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SB-90 – 2020 Approved
For the 2020 summer season, Administration is planning to continue with last year’s SB-90
application starting Mid-June (weather permitting). Administration has been speaking with Council to
confirm locations, a finalized list will be send out by May 29th.
Shoulder work currently underway on the following and maintenance is awaiting on dry
weather to begin the application process:
• TWP RD 500 East of Rocky Rapids
• Range Road 85 (HWY 620 to TWP RD 482)
• TWP RD 500 West of RGE RD 52
Road base preparation on TWP RD 480A from RGE RD 42 to Breton is underway. The
maintenance crew has been working on the repairs of previously applied SB-90 roads, including
repairs to potholes on Range Roads 91 and 92. Residential dust control was completed on August 11,
2020 and application of SB-90 will be commencing shortly.
SB-90 application on the remaining 800 meter portion of TWP RD 500 (RR71 to RR72) is
completed as of August 18, 2020, RGE RD 85 (HWY 620 to TWP 482) is completed as of August 19,
TWP RD 480A (RR42 to Breton) is complete as of September 4 and TWP RD 500 (West of RR52) and
Eastview Heights II is scheduled for the week of September 8th (weather dependent).
As of September 28, 2020 all the SB-90 locations carried over from 2019 have been completed
for the year.

2020 Culvert and Slide Projects
Range Road 65 Slide near Township Road 500 (DC) – Completed
Due to heavy rain in late May this year, a slide was noticed with significant damage to the
centerline culvert, 1000mm in diameter and 50m in length. The job is currently expected to go out for
quotation within the next week. Contingent on the contractor’s timeline the work could begin as early
as the end of July.
Our In-house crew was utilized to perform this slide repair as oppose to contracting the work
out. The repair commenced on July 17, 2020 and was completed on July 20, 2020.
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Township Road 474 Shoulder Repair near Range Road 54 (ZK) – Completed
Shoulders requiring repairs are at the centerline culvert crossing near Range Road 54. This creek
crossing is currently under a restricted activity period from Alberta Environment and Parks until July
1st, 2020. Hence the contractor (Crow Enterprises) is scheduled to perform the repairs as the timeline
allows.
Crow Enterprises is expected to start this project next as they complete the work for RR83
capital project.
The repair work commenced on September 1, 2020, the site got rained out September 6-7,
hence work will commence as soon as the site dries up. The anticipated completion of September
18th (weather dependent).
The project has been completed as of September 11, 2020.
Range Road 53 Culvert Replacement and Extensions (ZK) – In-Progress
The 1400mm diameter centerline culvert crossing has been damaged extensively at the outlet
and requires replacement. Furthermore, there are about five (5) culvert crossings that require work.
The project is currently under the permitting and design phase and depending on the results for
permitting, the request for quotations could be released in about a month.
Department of Fisheries and Oceans review was received on July 9, 2020. As of July 30, 2020,
land acquisition has been completed and agreements signed with all applicable landowners. The
Temporary Field Authorization from Crown is pending submission. Request for Quotation is expected
to be out by the end of August.
Invitational request for quotation closed on September 1, 2020 and is awarded, work to
commence the week of September 14th.
The project commenced on September 20, 2020 with the installation of the 1400 diameter
culvert. Side slope improvements are currently underway. The project is anticipated to be completed
the week of October 5-9, 2020 (weather dependent).
Range Road 52 Culvert Replacement North of Highway 39 (ZK) – In-Progress
The centerline culvert crossing consisting of an 800mm diameter and 43m long Corrugated
Steel Pipe (CSP) approximately 200m north of the junction of Highway 39 and RGE RD 52, has been
damaged. Administration has successfully awarded the job to In-Line Contracting for the replacement
of this culvert with a 42inch diameter, 43m long Smooth Wall Steel Pipe using a push method.
Awaiting In-Line Contracting to mobilize and commence work.
As of September 28, 2020, site preparation work commenced with hydrovacuuming and the
contractor obtaining adjacent landowner permission for a laydown area. The excavator is expected to
mobilize on October 1, 2020 to begin the work.
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Range Road 71 Slide South of Highway 22 (ZK) – Completed
Administration had been monitoring and patching this slide for a few years, however this year
the settlement was so extreme that patching is no more an option due to the risk of losing the road. As
a result, a geotechnical consultant was engaged and a tender was published on June 17th and is set to
close on July 7th, 2020. The construction completion date set in the tender is August 31st, 2020 for the
installation of a steel pile wall. The south bound lane has been closed for approximately 200 meters at
the bridge culvert crossing. A temporary traffic intersection has been established on both ends for
traffic control measures. Due to a significant risk to the commuters, this lane closure established June
17th, will remain until the road is stabilized and patched.
Greenfield Construction commenced work on July 28, 2020. As of August 5, 2020 the contractor
installed 38 out of 150 piles. Administration temporarily closed the road until the end of construction
operations, as it was deemed unsafe for drivers to safely pass by the pile drilling rig.
The pilling work completed on August 18, 2020 and the pavement repair contractor is
expected to commence work on September 10, 2020.
The project has been substantially completed as of September 16, 2020 and both lanes have
been opened up to traffic. The installation of the guardrail is pending completion, which the
contractor is expected to have completed by the end of the first week of October, 2020.
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Tina Kwirant
Subject:

AEP Capital Dollars

Good Day Everyone,
Just a quick note to let you know that we have received grant agreements from Alberta Environment and Parks
regarding two capital projects. EPBRPC will be receiving:
$142,900 for OHV Trails and Bridge Rehabilitation in Blue Rapids PRA
$125,000 for an Equestrian Staging Area & Trail System Assessment‐Trail Improvements in Blue Rapids PRA.
Parks Council staff will handle the accounting and reporting to government for these contracts. Gen 7 will be doing the
work for the OHV Trails and Bridge Rehabilitation as they have the most knowledge and familiarity with the trail system
in Blue Rapids. The Drayton Valley Horse Club will be directing construction of the equestrian staging area and trails.
We are incredibly appreciative of the good work that Greg Nelson has done on our behalf to secure resources for these
projects…HOORAY! Bev and I will be getting budgets and contracts ready in the next couple of days so work can begin
soon!
Have a great Tuesday everyone.
Take care…Sandra

Sandra Bannard
Executive Director
Eagle Point-Blue Rapids Parks Council
780-898-7275 office
780-898-5234 mobile

www.epbrparkscouncil.org
Eagle Point‐Blue Rapids “Adventure Awaits”
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2020 ARPA Conference & Energize Workshop
September 21

RECREATION AND PARKS:'

ESSENTIAL TO LIFE

ARPA Conference and Energize Workshop
With the ARPA Conference & Energize Workshop approaching in just five weeks, our
team has been working hard to plan and secure the program, speakers and all of the
educational content to be consumed. As this is constantly changing, we want to keep
you informed of the different sessions, keynote speakers, networking, and social
opportunities as they become available. We will be sending weekly updates to inform
you of all the changes being made or you can visit our website by clicking here.

This week we are excited to announce some of our keynote speakers: Winners of The
Amazing Race Canada - Dr. James Makokis and Anthony Johnston, Drew
Dudley, The Mayor's Panel, and The International Elders Circle.
As the weeks progress we will continue to release more sneak-peeks as to what to
expect during this year's 2020 ARPA Conference and Energize Workshop. More exciting
educational, social, and networking content will be arriving weekly. Stay tuned for morel

Dr. James Makokis and Anthony Johnston
Dr. James Makokis is well grounded in all matters relating to Indigenous cultures,
traditions, values, and customs. He is one of Canada's leading experts for Canadians
and First Nation communities. Dr. Makokis currently heads one of Canada's leading
LGBTQ2 and Transgender focused medical practices and commits himself to saving
lives through his progressive empathetic approach to medicine.

Anthony Johnson graduated from Harvard University with a Bachelor of Arts in 2008.
Johnson's life has been full of dedicating his career and his time to countless numbers of

non-profit organizations, social movements, and councils. Johnson's story is one of
hope, overcoming adversity, dealing with racism, activism, community engagement and
success.

Anthony Johnson and Dr. James Makokis recently became the first Two-Spirit team to
compete on the Amazing Race Canada and received national attention for their
participation on the show, while bringing new awareness to gender, sexuality and First
Nation issues. They fought hard challenge after challenge eventually to become the
winners of Season 7! They are both now speaking across Canada sharing their stories of
their experience on the Amazing Race Canada while continuing to raise awareness and
advocate for First Nation and LGBTQ2 individuals.
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Anthony and James will be our morning speaker on Wednesday, October 22. They will
open the day on what we are calling our Inclusion, Diversity and Reconciliation Day. We
are working with the two speakers to ensure the presentation is relevant to you and our
sector. We are certain that this keynote will be one you do not want to miss.

Drew Dudley
We are excited to have Drew Dudley back

as a keynote presenter to be our Opening
and Closing Keynote for the conference.
That's right. Drew Dudley will be speaking
on Wednesday, October 21 and Friday,
October 23. The last time you would have
seen Drew was in 2014 when he talked

about his infamous TED talk "Everyday
Leadership (The Lollipop Moment)," which
was voted "one of the 15 most inspirational
TED talks of all time". Since then, Drew

Dudley has been speaking across 5
continents, and releasing his first book. The
book "This is Day One: A Practical Guide to
Leadership That Matters" debuted at #6 on
The Wall Street Journal Bestseller List, and has gone on to become an international
bestseller.

You may be wondering why we have a leadership keynote speaker at our conference?
This is because we know that the recreation and parks sector is hurting. Organizations

are being challenged to operate on drastically reduced budgets and have needed to
furlough and lay staff off. We also know that you have experienced change, trauma and
difficult situations in your work and personal lives as well. This is why we have brought
Drew Dudley in as our Opening and Closing Keynote. We need help, both as individuals
and organizations, to become strong leaders in these difficult times. Drew's
presentations will help us on our journey.

Another added bonus is that everyone who registers for the full conference will receive
free access to Day One Leadership Direct, Drew Dudley's online leadership training.
You'll receive access to over 5 hours of interactive learning modules that can be viewed

on any computer or mobile device! Move step-by-step through the Day One Leadership

process: surfacing your key values, and creating your own personalized daily leadership
behaviors. Find out more about this program and what you can get out of it by clicking
here!
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The Mayor's Panel on the Important Role Recreation and Parks Play
in the Community
This year's mayor's panel will feature mayors from communities across Alberta. The
panel will be led through a moderated conversation around their respective views on
recreation and parks, and how Important they are to the quality of life of their citizens.
Mayors will also discuss the path through our current difficult times, and what that might
mean for communities now and In the future. There will be an opportunity to have a

dialogue and pose questions for the Mayors to answer.
Participating Mayors Include:

Mayor Bob Young, City of Leduc
Mayor Stuart Houston, City of Spruce Grove
Mayor Bill Roberston, Town of Okotoks
Mayor Gall Katchur, City of Fort Saskatchewan
Deputy Mayor Debbie Rose, Town of High Prairie

From Crisis to Action: Lessons from the International Elders' Circle
As soon as COVlD-19 hit Canada, vulnerable populations like urban Indigenous Elders

In the Calgary-area were particularly affected as they were removed from their peer
groups, their family, and from community. Alberta Recreation and Parks Association
(ARPA) has been working with World Urban Parks to help address some of these gaps.
Hearing that Elders and Knowledge Keepers In the Treaty 7 area wanted to come
together with other Elders from around the world to connect, share stories, and make
sense of COVID and Its Impacts, ARPA and WUP collaborated with Dr. Reg and Rose
Crowshoe, esteemed Blackfoot Elders and Traditional Knowledge Keepers, to organize

a 2-day virtual International Elders' Circle. Meant as safe space defined by Indigenous
ways of knowing and knowledge translation, these virtual Circles brought International
Knowledge Keepers together with the sole purpose of Increasing Elder capacity and
Increasing their well being.

This session will feature Dr. Reg and Rose Crowshoe, as well as multiple Elders from
the International Elders' Circle. These knowledge keepers will come together to share
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their learnings and how their discussions can be applied to crisis-related strategies and
actions in communities across Alberta.

Many thanks go out to the funders of this event: Canadian Red Cross and The City of
Calgary: Change Can't Wait Fund.
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Registration Options
#1 - Attend virtually from wherever you would like - at your home, office, or on
vacation

Registration Prices start as low as $95 for a full day of virtual Conference, content, and
engagement!
$195 ARPA Member rate for the full virtual Conference. Click here to register.

#2 - Register for the Fuli Conference experience at the Fairmont Jasper Park
Lodge - we are hoping to have a group of up to 100 taking in the virtual Conference in
meeting rooms at the Fairmont. This option will include Breakfast and Lunch for each of
the three days, as well as one dinner. Group engagement will be facilitated for
conversations around Conference topics. You would need to register as a In-Person

delegate with ARPA and then book and pay for your accommodations directly with the
Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge here.

Early bird member rates start at $595. Click here to register.
Accommodations start as low as $169 plus taxes and fees. Click here to book.

#3 - Gome stay at the Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge and attend virtually from your
guest room - The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge will be honouring our great room rates
for Conference week, so why not take advantage of these rates to come get away in
Jasper. You would be responsible for booking and paying for your own accommodations,
and then to register as a virtual attendee.
$195 ARPA Member rate for the full virtual Conference. Click here to register.
Accommodations start as low as $169 plus taxes and fees. Book here.

#4 - Come visit Jasper - Not wanting to or able to attend the Conference, but still want
to visit Jasper? - The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge will be honouring our great room rates
to non-Conference participants as long as availability exists. You will need to reserve
directly with the Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge using this link.
Accommodations start as low as $169 plus taxes and fees.

Cancelation Policy
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If you are not planning to travel to Jasper the week of the Conference then yes you will
need to cancel your reservation. If you do not cancel at least 72 hours prior to your
reservation arrival date you will be charged for your full reservation. The best way to
cancel or update your current reservation is to email ipl.reservations@.fairmont.com or
call (780)852-3301.

Trade Show and Sponsorship
Our sponsorship is over half sold, with the
exhibitors for the trade show filling up. ARPA staff
have created a Whova Setup Guide video that can

provide you with an overview of how our virtual
trade show and sponsorship will work!
Find out more about sponsorship opportunities and
the trade show by registering online here, or by
reading the prospectus here .

Virtual Tradeshow

October 22. 4 - 7pm
Multiple Sponsorship

Opportunities
Available

We will also be hosting a live walk-through and
Q&A! ARPA staff will walk through the exhibitor
and sponsor profiles, the trade show, and how to interact with delegates throughout the
event! The majority of the time will be dedicated to your questions!
Live Whova Sponsor and Trade Show Q+A
Date: September 23rd
Time: 2:00 PM

Registration: Zoom Registration

Thank you for your continued support. We look forward to having you all join us virtually
or in-person for the 2020 ARPA Conference & Energize Workshop! If you would like
additional information regarding sponsorship or trade show opportunities, please contact
Benjamin Jonah at 780-644-6376 or bionah@arpaonline.ca.
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